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IN THE · 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2991 
MARIE N. CHRISTIANSON AND FRED H. CHRISTIAN-
SON, Appellants, 
• versus 
BOYD M. BROSIUS AND EVA W. GAINES, Appellees. 
PETITION FOR APPEAL AND SUPEBSEDEAS. 
To the Honorabl~ Chief Justice and Justices of the Supreme 
Court of Appeals: . 
Your Petitioners, Marie N. Christianson and Fred H. Chris.-
tianson, respectfully represent that they are aggrieved by 
the final decree of the Circuit Court of Loudoun County, Vir .. 
ginia, entered on the 27th day of October, 1944, in a suit in 
equity wherein your petitioners were the defendants and 
Eva W. Gaines and Boyd M. Brosius were the complainants, 
and depended in said Court under the style of Brosius and 
Gaines v. Christianson, et al. Petitioners, therefore, present 
this petition for an appeal from, and .c;upersedeas to the afore-
said decree, whi<fu they assert is erroneous, and tender here-
with the transcript of the record in .the said cause. 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
Petitioners believe that it will conserve the time of this Hon-
orable Court if a brief summary should be made of the en-
4 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia · 
stated he had paid $9,500 for the place, had spent_some money 
on it and would have to count up what he had spent and would 
let them know ( Record, pp. 54, 58). Christianson testified 
that he had at that time stated he would take $12,000 for his 
farm; had never offered it for less than $12,000 and had 
never authorized anyone to sell it for any price (Record, pp. 
106, 108) and that he did not remember Mr. T. W. Gaines 
making a counter-proposal of $10,700 and that $12,000 was 
the only price he had ever considered (Record, p. 121). 
After Mr. Christianson left home for service in the Mer-
chant Marine, the negotiations we:,;e renewed by Mr. and 
Mrs. Gaines, who were acting on behalf of their daughter, 
Eva vV. Gaines and Boy<l M. Brosius, her employer, the Com-
plainants (Record, pp. 53-56, 57-59). Ultimately, said com-
plainants, i~ response to a letter from Mrs. Laura B. Gaines, 
went to see Mrs. Christianson and opened negotiations them-
selves (Record, p. 59). · · · 
When· Mr. Christianson was aboard his ship, and before it 
left the-continental waters of the United States, moving from 
port to port taking on cargo, the gunnery officer, an officer 
m the United States Navy, who practiced law before entering 
the service, at Christianson 's request, prepared his will.for 
him (Record, pp. 106, 107; Ex. 2, pp. 146-147). When the 
ship r.eached th~ next port, the City of New York, he placed 
the will in the ship's mail and it was in due course delivered 
with the letter he had written to his wife (Record, pp. 113-
116). The will was dated March 24, 1943, and was re-
5• ceived •by Mrs. Christianson prior to April 1, 1943. 
In the seventh clause of the will appeared the follow-
ing: 
''Seventh. I give and grant unto my wife full and complete 
power of sale of all of my property including the aforesaid 
·real estate in such manner as she in her judgment may deem 
best." (Record, p. 147.) 
In the preceding portions of the will, Mr. Christianson had 
devised his ''interest in the real property'' to his three chil-
dren; bequeathed all personal property to his wife; appointed 
his wife executrix of his will, and nominated her as guardian. 
of the children (Record, p. 146'), (Will is Exhibit 2 with Com-
plainants' depositions, Reco~d, pp. 146-147). 
Mrs. Christianson testified ·that she thought the provisions 
of the will veRted her with the power and authority to sell the 
farm during: Mr. Christianson 's lifetime (Record, p. 28). 
On April 1, 1943, Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius, who had 
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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of V.irgioia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2991 
:MARIE N. CHRISTIANSON AND FRED H. CHRISTIAN-
SON, Appellants, 
• versus 
BOYD M. BROSIUS AND EV A W. GAINES, Appellees. 
PETITION FOR APPEAL AND S.UPERSEDEAS. 
To the Honorable Chief Justice and Justices of the Supreme 
Court of .Appeals: 
Your Petitioners, Marie N. Christianson and Fred H. Chris-
tianson, respectfully represent that they are aggrieved by 
the final decree of the Circuit Court of Loudoun County, Vir-
ginia, entered on the 27th day of October, 1944, in a suit in 
equity wherein your petitioners were the defendants and 
Eva W. Gaines and Boyd M. Brosius were the complainants, 
and depended in said Court under the style of Brosius and 
Gaines v. Christianson, et aL Petitioners, therefore, present 
this petition for· an appeal from, and supersedeas to the afore. 
said decree, whiq'h they assert is erroneous, and tend.er here. 
with the transcript of the record in . the said cause. 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
Petitioners believe that it will conse.rve the time of this Hon-
orable Court if a brief summary should be made of the en-
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tire case, in broad generalized statements, without, at this 
juncture, citing the pages of the record, complying with that 
formality in the ''Statement .of the Facts" and "The Ar-
gument'' hereafter presented. 
Fred H. Christianson and Marie N. Christianson, his 
2• wife, were the owners •of a farm in Loudoun County, 
near Leesburg, Virgi~ia, as equal joint tenants, "with 
the right of survivorship, as at common law". Fred H. Chris-
tianson, a retired· marine engineer, in the month of February 
of the year 1943, was persuaded to sign· up- for a voyage on 
a ship transporting munitions of war. He was away about 
six months. During his absence, his wife, Marie N. Chris-
tianson, was approached by Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. 
Gaines, who sought to buy the said farm. In the discussion 
at the Christianson home, Mrs. Christianson agreed to sell 
t-he farm for $10,700.00. At the · suggestion of Brosius and 
Miss Gaines, all went to the office of Wilbur C. Hall, an a't-
torney at law, of Leesburg, Virginia, and the latter prepared 
a contract of sale on that day, April 1, 1943, "by and between, 
Marie ,N. Christianson in h~r own right, and as agent for 
Fred H. Christianson, her husband, parties of the first part 
and Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines, parties of the sec-
ond part''. In this contract the price was set out as $10,700, 
of which $500 cash was recited as paid, and the time for the 
payment of the balance was provided for as well as the date for 
settlement, time for delivery of possession and for the pro-
ra~ions of taxes, insurance, and the like. The contract was 
signed and sealed on that day by said Brosius and said Miss 
Gaines, and by "Marie N. Christianson in her own right and 
, as agent for Fred H. Christianson, her husband". 
The deed of conveyance was likewise prepared by said at-
torney and sent by United States mail to Fred H. Christian-
son for his sig·nature and acknowledgment, but he did not re-
ceive the same. Upon his return to his home in July, 1943, 
he learned of this, and immediately refused to sign the deed, 
also denied that he had ever authorized his wife to sell his 
interest in the farm, and · she then likewise denied her au-
thority to execute the contract :of sale for her husband .. 
Said Brosius and Gaines filed their bill of complaint, alleg-
ing the execution of the said contract as afore said, and that 
Marie N. Christianson was the duly appointed attorney in 
fact for Fred H. Christianson and authorized and was em-
. powered to make the said contract of sale by a written 
3~ power of attorney •and by it authorized to execute the 
written contract of sale in the name of the said Fred H. 
Christianson, and prayed that the defendants be required t~ 
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specifically perform said contr~ct. The final decree of the 
trial court on the .pleadings, exhibits, a~d depositions was en-
tered on the 27th day qf October, 1944, under the terms of 
which the trial court sustained the contentions of the com-
plainants, and decreed that the defendants should specifically 
perform the said contract. 
Hereafter, th_e petitioners will be referred to either as "Ap-
pellants" or as "Defendants", as they were in the lower 
court, and the said Brosius and Gaines will be ref erred to as 
"Complainants", the position they occupied in the lower 
Court, or as '' Appellees' '. 
II. STATEMENT OF THE FACTS. 
A.ppelJants acq~ired the farm consisting of 82% acres and 
the improvements thereon located about three miles south of 
the Town of Leesburg, Virginia, on U. S. Route 15, by the 
deed dated July 31, 1942, from Lawrence M. Newberry and 
wife, recorded in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of 
Loudoun County, Virginia, on July 31, 1942, in Deed Book 
11-P, Folio 267. Title, to the same was vested in equal shares 
in the appellants with the right of survivorship as at common 
law (Record,. pp~ 2, 149-151). This farm is the subject mat-
ter of this controversy (Record, pp. 1-8). 
Fred H. Christianson and his wife, and their three children, 
as well as '' the two old people'' (Record, p. 109) were living 
on this farm until in the latter part of the month of Febru-
ary, 1943, when he, a retired marine engineer, was urged to 
return to the Merchant Marine Service to fill an urgent need 
of the United States in the transport- of material of war. T~e 
requests were so insistently made, and the need so pressing, 
he agreed to "sign on'' for a voyage upon a merchant ship, 
and reported for duty immediately having practically no 
time whatever to put his affairs in shape (~cord, pp. 105-
113). 
4* *The night before Mr. Christianson left home to join 
· his ship on this voyage, he and his wife went to the home 
of his neighbor; Mr. T. W. Gaines and bis wife, Mrs. Laura 
B. Gaines, at the invitation of Mr. Gaines to discuss the sale 
of the farm (Record, p. 30). Mr. Christianson remarked to Mr. 
Gaines, '' They tell me you got a buyer for the farm'' (Rec-
ord, pp. 54, 57 and 106), and Mr. Gaines replied, ''Yes, if you 
don't· go too high on it''·. Christianson then stated that· be 
wanted $12,000 for the place (Record, pp. 54, 57, 121). 'Mr. 
Gaines and his wife testified ·that a counter-proposition of 
$10,700 was made by Mr. Gaines, but that Mr. Christianson 
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stated he had paid $9,500 for the place, had spent some money 
on it and would have to count up what he had spent and would 
let them know ( Record, pp. 54, 58). Christianson testified 
that he had at that time stated he would take $12,000 for his 
farm; had never offered it for less than $12,000 and had 
never authorized anyone to sell it for any price (Record, pp. 
106, 108) and that he did not remember Mr. T. W. Gaines 
making a counter-proposal of $10,700 and that $12,000 was 
the only price he had ever considered ( Record, p. 121). 
After Mr. Christianson left home for service in the Mer-
chant Marine, the negotiations we:r;e renewed by Mr. and 
Mrs. Gaines; who were acting on behalf of their daughter, 
Eva W. Gaines and Boydi )L Brosius, her employer, the Com-
plainants (Record, pp. 53-56, 57-59). Ultimately, said com-
plainants, in response to a letter from Mrs. Laura B. Gaines, 
went to see Mrs. Christianson and opened negotiations them-
selves (Record, p. 59). · · 
When Mr. Christianson was aboard his ship, and before it 
left. the-continental waters of the United States, moving from 
port to port taking on cargo, the gunnery officer, an officer 
in the United States Navy, who practiced law before entering 
the service, at Christianson 's request, prepared his will for 
him (Record, pp. 106, 107; Ex. 2, pp. 146-147). When the 
ship reached th~ next port, the City of New York, he placed 
the will in the ship's mail and it was in due course delivered 
with the letter he had written to his wife (Record, pp. 113-
116). The will was dated March 24, 1943, and was re-
5• ceived '"'by Mrs. Christianson prior to April 1, 1943. 
In the seventh clause of the will appeared the follow-
ing: 
''Seventh. I give and grant unto my wife full and complete 
power of sale of all of my property including the afore said 
·real estate in such manner as she in her judgment may deem 
best." (Record, p. 147.) 
In the preceding portions of the will, . Mr. Christianson had 
devised his '' interest in the real property'' to his three chil-
dren; bequeathed all personal property to his wife; appointed 
his wife executrix of his will, and nominated her as guardian . 
of the children (Record, p. 146), (Will is Exhibit 2 with Com-
plainants' depositions, Reco~d, pp. 146-147). 
Mrs. Christianson testified ·that she thought the provisions 
of the will veRted her with the power and a_uthority to sell the 
farm during- Mr. Christianson's lifetime (Record, p. 28). 
On April 1, 1943, Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius, who had 
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been negotiating ·with Mrs. Christianson for the purchase of 
the farm after .Mr. Christianson left· home in the Merchant 
Marine Service, arrived at the Christianson home and made 
an offer of $10,700 for the place, which Mrs. Christianson ac-
cepted, as she wanted :to sell and the· price was satisfactory 
to her. Miss Eva Gaines asked Mrs. Christianson to go with 
them to an attorney's office for the purpose of. preparing the 
necessary papers to conclude the transaction. Both she and 
Mr. Brosius knew the farm was owned jointly by Mr. and 
Mrs. Christianson and. that in order for Mrs. Christianson to 
act for Mr. Christianson, she should have proper authoriza-
tion. Both Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius testified one of them 
asked Mrs. Christianson whether or not she was so authorized, 
and she thereupon exhibited to them a typewritten paper con-
sisting of two pages; the fir~t of which was a will and the 
second page of which was a power of attorney signed by Mr. 
Christianson and witnessed by two persons (Record, pp~ 61-
63, 65-66). Miss Gaines was not' certain whether or not the 
paper authorized Mrs. Ghristianson to act for Christianson 
and the ref ore requested her to accompany them to the 
6• Office of Attorney Wilbur •c. Hall (Record, p. 66). This 
in spite of the fact that both Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius 
testified that they had no doubt the paper gave Mrs. Chris-
tianson authority to sell the farm (Record, pp. 65, 69). 
After this conference, Mrs. Christianson, Miss Gaines, and 
Mr. Brosius went to the office of Mr. Wilbur c .. Hall, Attor-
ney at Law, Leesburg, Virginia, and related to him the terms 
of their verbal agreement, and Miss Gaines, Mr. Brosius and 
Mr. Hall testified that the complainants employed Mr.· Hall 
to prepare the necessary papers (Record, pp. 66, 41-42). · 
Mrs. Christianson testified that before Mr. Hall looked at 
'' the paper'' ( the will under which she assumed she had the 
power and authority to act) Mr. Hall had prepared the con-
tract for the sale of the property (Record, p. 29). She tes-
tified that "I said I had something in my pocketbook". After 
Mr. Hall '' started to make out the contract • * '"' he asked me 
if I had authority and I said yes, I had. He asked if I had 
anY. authority. I guess he knew what I was talking about, I 
don't know. After I signed it (the contract prepared by Mr. 
Hall), he asked to look at it, and said, "This is a man's wilP' 
(Record, p. 40). She also testified that Mr. Hall said she 
could not sell the farm under it, as the paper was a will (Rec-
ord, pp. 28 and 37). The contract is filed as complainants' 
"E~hibit A" with the bill (Record, p\ 8). It was a ":Memo-
randum of Agreement made and entered into this 1st day of 
April, 1943, by and between Marie N. Christianson in her own 
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right and a.s agent for Fred H. Christianson, her husband, 
parties .of the first part and Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. 
Gaines, parties of the second part''. 
The memorandum declares that for the consideration of 
$10,700, $500 of which was then paid, and $10,200 was to be 
paid as thereafter set out the parties of the · first part have 
sold and the parties of the second part have purchased the 
tract of land in Loudoun County, Virginia, about 2%, miles 
south of Leesburg, Virginia, on Route 15, containing 821/z 
acres more or less. 
T"" ·=1H'The parties of the first part agree t<1 convey said 
land to the pai. .. ties of the second part by an indefeasible 
fee simple title on or before thirty days from this date when 
the parties of the first part will pay the balance of the pur-
chase price, to-wit, the sum of Ten Thousand Two Hundred 
Dollars ($10,200) in cash." (Italics supplied.) 
The memorandum further provided that the 'parties of the 
:first part should retain possession of the house not exceeding~ 
60 days, and the terms of proration, rights to crops, etc., and 
tha~ the parties of the first part were to furnish the deed and 
place the revenue stamps thereon. 
The contract was signed and sealed as follows: 
"MARIE N. CHRISTIANSON (Seal) 
In her own right and as agent for 
Fred H. Christianson, her husband . 
BOYD M. BROSIUS (Seal) 
EVA W. GAINES (Seal}''' 
(Record, pp. 8-9). 
Mr. ·Hall testified that the said parties came to his office on 
.April 1, 1943, and either Mr~ Brosius or Miss Gaines made 
the statement that they bad purchased the farm and disclosed 
th~ substance of the contract (Record, p. 42). He testified 
that Mrs. Christianson e:xbibited to him a legal paper con-
sisting of two pages, which was shown prior to his drafting 
of the Contract of Sale (Exhibit A with the bill, Record, pp. 
8-9) and he "did not think that the paper which has been of-
fered in evidence here (Exhibit 2, Record, pp. 146-147) is the 
paper which I saw. My recollection is that it was two pages, 
there is ~ot the slightest doubt in my mind that it gave Mrs. 
Christianson the right to sell, the autho·rity to ·sell, bnt the 
trouble·with it was that it was not acknowledged before a No-
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tary Public, which would constitute a proper chain of 'title 
• * •. My recollection too is that it was somewhat of a com-
bination of will and power of attorney,, but the thing that is 
impressed upon my mind and has been all the time, that 
8* it gave her ~the right to sell and convey, and that the 
only trouble was that it was not acknowledged so it could 
be recorded" (Record, p. 46). That "it would. take a deed to 
consummate the matter'' (Record, p. 52). 
Mr. Hall further testified that after the memorandum agree-
ment (Exhibit A, Record, pp. 8-9) rel~ting to the sale was 
signed by Mrs. Christianson, Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius, 
he prepared the deed of conveyance which he delivered to Mr. 
Brosius and Miss Gaines, together with a note written by Mrs. 
Christianson to her husband, all enclosed in an envelope ad .. 
dressed to Mr. Christianson, the understanding being. that 
Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines were to post the deed in Wash-
ington, D. C., so Mr. Christianson., upon receipt thereof, could 
sig·n, acknowledge and return the deed promptly (Reeord, pp. 
43-44; 51; 69-70). 
The sum of $500 which the memorandum of agreement of 
the sale recited had been paid, was delivered to and held by 
Mr. Wilbur C. Hall, and was-never paid over to the Christian-
sons. Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius arranged with Mr. HalJ 
a loan of $6,000, to be secured by a first deed of trust on the 
property, Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius assuring Mr. Hall 
that they could pay the remainder of the purchase price in 
cash (Record, p. 44). Mr. Hall further testified that when 
Mr. Christianson signed and returned the said deed to Mr. 
Hall, the matter could be closed immediately as he had ar-
ranged for the loan and the purchase money was available 
(Record, p. 51). · 
· After the deed had been mailed, it was returned by the 
postal authorities bec~use of inability to deliver the mail to 
Mr. Christianson., the addressee (Record, p. 31}. Mrs. Chris-
tianson testified that she tried to get in touch with her hus-
band and so advised Mr. Hall, and Mr. Hall told her to send 
telegrams to all the coasts where he might be, Norfolk and 
Baltimore, but she sent a wire to New York as that was the 
only place. she knew of, and this wire was returned, because 
Mr. Christianson could not be located (Record, p. ~9). 
On April 27, 1943, being· advised by Mrs. Christianson 
9~ that she was eunable to locate her husband, Mr. Hall pre-
pared an extension agreement extending the period for. 
closing on April 30, 1943, for thirty days (Record, p. 44). 
This document was signed by Mrs. Christianson, Miss Gaines 
and Mr. Brosius (Exhibit "B'' with bill, Record, p.10). Miss 
Gaines and Mr. Brosius deposited in escrow with Mr. Hall, a 
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check for $1,500 payable to Mrs. Christianson. This sum ac-
cording to the terms of the extension agreement was to be 
added to the $500 cash payment made on April 1, 1943, and 
thereby reduce the balance due under the sales agreement to 
the sum of $8,700. 
Subsequently Mr. Hall prepared (Exhibit 8, Record, p. 162) 
another extension agreement prior to May 30, 1943, further 
extending the time of settlement to June 30, 1943. This was 
signed by Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines, but Mrs. Christianson 
failed, if not refused, to sign this contract (Record, pp. 46~47; 
162, Exhibit 8). 
Before Mr. Christianson returned to the United States, Mr. 
Hall testified he became suspicious that Mrs. Christianson 
would not carry out the terms of the contract of sale, and in 
writing offered to extend the time for closing the transaction 
on May 29 and June 2, 1943, and urged that the deed be de-
livered as soon as Mr. Christianson returned. On June 15 
and June 22, 1943, he urged her to indicate when the matter 
could be concluded, on June 28, 1943, he notified Mrs. Chris-
tianson that Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius had employed 
Charles Pickett, Esq .. , of Fairfax, . Virginia, and himself to 
bring the matter to a conclusion, and he had taken some legal 
steps -to that end, '' and a notice will be handed you by the 
Sheriff" (Exhibits 9 and 10, Record, p. 163, Exhibits 11 and 
12; Record, pp. 164 and 165, and Exhibit 13, Record, p. 165). 
Actually, ]\fr. Christianson had not returned to his home 
when Mrs. Christianson was served with process for herself. 
When he returned he found '' a warrant had been sworn out 
for him" (Record, p. 109). Mr. Christianson returned home 
from the voyage during the month of July, 1943 (Record, pp. 
35, 123). 
10=11i • A Factual Issue. 
From the foregoing it will seem that an issue of fact was 
raised as to whether or not Mr. Christianson had executed 
a "power of attorney" wherein he authorized his wife, Marie 
N. Christianson, as his attorney in fact, to sell and convey 
the property which is the subject of this controversy. Mr. 
Christianson denied he had ever executed a power of attor-
ney to his wife, or that he had ever authorized her as his agent, 
to enter into a contract for the sale of the farm (Record, p. 
107). Mrs. Christianson stated that the only legal paper she 
received from her husband was the will, filed as Exhibit 2 
with the depositions (Record, pp. 146-147). It was this paper 
which she thought gave her the ''power" to sell the farm, and 
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was the one she took to Mr. Hall's office and showed to him 
as evidence of her authority (Record, p. 28). It was, she 
testified, the one she showed to Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius 
as evidence of her authority (Record, p. 37). Miss Gaines 
and Mr. Brosius testified that the same paper which she ex-· 
hibited to them in the Christianson home was the one which 
she also exhibited to :Mr. Hall at his office on April 1, 1943, 
as evidence of her authority to sell the farm as Mr. Chris-
tianson's agent (Record, pp. 61-62, 68-69). 
Both Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius, the Complainants, tes-
tified that the paper they saw was a ''power. of attorney" 
on the second page, and Miss Gaines further testified that 
Mrs. Christianson told her and Mr. Brosius that the first 
page of the instrument was a will. They both were positive 
in their opinions, on the witness stand that the power of at-
torney gave Mrs. Christianson authority to sell the farm as 
Mr. Christianson's agent (Record, pp. 61-63, 65-66, 68-69). 
When Mr. Hall was offered as a witness for the complain-
ants, objection was interposed to his testifying on the grounds 
that he was counsel for all the parties to the transaction in 
his office, and that he should not be allowed to .testify. He 
immediately testified that he was employed by •and was 
11 * counsel only for the complainants., Miss Gaines and Mr. 
Brosius, and proceeded to testify (Record, pp. 41-42). 
He testified that he asked Mrs. Christianson for evidence of 
her authority to act for Mr. Christianson at his office on April 
1, 1943, when the sales agreement was prepared and she pro-
duced a document of two pag·es, which he described as ''some-
what of a combination of will and power of attorney'' giving 
her the right to sell and convey the property but not being 
acknowledged, it could not be recorded, and therefore Mrs. 
Christianson could not execute and acknowledge the deed of 
conveyance, since the power of attorney would be a necessary 
link in the chain of title (Record, p. 46). 
The Precise Que~tion of Fact. 
It is obvious that the whole case turns on the question· 
whether or not Fred H. Christianson did execute and deliver 
to his wife, Marie Christianson, a power of attorney authoriz-
ing her as his attorney in fact to sell and convey the farm. 
There are other incidental questions which present issues of 
law, and in introducing evidence both complainants and de-
fendants have endeavored circumstantially to support the 
main issue, these may also present the issues. These issues 
will be treated in this petition under the general heading of 
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"V. Argument", whether of law or fact. "Argument" will 
follow after the "III. Assignment of Errors",, and ''IV. The 
Issues Raised' '. · 
III. ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS. 
1. The Trial Court erred in failing to rule that the testi-
mony of Complainants and their witnesses did not positively 
show with sufficient clarity that the alleged power of attorney 
from Fred H. Christianson to Marie N. Christianson ever 
existed. ; 
2. The Trial Court erred in ruling that the testimony and 
other evidence showed a power of attorney existed, under the 
terms of which alleged instrument Marie N. Christianson as 
attorney for Fred H. Christianson had the alleged right to 
sell and convey the farm which is the subject of these proceed-
ings. 
3. The Trial Court erred in not ruling that the evidence be-
fore the Court did not establish that ·such alleged power 
12* of attorney *ever existed and had never been lost, de-
stroyed, or suppressed, and in failing to exclude and rule 
out any evidence as to the supposed. contents of the said power 
of attorney. 
4. The Trial Court erred in not ruling ·that the evidence 
failed to disclose the contents, terms, and provisions of the 
alleged power of attorney, even if there ever was such instru-
'ment, and that there was therefore no such instrument. 
5. The Trial Court erred in holding that the ~vidence 
showed Marie N. Christianson was duly authorized to execute 
the contract of sale of the farm as agent or attorney of },red 
H. Christianson. , 
6. The Trial Court erred in decreeing that the evidence. in. 
this cause established with sufficient clarity and certainty, the 
existence of a contract of sale of the farm by Fred H. Chris-
tianson and Marie N. Christianson to Eva W. Gaines and 
Boyd M. Brosius such as a Court of_ equity would decree 
should be specifically performed. 
7. The Trial Court erred· in entering the final decree of 
October 27, 1944, adjudging and ordering that the defend-
ants, the petitioners, should specifically perform the said al-
leged contract of sale of April 1., 1943, filed as Exhibit "A'' 
with the bill .of complaint. 
8. The Trial Court erred in failing to dismiss the com-
plainants' bill of complaint as being without merit in equity 
and the complainants. not entitled to the relief prayed for in 
said bilL 
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IV. THE ISSUES RAISED. 
I 
The fore going Assignment of Errors present for solution 
the follo~ing issues : 
1. Did the complainants show by the proper evidence of 
sufficient weight and clearness that there was in existence a 
power of attorney executed by Fred H. Christianson, giving 
and granting to Marie }f. Christianson power and authority ,, 
to sell the farm owned by them jointly Y . 
2.
1 
What character of evidence as to weight and clearness 
is required of the complainants . to establish existence of a 
contract of sale of land warranting a Court of equity in de-
creeing specific performance of the contract? 
3. Since every element essential to existence of a valid con-
tract must be proved by ''clear and convincing" evidence, 
have complainants proved the agency of Mrs. Christianson, 
and is there any valid contract¥ 
V. ARGUMENT. 
Preliminary. 
''While it is universally recognized that equitable relief by 
way of specific performance does not follow as a matter 
13• · of course by *establishing the existence and validity of 
the contract the performance of which is sought, the 
existence of a valid contract is essential and many of the 
cases in which the jurisdiction of a Court of Equity, or of a 
Court exercising equity powers, is invoked to obtain a specific 
enforcement of a contract do not turn so much upon rules 
governing the exercise of those equitable powers as they do 
upon the underlying and fundamental questions of the ex-
istence or non-existence of a legal contract. In order for 
equity to decree specific performance, it is necessary that 
there be in existence and effect a contract valid at law and 
binding upon the party against whom performance is sought, 
for specific performance is never applicable where -there is 
no obligation to perform. If the existence of a valid contract 
is a matter of doubt, equity will not decree specific per'" 
f ormance. '' 
See 49 Am. Jur., p. 25, Specific Performance. 
''Where a proceeding is brought for specific performance, 
the rule seems to be ·established that more than a mere pre-
ponderance of testimony is required to establish the. existence 
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of the contract when its existence is denied. In order that 
specific performance may be decreed, the evidence of the mak-
ing of the contract must be clear and convincing, or, as stated 
in some cases, clear, cog·ent, and convincing, or strong and 
convincing.'' 
See: 49 Am. Jur., p. 191, Specific Performance, Sec. 169. 
1. Was There a :1¥ ritten Document Signed by Fred H. Chris-
tianson Constititting Marie N. Christianson His .At-
torney in Fact Aittliorized to Bell Their FarmP 
It is earnestly insisted that tlie evidence in this case falls 
far short of the requirements of equity both as to clearness 
and weight, for it is conflicting in every respect and is such 
that rather than dispel doubts of the alleged authority of 
Mrs. Christianson to execute the contract, the evidence cre-
ates doubt of the strongest kind in that respect, and the Trial 
Court under the law should not have decreed specific per-
formance. 
Trial Coi1.rt Did Not Hear Witnesses Testify. 
Attention of this Honorable Court is directed to the fact 
that the testimony of each of the witnesses was by deposi-
tion; that the Chancellor did not have the advantage of see-
. ing and observing the witnesses when testifying. The weight 
therefore to be accorded the decision of the lower Court is as 
declared by this Honorable Court in Shenandoah Valley Na-
tional Ba;nk v. Linebitrg, 179 Va. 734, 20 S. E. 2d 541, 543, as 
follows: 
''The weight to be given to a chancellor's decree 
14* where a cause 8 has been submitted upon deposition, we 
have often had occasion to consider. 
"A late case on that subject is that of Lavenstein v. Plum-
mer, Trustee. The opinion in that cause was banded down 
on April 13, 1942, 179 Va. 469~ 19 S. E. 2d 696. 
"Chief Justice Campbell in First National Banlc v. Wein-
berg, 165 Va. 433, 182 S. E. 250, 253, thus states the law: · 
"While it is fundamental, as held by Chief Justice Prentis 
in Clevinger v. Coiinty School Board, 139 Va. 444, 124 S. E. 
44Q, that this court cannot avoid the duty of weighing the evi-
dence when its -sufficiency is fairly challenged, that doctrine 
does not relieve the complaining party of the burden of show-
ing error. .To raise a doubt is not sufficient. Absolute cer~ 
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tainty is rarely attainable in court proceedings, especially 
where there is a conflict of evidence or the element of fraud 
is one of the paramount issues." 
' Applying the above rule, in the light of the law applicable 
to this case and the questions involved, should leave no doubt 
that the Trial Court erred. It is therefore appropriate to 
state the law as declared bv this Honorable Court. 
In Simmons v. Kramer, 88 Va. 411, at p. 412·, Lewis, P ., de-
livering the opinion of the Court said: 
"Depositions were taken, and when the cause came on to 
be heard, the bill was dismissed by the decree complained of. 
"We are of the opinion that there is no error in the decree. 
It is an estab.lished principle that, in cases like the present, to 
entitle the plaintiff to a decre~ for specific performa;nce, the 
proof to establish the agency mitst be clea,r, certain,, a;nd spe-
cific. A bare preponderance of the evid&nce, it has been held 
is not sufficient; b'U,t the proof must be so clear and d}istinct 
that a fair and candid person can see, without hesitation, that 
the alleged authority was given.'' ( Italics supplied.) 
2. The Testimony .As to the .Alleged Power of .Attorney. 
In this case the Complainants in their bill, and by the testi-
mony in the depositions, soug·ht to establish that the power 
and authority on the part of Mrs. Christianson to act for Mr. 
Christianson in concluding the sale of the farm was derived 
from a written document, signed by Mr. Christianson, which 
was a. broad general power of attorney. The Complainants 
have not endeavored to show, nor to claim that Mr. 
15• Christianson, verbally or otherwise, *made her his agent 
with the authority to conclude a contract of sale. There-
fore, the Complainants stand or fall according to their ability 
to prove the existence of such written. power of attorney. 
It is to be noted that Mr. Wilbur C. Hall, the attorney who 
drew the contract of sale, claimed Mrs. Christianson exhibited 
to him a document which he described as a '' combination 
power of attorney and will", at the time when he was pre-
paring the contract of sale, and in the bill of complaint which 
he signed as counsel for the Complainants, it was alleged that 
Marie N. Christianson '' had in her possession and produced 
and exhibited before your Complainants and Wilbur C._ Hall, 
Attorney, a Power of Attorney giving her the pow~r and au-
thority to sell the said real estate * * f,(t ". The bill further 
alleged that said writing sig-ned by Fred H. Christianson was 
taken from the offices of ~all & Hall, Attorneys, by Marie. N. 
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Christianson and that the Complainants believed the same 
was still in her possession or that of Fred H: Christianson, 
unless destroyed by them or one of them, and asked that they 
or either of them be compelled to produce the same. (Record 
pp. -2-3). 
Fred H. Christianson denied making any power of attorney· 
constituting his wife his attorney in fact with authority to 
sell the farm, and Marie N. Christianson likewise denied the . 
allegation, both in the answers and their depositions and she 
charged that the will of Fred H. Christianson filed as Exhibit 
2 with her deposition was the document exhibited to Mr. Hall 
(Record., pp. 15, 17, 18, 28, 29, 107). 
It is only in the testimony of Eva W. Gaines, Boyd M. 
Brosius, the Complainants, and Wilbur C. Hall, their coun-
sel, that one can find any slightest proof, if their testimony 
can be thus dignified, that such, a document existed. It is sub-
mitted that if the testimony of these witnesses be carefully 
studied, analyzed anE;I weighed, one is obliged to conclude 
there never was any such document in existence. 
Complainants' counsel called Mrs. Christianson to 
16* the stand and took *her deposition as an adverse wit-
ness (Record, pp. 27-41). She admitted that she signed 
the contract of sale in her own right and as agent for Fred H. 
Christianson, and testified that she had with her a paper un-
der which she thought her husband had given her authority to 
sell the farm, and that she therefore signed the contraet (Rec-
ord, pp. 28-29). She also testified that Mr. Hall prepared 
the contract before he saw the said ''paper". The paper she 
was referring to was Mr. Christianson's will. Mr. Hall asked 
her about her authority to sign the contract, and she showed 
him the will, and Mr. Hall declared it was a will and did not 
give her the authority (Record, pp. 36, 37, 40). She showed 
the will to Mr. Brosius in her living room, as her authority 
to act, before going to Mr. Hall's office to sign the contract 
of sale (Record, p. 37). There is no doubt· she showed soin,e 
paper to both Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius before going to 
Mr. Hall's office, for both so ,testified. Miss Gaines testified 
as follows: 
''Q. Did she show you any paper in connection with acting 
for her husband? 
'' .A .. Yes. 
'' Q. Of how many pages did that paper consist f 
"A. I would say it consisted of two, because when she 
showed it to me, I didn't see the front page. She said, 'This 
is a will and doesn't interest you at all.' The other page 
distinctly was a power of attorney. · 
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"Q. Did you read iU 
'' A. I read the power of attorney. I didn't read the will 
(Record,, pp. 61-62). 
* 
''Q. Did you read it from beginning to end 7 
'' A. As I say, th~ first sheet I didn't. 
'' Q. Did you read the second page Y 
'' A. Yes, I did. It was signed by Mr. Christianson and two 
witnesses. 
"Q. Do you recall the names of those witnesses 1 
'' A.· No, I don't. 
'' Q. Do you recall whether or not one of them had any title 
or rank (Record, p. 65) Y 
17* •" A. No, I wouldn't say. * * *." 
Mr. Brosius testified as follows: 
'' A. "\Vell, she produced what I would say-it satisfied me 
that it gave her power to sell the property. 
''Q. How many pag·es did it consist ofY 
'' A. To the best of my recollection, I would say two pages. 
''Q. And were there any witnesses Y Was it attested by any 
witnesses! 
"A. Yes, sir. There were two or three witnesses to the pa-
per * • • '' (Record, p. 68). . 
Mr. Hall, on the foundation of the allegation in the bill as 
to the existence of the alleged power of attorney, the alleged 
possession thereof by the defendants, Mr. and Mrs. Chris-· 
tianson., the petitioners, their failure to produce the same~ 
testified that on April 1, 1943, Mrs. Christianson came to his 
office, with Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius and one of the latter 
told him of the substance of the verbal agreement for the pur-
chase of the farm, and that he was employed by Miss Gaines 
and Mr. Brosius to prepare the necessary documents. He· 
testified further : '' Mrs. Christianson, before the contract 
was drawn, produced to me a paper, which I examined. I can 
recall it very distinctly. • • * I read the paper before the 
contract was signed. My recollection is that it constituted 
two pages. The paper I saw gave Mrs. Christianson the right 
to sell the property. The trouble with the paper was that it 
was not acknowledged, and I so advised Mrs. Christianson in 
the presence of Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines" (Record, pp. 
4~-43). 
• * • 
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He also testified 
'' Adverting for a moment to the paper which gave her the 
authority to sell, I do not think that the paper which has 
been offered in evidence here [ Christianson 's will dated 
March 24, 1943, being Exhibit 2 with the depositions., Record, 
pp. 146-147] is the paper which I saw. My recollection 
18*. *is that it was two pages. There is not the slightest 
doubt in my mind that it gave Mrs. Christianson the 
right. to sell, the authority to sell, but the trouble with it was 
that it was not acknowledged before a Notary Public, which 
would constitute a proper chain of title. • ~ • My recollection, 
too, is that it was somewhat of a combination of will and 
power of attorney, but the thing that is impressed upon my 
. mind and has been all the time is that it gave her the right 
to sell and the right to convey, and the only trouble was that 
it was not acknowledged so it could be recorded" (Record, 
p. 46). (Italics supplied.) 
The foregoing testimony quoted above, taken with the testi-
mony of Mrs. Christianson referred to, shows that Mrs'!_ 
Christianson exhibited to :Miss Gaines and Brosius, at her 
home., before going to Mr. Hall's office on April 1, 1943, a cer-
tain document. There can be not the slightest shadow of 
doubt that the same paper exhibited to them was carried to 
the office of Mr. Hall by Mrs. Christianson, and exhibited to 
him, as evidence of her authority to act in the capacity in 
which she offered to act, i. e., for and on behalf of Mr. Chris-
tianson. 
The outstanding thing in the testimony of Miss Gaines, Mr. 
Brosius, and Mr. Hall is this peculiarity :-The paper in ques-
tion was a will, and at the same time, it was also a power of 
attorney. While Mr. Brosius did not in words say the paper 
was a will, his deposition was taken at the same session when 
Miss Gaines' deposition was taken, and she did testify that 
on April 1, 1943, either Mr. Brosius or she herself questioned 
.Mrs. Christianson as to her authority to act and she then to 
Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines exhibited a document of two 
pages; that she, Miss Gaines, did not look at the first page, 
because Mrs. Christianson said ''This is a will and doesn't 
interest you at all''. ''The other page distinctly was a power 
of attorney.'' Mr. Brosius did not contradict this, but ·xather 
by intendment confirmed it. He testified it was of two pages 
and had the signatures of at least two attesting witnesses, 
and that '' the substance, insofar as I was concerned, 
19* *gave her proper power to sell or convey any property 
which, of course, I took immediately to be this farm and, 
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of course, I read further., too, but I cannot recall the phrase-
ology, but I could say that I was satisfied that this was suf-
ficient for her to go on"" • *" (Record, pp. 68-69). , 
Both testified that the document was signed by Christian-
son, and his signature witnessed by two persons. 
Mrs. Christianson testified that the document which.she ex-
hibited to Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius in her home on April 
1, 1943, and later to Mr. Hall in his office, as evidence of her 
authority to sell the farm for and· on behalf of her husband 
was in fact the latter's will executed on March 23, 1943, which 
is Exhibit 2 with the depositions found at Record, pages 146-
147. 
It is submitted that the evidence is quite convincing that 
the said will was in fact the very paper which was exhibited 
bv Mrs. Christianson as she testified. The instrument was 
signed by Christianson and was signed by two attesting wit-
nesses. 
The way in which the thought on the part of the complain-
. ants and Mr. Hall, their counsel, persists in connecting a will 
with the supposed power .of attorney is most significant. As 
we have pointed ottt, Mr. Wilbur C. Hall, an attorney at law, 
described the supposed document which he claims gave Mrs. 
Christianson authority to sign the contract of sale for- and 
on behalf of, and as binding upon Mr. Christianson, as'' so1ne-
what of a conibination of will and power of attorney." 
What a remarkable document it must have been, if such a 
thing could possibly exist! A will, which can have no effect 
until the testator is dead, and a power of attorney, which can 
have no effect after the creator of the power is dead. How on 
earth can an instrument be drawn combining two antipodal 
objects? It is submHted that there could not have been any 
such instrument. If it was a will, it could not have also been a 
power of attorney. 
Attention is directed to the said will at pages 146 and-
20• 147 of the *Record. The usual opening paragraph 
makes the declaration . as to name, residence, and ca-
pacity, revokes all former wills; the parag-raph designated 
"First" directs the payments of debts and funeral expenses; 
that designated "Second" devises his interest in the farn;1 to 
his three children ; that designated ' 'Third" g·ives all remain~ 
ing· personal property to his wife; the "Fourth" makes cer-
tain provisions for his aged father; the "Fifth'' appoints 
his wife, Marie N. Christianson, executrix of the will; the 
''Sixth'' nominates his wife, Marie N. Christianson, guardian 
of the person and estate of his children. The '' Seven.th" 
paragraph is as follows: 
\ 
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''Seventh: I give and grant unto my wife full and com-
plete power of sale of all of my property including the afore-
said real estate in such manner as she in her judgment may 
deem best.'' 
The form of the will and its composition is such that a per-
son unlearned in the law, and to one carelessly and uncritically 
reading· the instrument, even if a lawyer, might consider the 
seventh paragraph authorization for Mrs. Christianson to 
sell Mr. Christianson's interest in the said farm. 
It is submitted that anyone who could consider that any 
such instrument as a '' combination will and power of attor-
ney" could exist, could as easily conclude that the "Seventh'' 
paragraph of the above mentioned will, authorized Mrs .. 
Christianson to enter into a contract of sale as agent for and 
binding upon Fred H. Christianson. 
This meager testimony, conflicting and contradictory in it-
self, introduced by Complainants is no foundation properly 
laid for any evidence as to the supposed contents, especially 
when Mr. Christianson testified that he had never executed 
any power of attorney appointing his wife or anyone else his 
attorney in fact with authority to enter into a contract of 
sale of the real property of the defendant, Fred H. Christian-
son, in which he was corroborated by his wife, as well as his 
two children, Audrey and Dorothy May Christianson, as will 
. be hereinafter pointed out. 
In 2.Jones Ev. (Rev. & Enla1~gec1 Ed.), p. 1559, Sec-
21* tion 858, the law •in respect to alleg·ed lost or destroyed 
documents, and the admission of secondary evidence to 
prove its contents is thus stated: 
'' The substance of the document should be proved satisfac-
torily. * * • Chief Justice Marshall said that, when a written 
contract is to be proved, not by itself, but by parol testimony, 
no vague, uncertain recollection concerning its stipulations. 
can suffice to supply the place of the written instrument it-
self.'' 
"The substance of the agreement ought to be proved satis-
factorily; and if this cannot be done, the party is. in the con-
dition of every other suitor in Court who makes a claim he 
cannot support. When parties reduce their contract to writ-
ing, the obligations of each are described, and limited by the 
instrument itself. The safety which is expected from them 
would be much impaired, if they could be established upon 
any vague impressions made by conversation antecedent to 
the reduction of the agreement.'' 
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3. Circiimstwnces Disvroving Existence of Power of 
Attorney. 
As pointed out above, the very description of the alleged 
document by Mr. Hall in his testimony., that it was "some-
what of a combination will and power of attorney'' causes 
one to conclude that there was no· such power of attorney in 
exist~nce. No such legal hybrid could exist. But there are 
other circumstances which, petitioners insist., lead irresistibly 
to the conclusion that there was no such instrument. These 
factors are: (a) The sales contract does not refer to the al- · 
leged power of attorney. (b) The sales contract names Marie 
N. Christianson as· "agent'' for Fred H. Christianson, not 
as attorney in fact, and is signed by her as agent not as at-
torney. (c) The alleged power of attorney, vital to complain-
ants' rights was not retained by their counsel, nor even a 
copy of it. ( d) The sales contract could have incorporated 
the alleged power of attorney therein and the contract signed 
and acknowledged and both contract and power thus recorded 
but Mr. Hall failed to do so. Consideration of these points 
is therefore invited. ( e) "Other circumstances". 
(a) Sales Contract Does Not Refer to .Alleged Power of 
Attorney. 
Attention of the court is directed to the sales contract filed 
as Exhibit A with the bill of complaint (Record, p. S). 
22* Now here in this *instrument is there a reference to the 
alleged power of attorney. Certainly a careful, com-
petent lawyer, as Mr. Hall is, would follow the practice of 
referring at least to the instrument giving authority to the 
person signing the same as the representative of another. 
What is usually done in such c·ases is to designate the repre-
sentative as "attorney in fact'' rather than as agent. This 
practice and the significance of it in the instant case will be 
· discussed in the next paragraph. 
(b) Sales Contract Designates Marie N. Christianson .As 
'' .A.gent" Bather Than As ".Attorney in Fact". 
Jt is submitted that Mr. Hall, as a lawyer, in drawing the 
sales contract would have followed the universal practice and 
d·esignated Marie N. Christianson as "attorney in fact'' of 
Fred H. Christianson., and not as ''agent'' if he had had be-
fore him a power of attorney executed by Mr. Christianson 
appointing her as his attQrney in fact. He would without 
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doubt have had the instrument read ''This .......... agree-
ment made and .entered into this 1st day of April, 1943, by 
and between Fred H. Christianson, by Marie N. Christianson, 
his attorney in fact, and Marie N. Chri~tianson, in her own 
right, wife of said Fred H. Christianson, parties of the :first 
part, and Eva W. Gaines and Boyd M. Brosius, parties of the 
second part, etc.'' The said contract would likewise have 
been drafted for signatures so that Fred H. Christianson 's 
name would have been signed by Marie N. Christianson as 
his attorney in fact, and she would have signed her name in 
her own right also., and it would not have been signed as it 
was '' Marie N. Christianson in her own right and as agent 
for Fred H. Christianson.'' .Petitioner feels that no further 
arg·ument is necessary in respect to a thing so obvious. 
(c) The .Alleged Power of Attorney Not Retained by Com-
plain.ants or Their Counsel. 
The alleged power of attorney was and is of vital impor-
tance to the Complainants, who employed. Mr. Hall, 
23* competent, not to say distinguished 8 counsel, to protect 
their rights in this matter. As above pointed out, they 
knew the farm was jointly owned by Mr. and Mrs. Christian-
son and that before Mrs .. Christianson could enter into any 
agreement binding upon Mr. Christianson, she must have been 
authorized by him to do so, and yet when Mr. Hall examined 
the alleged document which he testifies not only gave her au-
thority to conclude a contract of sale but also to convey the 
property (Record, p. 46) he did not retain: this vital evidence 
of her authority to act. He testified that the only defect was 
the lack of acknowledgment which prevented its recordation. 
He allowed Mrs. Christianson to take it away with her and 
failed to make a copy of it, or even to make any notations of 
its date or contents. He did -not even refer to it in the con-
tract of sale. It is utterly incomprehensible that a lawyer, 
employed to protect his client in a sale of real estate involving 
$10,700 would have failed to keep the original instrument 
which constituted the most vital evidence of his client's con-
tractual rights. It is submitted also that under the next 
heading of this petition, Mr. Hall could have had the power 
of attorney recorded~ yet he failed to do so I 
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( d) The Sales Contract by Reference Could Have Incorpo-
rated Power of Attorney Therein and If the Former 
Was Acknowledged Both Cmild Have Been 
Recorded. · 
If Mr. Hall had drawn the sales ,contract according to the 
usual practice as to form as sugg·ested above reciting the ex-
istence of and identifying therein the alleged power of attor-
ney, and incorporated in the sales contract the alleged power 
of attorney by reference thereto, and then required the par-
ties signing the same to acknowledge their signatures in the 
manner in which signatures to deeds are acknowledged, the 
sales contract would have been eligible for recordation, and 
if it had been offered for re~ordation, the Clerk of the Court 
would have been obliged to record both the contract and the 
power of attorney which would be an integral part of the con-
tract and the Clerk would have recorded both instruments. If 
this power of attorn·ey had been thus recorded, even if 
24* Mrs. Christianson did have further need for *it, when 
spread on the records it could have been returned to 
her, and. Mr. Hall need not have been so concerned about that 
situation, as he apparently was under the adroit leading ques-
tions of Mr. Pickett, his associate counsel in this case (Rec-
ord, pp. 52-53). Not only that, but if the power was broad 
enough to authorize her to actually convey the property as 
Mr. Hall testified was a fact (Record., p. 46), Mrs. Christian-
son could have executed and acknowledged the deed of con-
veyance, and it would have been unnecessary to wait until Mr. 
Christianson could sign the deed. With the power of attor-
ney of record, the "link'' in the chain of title would have 
been of record and all of Mr. Hall's troubles would have 
vanished. But, even if he feared to take that course, he, at 
least, would have had admitted to record the contract which 
would have protected his client against creditors of, and pur-
chasers for value and without notice from, the Christiansons. 
It is submitted that the foregoing· considerations should make 
certain in the minds of the most credulous that no such in-
strument ever existed. However, there are yet other circum-
stances, which, taken into consideration with the foregoing, 
lead irresistibly to the conclusion that no such power of at-
torney ever existed, except in the mind of Mr. Hall, and his 
clients, Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius, trying to rationalize 
after the prospect of Mr. Christianson refusing to .sign the 
deed became something more than a possibility. These cir-
cumstances will be pointed out under the next sub-title of 
this petition '' ( e) Other Circumstances''. ' 
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(e) Other Circumstances. 
It is to be noted that ]\fr. Hall in giving his testimony has 
revealed himself as the champion and a-dvocate of his client's 
cause in this controversy. One can hardly read his testimony 
without observing bis extreme bias and partisanship in re-
spect to Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius. This statement is not 
in any wise a reflection upon Mr.- Hall's ethics or morals. On 
the contrary, petitioners and their counsel feel that for an 
attorney to whole-heartedly champion his client's cause, 
25• and to be recognized as such ""an advocate, is indeed 
possessed of sterling worth and deserving of praise. 
However, that v.ery quality is quite apt to create bias to such 
extent as to cause him to be unable to correctly appraise and 
evaluate fact&, and may easily cause such an advocate to 
reach incorrect conclusions. 
No one would deny that Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius, the 
complainants are, as nearly everyone is, prejudiced in their 
own behalf. The law, wl1ich is the accumulation of the wis-
dom refined through ag·es of experience, recognizes., and makes 
allowance for their self-interest. Mr. Hall too, in his ad-
vocacy, his professional pride in his work, would naturally 
be biased. 
In this petition under the heading '' Circumstances Dis-
proving Existence of Power of Attorney", pet~tioners insist 
they have shown that no such instrument ever existed. As 
we have pointed out, the complainants have not alleged, or 
attempted to prove Mrs. Christianson was verbally authorized 
to conclude any contract of sale of the fai·m. · They alleged 
that a written power of attorney vested her with the authority 
to make the contract. Mr. Christianson denied giving any 
such authority, verbal or written. Mrs. Christianson testi-
fied that she did not have such authority, unless it was con-
tained in the document she showed complainants and their 
counsel, which she testified was the will filed as Exhibit 2 with 
her deposition, and which she believed g·ave her the authority. 
Petitioners therefore insist that l\frs. Christianson could not 
be considered as being so authorized unless it was granted by 
a written power of attorney signed and sealed by Christian-
son. , 
In spite of the force of the arguments under the heading 
mentioned above, petitioners point out the, following cfrcum-
stances: 
Mr. Hall testified (Record, p. 46) that a few days prior to 
May 30, 1943, he prepared the second extension agreement, 
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extending the time for settlement to June 30, 1943, which 
paper was signed by Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius, but was 
, not sig-ned by Mrs. Christianson although she was requested 
so to do (Exhibit 8, Recorq, p. 162). He testified that 
26• about that time *'' he reached the definite conclusion that 
Mrs. Christianson and Mr. Christianson did not intend 
to go through with this agreement", and on May 29th, 1943, 
he wrote her a letter which was :filed as Exhibit No. 9 (Rec-
ord, pp. 48 and 163). 
In this letter Mr. Hall ref erred to the sales agreement~ the 
first extension agreement, pointed to the closeness of the date 
for closing. He referred to the sale of the farm "by you act-
ing for yourself and husband'', and stated Miss Gaines would 
present another extension agreement for an additional thirty 
days '' if you are not ready to close on account of your hus-
band's being away". He advised Mrs. Christianson that 
Miss Gaines bad '' arranged to close today and has been ready 
in accordance with the contract". He further wrote that he 
assumed ''you are not ready and the purpose of this letter is 
to advise you of her ( Miss Gaines) readiness.'' 
Despite Mr. Hall's suspicions had been aroused and he had 
reached the definite conclusion that Mrs. Christianson and 
Mr. Christianson did not intend to go through with the con-
tract, and the fact that he did not have possession of the al-
leged power of attorneys, which was vital to his client's 
rights under the contract, he said nothing about the power of 
attorney, nor of Mrs. Christianson acting under such instru-
ment. 
On June 2, he again wrote to Mrs. Christianson (Record, p. 
49, Ex. 10, Record, p. 163). Here Mr. Hall wrote that his 
clients were '' ready to close as soon as your husband ar-
rives". Nothing was said about a power of attorney until 
June 15, 1943., when he again wrote to Mrs. Christianson (Rec-
ord, pp. 49, 164, Exhibit No. 11). The only thing said about 
a power of attorney was this. '' * * * You has [sic. had] the 
authority to sell since you had a 'Power of Attorney', al-
thoug·h it was not sufficient to .record and make deed.""~*''. 
Then again on June 22, 1943, he wrote (Exhibit No. 12) as 
follows: 1 
"I have seen Mr. Brosius and· Miss Gaines and they are 
· both anxious to close the transaction. They are ready 
27* at any time. you ~produce a proper deed. They have 
been ready all the time. There is no doubt that you had 
the authority to sell, however, the paper you had was not suf-
ficient to make a deed" (Record, pp. 164-165). 
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The last letter on June 28, 1943, was when he advised Mrs. 
Christianson that Mr. Pickett and he· had been employed to 
file this suit and it had been instituted (Exhibit No. 13., Rec-
ord, p. 165). 
It is quite sig'llificant that on May 29, when his suspicions 
had been aroused to the extent he had definitely concluded 
that the Christiansons did not intend to carrv out the con-
tract, when on that day he was writing to her to put her upon 
notice that his clients were ready, willing and able to close the 
transaction upon receiving a sufficient deed, he made no men-
tion of the alleged power of attorney and did not demand that· 
it be delivered to him. On May 30, when Miss Eva Gaines and 
her father T. W. Gaines went with him to Mrs. Christianson's 
home, no doubt to be witnesses to the proffer of tender upon 
the delivery of the deed, he said nothing about the written 
power of attorney and did not demand the delivery of it in 
the presence of those same witnesses. Surely the posses-
sion of that valuable evidence was as essential to his clients' 
case as the proffer of tender. As astute and as capable an 
att9rney as :Mr. Hall, having reached the definite conclusion 
that Mr. Christianson and Mrs. Christianson did not intend 
to go through with the contract of sale, if such power of at-
torney had- been in existence, it is inconceivable that Mr. Hall 
would ha~e failed to have requested Mrs. Christianson to 
show him the alleged power of attorney, or what is more 
likely to have demanded the delivery of the alleged instru-
ment to him. 
Furtbermqre., when he filed the memorandum for process 
to commence the suit on or about June 28, 1943 (Record p. 
165, Ex. No~ 13), he did not then attempt by injunction or 
other extraordinary remedy to prevent the destruction or loss 
of such a vital document nor to have the same dealt with in 
such manner as would insure its production at the proper 
. time. It was not until the bill was filed on August 21, 
28~ 1943, that the Complainants did •anything in regard to 
requiring the production of the instrument, and that 
only to the extent heretofore pointed out. 
Still other circumstances show that no such power of at-
torney existed. The defendants' two children, Audrey and 
Dorothy May Christianson, testified that they saw all of the 
mail received from their father while he was on this voyage, 
and the will (Ex. 2, Record, p. 146) was the only legal docu-
ment he sent to Mrs. Christianson. 
-The Christiansolis are of Scandinavian origin, and are 
typical of that stolid, inarticulate people. When Mr. Qhris-
tianson left home., it was because of the urgent need of our 
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country for merchant seamen, he was called by long distance 
telephone several times, and when he agreed to go, he was 
home only two more days before he. left and reported to his 
ship. He had no time to put bis affairs in shape. In spite 
of the fact that he expected to sail through waters made 
dangerous by the lurking Nazi submarines, or by the aggres-
sive "wolf packs" of Nazi submarines, he did not even have-
time to make his will. He had his will prepared on March 23, 
1943, on board his ship while it was in the continental waters 
of the United States. This will was drawn by Naval Gunnery 
Officer aboard, who, prior to the war, had been a practising 
attorney for years. It is reasonable to assume that Mr. Chris-
tianson would have had this officer prepare a power of attor-
ney at the same time the will was prepared, if Mr. Christian-
son had desired to execute such an instrum.ent. Both of the 
daughters testified that the will was the only legal document 
sent to Mrs. Christianson by Mr. Christianson (Record, pp. 
99., 102). 
It is quite a significant fact that Mr. Christianson prepared 
his will on board the ship and mailed it to his wife- before he 
left the continental waters of the United States. He testified 
that at one time the carg·o was 5,000 tons of high explosives 
and 5,000 tons of Signal Corps equipment (Record, p. 112); 
that the ship ''made several ports before we left the United 
States," and after the will was executed Hthe first port we 
came to, I sent it home as soon as I could. TfT e never k1iew 
when we was going to get blowed ·up" (Record, p. 113) .. 
29• *Here was a man who joined the merchant marine to 
serve his country in time of his country's dire need for 
his specialized skill, leaving his farm, his home, his family, 
and safety, patriotically to undertake this dangerous service. 
Knowing of these dangers he bad his will prepared on March 
24, 1943., and at the first port his ship made thereafter, he sent 
the will to her. 1n this will be devised his interest in the farm, 
the family's home, "Snug Harbor", to his children. If he 
had prepared and had given to bis wife a power of attorney 
to sell that farm, it is hardly probable that he would have 
made any such will, and if he had theretofore executed a 
power of attorney, the lawyer-officer would no doubt have 
advised him to revoke the power. 
Mr. Christianson testified that while he had offered the 
place for sale at $12,000, 
''When I got on the high seas and bad ·a chance to think 
things over a little better than I did before I left home-I 
left in a hurry and didn't see the true situation, the state the 
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world was in.· ~ * * Before I left I didn't realize the vital im-
portance of the home during these times, during these war 
times" (Record, pp. 108-109). 
In effect Mr. Christianson's entire testimony was that he 
reached the conclusion he did not want to sell at any price. 
It is submitted, that the entire record rather shows that there 
never was any power of attorney than that such document 
ever existed. 
There -i~ hardly any case which finds its way into a Court, 
which does not have evidence, or testimony, or circumstances 
tending to prove and to disprove the issues of fact therein. 
Petitioners have tried to present both sides of . this case as 
fairly as possible, even in their endeavor to show that the 
facts which they contend are true, and which sustain their 
defense, but Petitioners desire to further consider the Com-
plainants'· contentions and analyze their evidence to refute 
those contentions. Petitioners will under the following title 
''.Complainants' Evidence'', analyze the said evidence and 
point out the refutation of it. 
4. Com.plainants' Evidence. 
30* •Petitioners have at some le_ngth discussed the evi-
dence-in-chief of the complainants' case. It is submitted 
it has been shown that the Complainants.' whole case rests 
upon whether or not the alleged "power of attorney", which 
Complainants and Mr. Hall, their counsel, testified they saw, 
ever existed. It seems clearly p~oved that the supposed 
"power of attorney" was in fact the will, filed as Exhibit 2 
,with the depositions. It is quite unnecessary to review any 
part of that argument, but they need only refer to the argu- . 
ment. '' (1) Was there a written document sig'Iled by Fred 
H. Christianson constituting Marie N. Christianson his attor-
ney in fact authorized to sell their farm?,' ,., (2) the testi-
mony ·as to tpe alleged power of attorney.'' " (3) Circum-
stances disproving exjstence of power of attorney.' J 
Petitioners point out that the only persons who have tes-
tified that such alleged power of attorney existed are the. 
Complainants, Miss Gaines and JVIr. Brosius, and their co-un-
sell, Mr." Hall. These witnesses have coupled the alleged 
power of attorney and Christianson 's will together as an in~ 
tegrated instrument. · There is no doubt as to the existence 
of the will, and its somewhat peculiar provision, "I give and 
grant unto my wife full and complete power- of" sale of al] 
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my property,. including the aforesaid real estate in such man-
ner as she may d'eem best''. 
The provision is peculiar in the fallowing respects: 
(1) It did not vest the power of sale in his "Executrix", but 
in his wife. 
. ( 2) While his wife, Marie N. Christianson, was named _as 
Executrix, that was by another ·1mmbered paragraph which 
is designated ''Fifth''. 
(3) The two paragraphs are physically separated by the 
intervening "Sixth'' paragraph in which he ·appoints '' my 
·wife, Marie N. Christianson, guardian of * • • my children 
* * ii(& " . 
· (4) The "Fifth" paragraph relating to his executrix, di-
rected that no bond be required of her, and "no further ac-
tion be had in the County Court, save the probate of the 
will and the return of an inventory and list of claims of said 
estate". · 
It is to be noted that when Mr. Hall was testifying as 
31 * to the *alleged power of attorney, attempting by sec-
ondary evidence to prove the contents of the document, 
although he is ail outstanding figure in the profession, and one 
of the leading lawyers in this State, did not attempt to de-
scribe it except to say: (a) it was a document of two pages. 
He testified: 
'' Adverting for a moment to the paper which gave her the 
authority to sell, I do not think the paper which has been of-
fered in evidence here (Exhibit No. 2, Record, pp. 146-147) 
ts the paper which I saw. My recollection is that it was two 
pages.'' (b) '' There is not the slightest doubt in my mind 
that it gave Mrs. Christianson the right to sell, the authority 
to sell," (c) ''but the ·trouble was it was not acknowledged 
before a Notary Public, whi~h would constitute a proper chain 
of title" (Record, p. 46). 
"By Mr. Pickett: 
'' Q. Would you say that it made, constituted, and appointed 
her as attornev in fact to sell and convev his real estate1 
'' A.' There is not the slightest doubt "that, in my mind. My 
recollection, too; is that it was somewhat of a combination of 
will and power of attorney, but the .thing tbat is impressed 
upon my mind and has been all the time, that it gave her the 
right to sell and the right to convey, and the only trouble 
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was that it was not acknowledged so that it could be re-
c.orded" (Recc>rd, p. 46). 
''By Mr. Pickett: 
· '• Q. Do you recall whether or not this power of attorney 
also g·ave her the right to withdraw funds and cash checks 
and things of that kind Y 
"(d) 
'' A. It was very broad and encompassed everything that 
an attorney might do.'' 
The description above, each point of descriptioz;t being 
designated by the letters (a), (b), (c) and (d), is the entire 
and only description of form or contents or date. He did 
not even testify that it was signed by -1\fr. Christianson, 
though in candor and frankness he implied that it was so 
signed. The point is, however, the description under (a), (b) 
and (c) as easily fits the form of the will (Exhibit 2) as a 
power of attorney. He was not positive as to the twQ pages 
for he testified "I do not thitik that" the paper which has been 
offered in evidence here is the paper which I saw. My recol-
. lection it was two pages * * * ". One is left under the dis-
, tinct impression as to the substance of the two papers, 
32• the alleged power of attorney was the same as the *will, 
the only difference was the number of pages. The will 
was not acknowledged, it did give Mrs. Christianson the right 
to sell and coµvey the real property of Mr. Christianson, un-
der the will. Recalling that Mr. Hall described. the alleged 
power of attorney as '' somewhat of a combination of a wnI 
and power of attorney", one is forced to the conclusion that 
the will as nearly fits that description as it would fit any such 
impossible document. The physical separation of the ''Fifth'' 
and ''Seventh'' paragraphs of the will, together with the fact 
that he empowered his "wife" to sell, instead of his ''Execu-
trix'' no doubt misled Mr. Hall into reaching the conclusion 
he expressed. 
The description under ( d) is hardly worth considering, for 
it is quite obvious that Mr. Pickett's leading· question caused 
Mr. Hall to describe the alleged document as ''very broad", 
encompassing everything "an attorney might do''. It is sub-
mitted that this is merelv an opinion usurping the function 
and duty of the Court. He should have summarized the lan-
~ua.g·P. of the will and the Court should leave adjudged what 
was the legal effect of the language used. 
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Mary P. Stabler (Record, pp. 72-79), the Executive Secre-
tary in Loudoun County of fµe American Red Cross, was in-
troduced as a witness for and by the defendants. Complain-
ants' counsel contended and tried to make it appear -that her 
testimony in regard to the -telegram sent by Christianson 
showed Mrs. Christianson had been authorized to act as attor-
ney for him in the sale of the farm. Petitioners deny any 
such implication. For this reason that testimony is here con-
sidered. She testified that her office received a telegram read-
ing as follows : · 
'' First Assistant Eng·ineer Fred H. Christianson through 
Field Director his distant station requests advise wife Box 
124, Route 2, Leesburg, Virginia, do not sell farm. Wal;ltS wel-
fare report and wife's decision. In reply please cite soldier's 
full name.'' ( Record, p. 7 4.) 
She testified that the telegram was undated and her rec-
ords did not show the date it was sent or received; that it was 
sent by code, that distant station indicated it was from· a for.:. 
eign station which she could not reveal (Record, p. 75). She 
further testified that she saw Mrs. Christianson immediately, 
talked to her, and also saw _Albert F. Anderson, Mrs. Chris-
tianson 's counsel, and the whole situation was discussed. 
33* She further testified that Mrs. •Christianson showed her 
some "papers'' after Mrs. Stabler had talked with Mr. 
Albert F. Anderson and that one of these papers was Mr~-
Christianson 's will. She did not see any power of attorney 
(Record, pp. 75-76). Mrs. Stabler_ sent a wire to Mr. Chria-
tianson in response to the wire sent by the Red Cross. Th:e 
wire was as follows: 
''Farm is still ours until you sign deed. Family all fine. 
Love, Wife" (Record, p." 76). 
The witness was unable to determine the date of this wire. 
She was testifying on April 24, 1944, and she stated that t4e 
wire was received and answered on the same day, and that 
was approximately one·year prior to the day she was giving 
her testimony. 
Counsel for the complainants, in the cross examination of 
Mr. Christianson sought to get Christianson. to admit he had 
previously given his wife authority to sell the farm, and by 
innuendo to imply that the message would not have been sent 
unless his wife had been so authorized. Petitioners deny that 
any such conclusion is warranted. 
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On cross examination, Mr. Christianson testified that the 
eablegram was .serit from Bone, Africa, but he was unable to 
recall the date, or even the month the message was sent. When 
asked why he sent it, he answered, '' It was the first oppor-
tunity I had to contact her. We didn't know whether our 
mail (the ship's company's), were getting p.ome or not. We 
never got any answers''. 
'' Q. Why did you cable your wife not to sell your farm t '' 
(Record, p. 117.) · 
'' A. Because we had discussed it before I left home. 
'' Q. Did you think she could sell it T 
'' A. I didn't want her to get into any difficulties. 
'' Q. What kind of difficulties? 
'' A. Legal difficulties. 
''Q. You had told her to sell it before you lefty 
"A. No. We was talking about it. 
34"" *" Q. Why did you tell her not to sell itf 
".A.. I knew she would maybe like to. · 
'' Q. You knew she had signed a contract when you sent 
that cablegram, didn't you T 
'' A. No, I didn't know that. 
"Q. You knew that you had authorized her to sell it before 
you left? (Home.) 
'' A. I hadn't authorized it. We just discussed it. 
'' Q. Then why did you ask for her decision in that cable... 
gram? · 
"A. Well, I don't recall particularly I asked for her de-
cision. I wanted to know how the family was. I stated in 
there, 'Don't sell the farm', and I wanted to know how the 
family was. . 
"Q. You requested 'wife's decision' in that cablegram? 
'' A. They might have put that in there another way than I 
sent it. You know they have to bunch those telegrams some-
times to shorten them up the best way they can. 
'' Q. You wanted to know what she decided to do, didn't 
you T '' (Record, p. 118.) 
· '' A. I wanted to know how the family was, and told Iler not 
to sell the farm. • • • '' 
Counsel for the Complainants kept asking whether or not 
he ·wanted to know what his wife's decision- was, and Chris-
tianson replied that he did not reqµest her to state her de.-
cision; that he didn't want to sell the farm re!!ardless of his 
wife's decision. it was his home, and it would be hard to get 
another; that he was worrying about the situation and ad .. 
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mitted that he was afraid she might sell (Record, pp. 119-
120). 
Petitioners submit that no such inference as· complainants' 
counsel has tried to draw is warranted by the evidence. 
Mr. Christianson left his home sometime in the latter part 
of February; 1943, was away on his ship for a week or te:ii 
days, returned to his home for about two days. He rejoined 
his ship, and was not home again until he terminated his con-
nection with the service sometime 'in July of that year. He 
made only one "v~yage", but his ship made a number 
35* of ports in this country *moving in coastal waters for 
two weeks or more before it :finally went across the ocean. 
While in European and African waters, his ship carried va-
rious cargoes from foreign port to foreign port before re-
turning home sometime in July. During all that time he did 
not receive a single letter from his home and family until his 
ship returned to the United States, and then only on the night 
before he went back to his home, he received two pieces of mail, 
one was a letter from The American Legion and the other 
was the deed which had been sent for his signature (Record, 
pp. 108, 119-120). 
He testified that the reason he wrote his will and mailed 
it as he did was the fact that he was in danger and fully 
realized it (Record, p. 117). "We never knew when he was 
going to get blowed up.'' 
Prior to leaving the United States, either before he signed 
on for the voyage, or when he was home on a short. two day 
leave, he and Mrs. Christianson discussed the sale of the 
home with Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Gaines, the parents of Miss 
Eva Gaines, one of the Complainants, at which time he stated 
he would sell for $12,000. Then after leaving home on this 
voyage, he reached the conclusion that the most important 
thing for him and his family was to have a home, and it would 
he difficult to obtain another. He knew his wife wanted to 
sell (Record, p. 118), and that he had said he would sell for 
~12.000. Not hearing from his wife, he had the American 
Reel Cross send the cable. He told her not to sell, and re-
quested information as to his family's well being. These 
messages ·sent by the Red Cross are "coded", and the exact 
language of the message as written by the servicemen are 
frequently abridged. Christian~on 's denial of having requested 
his wife's ''decision'' as to selling the· farm, and the practice 
()f the Red Cross above ref erred to, prevents the implication 
being attached to the cable as complainants' counsel suggested 
in . the cross, examination and as was affirmatively claimed 
in the argument. 
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Mr. Christianson's explanation that he was worried about 
an attempt to sell on the part of his wife is perfectly 
39* understandable. He said he was *afraid she might get 
into legal difficulties. Certainly these proceedings vin-
dicate his concern. However, that is a far distant from say-
ing he was worried that she might sell his interest in the farm 
while he, Christianson, was still living. Her attempt to sell 
would undei· certain circumstances make her liable in dam-
ages perhaps for breach of contract and yet not bind him to 
carry out her unauthorized contract to sell and convey his 
interest in the farm. However, the question of Mrs. Chris-
tianson's liability for damages is not involved in this cause, 
and plays no part in the solution of the issues herein. No 
admission is here made that she is so liable. 
It is to be remembered also that the title to the property 
was and is vested in Marie N. Christianson and Fred H. 
Christianson, '' share and share alike as joint tenants, with 
the rig·ht of survivorship, as at common law". While on this 
voyage, had Mr. Christianson been killed by enemy subma-
rine or dive bomber, a not unlikely prospect, the entire title 
would 'have immediately vested in Marie N. Christianson. If 
she had entered into a contract of sale, assuming to bind l\Ir. 
Christianson, even if not authorized, the other party could· 
have enforced the contract of sale against her. 
Mr. Christianson, in his will, devised his interest in the farm 
to his three children, it is true, when actually his interest 
in the farm terminated upon his .death. However, it is sub-
mitted that if his wife had elected to accept the provisions 
of the will made for her benefit, and not renounced the will, 
the devise for the benefit of the children would have taken 
effect, and would impress. her title to the real estate with the 
trust for the children, certainly if she had made no such con-
tract of sale. Had such contract been made, the purchaser 
by appropriate proceedings could have required her to re-
nounce the will and have his contract of sale specifically en-
forced. See: Penn v. Guggenheimer, 76 Va. 839. 
It is not beyond the realm of possibility that the ''lawyer 
naval officer" who drew the will so advised Mr. Chris-
37* tianson in 'order that he might •make what he consid-
ered due and adequate provisions f O! his children, as 
well as his ap:ed fat her and his wife . 
. All of the foregoing considerations fully explain why Mr. 
Christianson should have been concerned that his wife might 
~ontract to sell the farm, and yet, in no way do they indicate 
thftt be had authorized her to conclude a contract for the 
sale of his interests in the farm. 
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CONCLUSION. 
Mrs. Christianson has testified that she wanted to sell the 
farm, but her husband did not. She has testified that· when 
she was negotiating for the sale of the farm, when she went 
to .Mr. Hall's office for the purpose, and there signed the con-
tract of sale, she thought she was authorized so to do by rea ... 
son of the provisions of the will (Exhibit 2, Record, pp. 146 .. 
147), and that it was this document which she showed to 
Miss Gaines, Mr. Brosius and Mr. Hall as evidence of her au-
thority to act. She never asserted or claimed she was au .. 
thorized to act in the capacity in which she offered to act ex .... 
cept by the document she exhibited to them. These persons 
each admit she showed them a document as the source of her 
authority. They accepted the said document as proper evi-
dence of authority. Now they claim it was not Exhibit· 2 
which they saw and construed as clothing Mrs. Christianson 
with authority to act, their attempt to show it was some other 
instrument which they have not described in any manner a~ 
ceptable to the requirements of either law or equity as a: foun ... 
dation for accepting secondary ·evidence of the contents of the 
alleged power of attorn~y, but on the contrary every circum-
stance, every piece of evidence points to the will filed as Ex .. 
hibit 2 as the very instrument which they saw and examined, 
and upon their own responsibility pronounced as sufficient 
evidence of Mrs. Christianson's authority to act, as Petition-
ers have clearly shown. However, there is yet another bit 
of evidence which is most illuminating. Mr~ Pickett, con-
ducting the cross examination of Mr. Christianson, brought 
out the following (Record, p. 112, et seq.) : 
38* *"Q. I understood you to say that you were at sea 
when this will (Exhibit 2) was prepared Y 
'' A. I was aboard ship.'' (Record, p. 113 . .) 
"Q. Were ·you at sea? 
'' A. Yes. 
'' Q. How did you send it home 1 
'' A. Through the mail. 
'' Q. Was it transmitted by mail boat Y 
'' A. When we got into port-you see we made several ports 
before we left the United States, and the first port we came 
to I sent it home as soon as I could. We never· knew when we 
was going to get blowed up . 
• • • 
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'' Q. Wlie-11, was this power of attorney prepared, or will:, as 
you call it!'' 
Petitioners assert that this is the most revealing bit of evi-
dence in the whole case, and the very clearest and most posi-
tive proof that Exhibit 2, Mr. Christianson's will, which had 
been put in evidence at the very first day of the taking of 
testimony, which Mr. Hall, Associate Counsel, had already 
seen, and concerning which he had testified (Record, p. 46): 
'' Adverting to the paper which gave her the authority to sell, 
I do not t11link that the paper which has been offered in evi-
dence here is the paper I saw. My r.ecollection is that it was 
two pages. * * * My recollection too is that it was somewhat 
a combination of will and power of attorney* • * ." 
As heretofore pointed out, from Mr. Hall's testimony, the 
only thing· to differentiate the supposed '' combination of will 
and power of attorney" from the will (Exhibit 2), was that 
the alleged paper consisted of two pages while the will, Ex-
hibit 2, was only one page in leng·th. One must conclude that 
the substance of the paper he recollected and the Exhibit 2 
were the same. . 
Quite significantly, Mr. Pickett in his cross examination re-
f erred to Exhibit 2 as a '' power of attorney'', and then said 
"will:,. as you call it". 
39"" *The rule stated in case of Simmons ·v. Kramer, 88 
Va. 411, supra, that in suits for specific performance of 
a contract for the sale of lands alleged to have been.made by 
the agent of the owner, the complainant must show by evi-
dence which is clear, direct, and satisfactory, both the terms 
of the. contract and the authority of the agent, is in accord 
with t~e weight of authority. It is well established law in this 
state, as is shown by the following citations: 
Blair v. Sheridan, 86 Va. 527. 
Halsey v. Monterio, 92 Va. 581, 588. 
'' • ~ * The agency must be established by clear, certain, 
and specific proof.'' 
Payne v. Jennings, 144 Va~ 126, 131 S. E. 209, 48 A. L. R. 
628. 
It is true that the above cases involved a real estate broker,.s 
authority to bind his alleged principal, and were concerned 
also with usage and custom in respect to implied powe:rs. 
However, that does not diminish the force and effect of the 
, 
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rule stated in its general application. Certainly, these cases 
are also authority for the proposition that where the alleged 
agent-'s power and authority are der.ived from a written con-
tract, the terms of that instrument govern, and the extent of 
the agent's authority is determined entirely by the instrument. . 
In the instant case, the alleged agent's authority, if there is 
such agency, is to be determined by the existence or non-ex-
istence of the alleged power of attorney. The Complainants 
assert that there was such an instrument, but they have not 
proved that such instrument ever existed, and furthermore, 
they have not proved the contents of the alleg·ed document as 
to the scope of the agent's authority. 
In Cart.er v. Wood, 103 Va.a 68, Keith, P., at p. 71, said: 
"Where the issue involves the existence and contents of a 
written paper, the doctrine seems to be well founded in prin-
ciple that the greater the value of the instrument the more con-
clusive should be the proof of its existence and contents. And, 
where the instrument rises to the dignity and importance of 
a muniment of title, every principle of public policy demands · 
that the proof of its former existence, its loss, and its con'.'" 
tents, should be strong and conclusive, before the courts will 
establish a title by parol testimony to property which the 
40* law requires shall pass only by deed or. will. • * • It is 
the policy of the law, adopted with a view to prevent 
frauds, that title to lands shall pass only by written instru-
ments ; and the difference is more in name than in fact between 
giving effect to a parol conveyance of lands and establishing 
a title to lands under an alleg·ed lost deed, upon parol testi.;. 
mony of its contents and loss, unless the proof be clear and 
conclusive.'' 
It is earnestly insisted that the complainants have not only 
failed to show the existence of the alleged instrument but also 
its contents and the ref ore their bill should have been dis-
missed. 
Christianson was away from bis home and family not only 
risking the perils of the sea in the service of his country, but 
incurring the. dangers of subi;narine torpedo and dive bomb 
attack by airplanes of the ruthless Nazi. When he returned 
to bis home, he found that a suit had been filed against him, 
to mal~e him convey his home to a person he had never seen, 
and with whom he had never had any dealings, and he swore 
he had never authorized anyone to sell bis home. He swore 
that he had never executed any power of attorney, and the 
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only document he· executed was· his will filed as Exhibit No. 2. 
Under the provisions of Section 5561 of the Code of Vir-
ginia, 
''No action shall be brought in any of the following ca~es : 
* 
'' Sixth, Upon any contract for the sale of real estate, * * .i; • ' ' 
* * * 
''Unless the promise, contract, agreement, * * * or some 
memorandum or note thereof, be in writng and signed by the 
party to be charged thereby, or his agent** •. '' 
Admittedly, unless his wife was authorized to sign the con-
tract of sale, there cannot be any right of action against Chris-
tianson, and this suit should be dismissed. This flimsy, 
meager and unconvincing evidence as to the existence of the 
written power of attorney is the sole evidence as to the ex-
istence of the written power of attorney, is the sole evidence 
in this case that Christianso:µ authorized his wife to sign ·any 
contract of sale. 
Here is an unlearned man in the Courts of Justice of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, asking the protection of 
41 * those Courts. Asking the *protection in respect to his 
home, to prevent it being_ taken from him pursuant to a 
contract he did not make, authorize, nor ratify, upon the fool-
ish act of his wife while he was risking his life in the service 
of his country. .And yet, the trial court decreed specific per-
formance of a contract he did not make, and we submit, the 
evidence shows he did not authorize, upon the testimony of 
the complainants, who admittedly are unlearned in the law, 
that they saw a paper, a power of attorney that gave Mrs. 
Christianson the authority to sell the farm, and upon the 
testimony of their lawyer that the document which his clients 
saw, and which he saw, was somewha.t of a combination of will 
and power of attorney and that such a remarkable instrument 
,rave Mrs. Christianson the right and authority to sell the 
farm. This biased testimony was the basis of the trial court's 
derision. 
On the other hand, Mr. Hall is a person learned in the law, 
and he knew that Mrs. Christianson could not act for l1er hus-
band unless she had been authorized. He examined the docu-
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ment she thought gave her the authority to act, and ¥:r; •. ~~U 
with full know ledg·e of the vital importance of that evidence 
did not retain it to protect his clients, he did not _mak~ .a copy 
of it, he did not make notations of its contents. He described 
it as a "combination" will and power of attorney; an utter 
impossibility in. one integrated document. We urgently in-
sist that the evidence shows that there was no such power of 
attorney, and that the trial court's decree complained of 
should be reversed and pursuant to the provisions of Sec-
tion 6365 of the Code of Virginia, final judgment in favor of 
the appellants, dismissing the complainants' bill as without 
equity, should be entered. · 
Petitioners, therefore, pray that an appeal may be granted 
to them from the aforesaid final decree of the Circuit Court· of 
Loudoun County, Virginia, entered o_n October 27, 1944, and 
that a supersedeas be awarded; that this case be reviewed, 
reversed and final decree entered for the appellant$, the de~ 
fendants below. 
Counsel for petitioners desire to state orally their reasons 
for reviewing the decr~e of the Trial Court, and here 
42* state that they adopt this *petition for an appeal and 
super sedeas as their opening brief should the said ap:.. 
peal be granted. 
And your petitioners will ever pray, etc. 
MARIEN. CHRISTIANSON and 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON, 
Petitioners.· 
By J. H. RIVES; JR., and 
ALBERT F. ANDERSON, 
By J. H. R., 
Counsel for Petitioners. 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTICE OF FILING PETITION. 
We certify that a copy of the foregoing petition with this 
certificate annexed has on this 23rd day of February, 1945, 
been mailed to Charles Pickett, Esquire, of Fairfax, Virginia, 
who was counsel for the Complainants, Boyd M. Brosius and 
Eva W. Gaines, in the trial Court, and notice is hereby given 
to said counsel for the said Complainants that said petition 
and this certificate will be presented to the Clerk of the Su-
preme Court of A l)peals of Virginia at Richmond, Virginia, 
on February 24, 1945, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and that 
at said time the undersigned counsel would request that they 
be allowed to present the said petition in person to one· of 
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-the J ustiees . of the said C<>urt -and to likewise present oral 
-argument in support thereof • 
. ~ Given under our hands this 23rd day of February, 1945~ 
J. H. RIVES, JR., 
ALBERT F. ANDERSON, 
·By J. H. RIVES, JR., ~ 
Counsel for Petitioners. 
CERTIFICATE OF ATTORNEYS THAT DECREE 
SHOULD BE REVIEWED. 
We, ,J. H. Rives, Jr., and Albert F. Anderson, Attor-
43~ neys at Law, *practicing before the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia, do certify that the decree com-
plained ·of is,. in their opinion, erroneous and should be re-
·viewed by the Supreme Court of ~ppeals of- Virginia. 
Given under our hands. this 23rd day of February, 1945. 
J. H. RIVES, JR., 
.ALBERT F. ANDERSON, 
By J. H. RIVES; JR. 
Received February 24, 1945. 
M~ B. WATTS, Clerk. 
Rec'd. 3-20-45. 
G. L.B. 
Appeal granted and supersedeas awarded. Bond $500.00. 
GEORGE L. BROWNING. 
'3-20-45. 
, . Received March 20; 1945. 
M. B. W. 
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RECORD 
VIRGIN!.&: 
Pleas at the Courthouse of the County of Loudoun before 
the Circuit Court of said County on the 27th day of Oc-
tober, 1944. 
Be It Remembered, that hereto£ ore, to-wit: At Rules _held 
in the Clerk's Office of said Court on the 7th day of- August, 
1944, came Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Haines, by counsel, 
and filed their Bill against Marie N. Christianson and Fred 
H. Christianson, which Bill and Exhibits therewith filed are 
in the words and figures following, to-wit: 
BILL. 
To the Honorable J. R. H. Alexander, Judge of the Circuit 
Court for Loudoun County, Virginia: 
Humbly complaining showeth unto your Honor, ·your com-
plainants, Boyd M. Brosius and .Eva W. Gaines, who allege 
this the fallowing grounds of their complaint: 
Complainants aver that on the 1st day of April, 1943, Marie 
N. Christianson in her own right and as the agent for her 
husband, Fred H. Christianson, entered into a written con-
tract to sell to your complainants for the sum of $10,700.00 
a certain tract or parcel of real estate, situated in Leesburg 
Magisterial District in Loudoun County, Virginia, located 
about 2% miles south of t_eesburg, Virginia, on what is known 
as Route 15, containing 82% acres, more or less, adjoining 
and bounded by the lands of Gaines, N alle, Daniel, 
page 2 ~ Moss and others, being the same land which was 
conveyed to Fred H. Christianson and Marie N. 
Christianson, share and share alike, as joint tenants with the 
:r;ight of survivorship as at common law, by Lawrence M. 
Newberry and Mamie E. Newberry, his wife, by deed dated 
July 31st, 1942, and recorded in Deed Book 11 P's, Folio 267, 
among the land records in the Clerk's Office of. Loudoun 
County, Virginia. 
Complainants aver that at the time of the signing of the 
contract- they paid the sum of $500.00 to Hall & Hall, Attor-
neys, to be held in escrow by them, wtih the full approval and 
assent of the said Marie N. Christianson acting for herself 
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and as agent for her husband, Fred H. Christianson, and that 
the balance of the purchase price, namely, $10,000.00, was to 
be paid by the complainants although said contract through a 
clerical error erroneously provided that the purchase price 
was to be paid by the defendants upon the delivery of a deed 
conveying the said land by an indefeasible, fee simple, title 
within thirty days from the 1st day of April, 1943, the· said 
contract further providing that the said complainants were to 
have the right to cultivate said land and that taxes and in-
surance were to be prorated, and with other conditions therein 
set out, a copy of which contract is filed herewith and marked 
Complainants' Exhipit ''A'' and prayed to be read as a part 
of this bill. · 
Complainants av.er that at. the time of the execution of said 
contract by the said Marie N. Christianson in her own right 
and as the agent for Fred H. Christianson, her husband, the 
said Marie N. Christianson had in her possession and pro-
duced and exhibited before your complainants and Wilbur 
· C. Hall, Attorney, a Power of Attorney, giving he the er 
and authority to sell said r~al estate The defend: 
page""3-} , l.' arie . · ianson, :t-t s 1me, stated that 
. her said husband would sign the deed immediately 
and ~ deed was prepared on the same day and turned over to 
Marie N. Christianson who sent the same by mail to New 
York .in order that her husband, Fred H. Christianson, might 
sign the same, which deed had· been prepared in accordance 
with the contract entered into as aforesaid. 
Your complainants further aver that with respect to the 
said paper writing as aforesaid, executed by the said Fred H. 
Christianson and exhibited and produced by the said Marie 
N.- Christianson, and ,giving· the said Marie N. Christian 
the power to sell the real estate, and which paper was duly 
executed by the said Fred H. Christianson, said paper writ-
ing was taken from the office of Hall & Hall, Attorneys, by 
the said Marie N. Christianson, and your complaiuants verily 
believe that said paper writing is still in the possession of 
Marie N. Christianson or in the possession of Fred H. Chris-
tianson, her husband, unless, destroyed by them or one of 
them, and complainants ask that. they or either of them be 
compelled to produce the same unless the same has been de-
stroyed. 
Complainants further aver that on the day the said con-
tract was signed and a short time prior thereto, they made 
arrang-ements with Wilbur C. Hall to borrow $6,000.00 on 
said property which was to be secured by a first deed of trust 
with interest at 5% and complainants aver that they are 
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liable to the said Wilbur C. Hall or to such client as was ,fur-
nishing the money,.for interest on said sum of $6,000.00 which 
,was held for the purpose of completing the purchase of said 
property.· 
Complainants further aver that as bearing. upon 
page 4 } expenditures made by them in and about this trans-
action, they bought seed corn and paid for it; ph-ed 
a man to operate the farm, but that Mrs. Marie N. Chris-
tianson later paid him and would not take the money from 
your complainants when they offered to reimburse her. 
Complainants further aver that the said Marie N. Chris-
tianson reported to them about a week before the 1st day of. 
May, 1943, which was the time when said contract was to be 
consummated, and conveyance of the property was to be made, 
that she was unable to locate her husband whom she claimed 
was upon the high seas, and that ~hereu~on said c~m~ract was l't. 
extended at the request o·f the said Marie N. Christianson to/ ' 
May 30th, 1943, upon the. same term.s and conditions, but com~~ 
plainants at that time assured the said Marie N. Christian- ~ 
son that they were able, ready and willing, as they have al-
ways been to carry out said contract, .and they they desired 
to do so, and as bearing upon their readiness they left with 
Hall & Hall, Attorneys, an additional check for $1,500.00 to 
be held in escrow, in order to show their willingness to con-
summate said deal. Copy of the agreement extending said 
contract for a period of thirty days is filed herewith marked 
Complainants' Exhibit "B", and prayed to be read as a part 
of this bill. 
Complainants further aver that before the said Marie N. 
Christianson executed said extension agreement she claimed 
that she wanted to take the same to her attorney in Washing-
ton for his inspection, and she did take . tl;le san1e from the 
office of Hall & Hall, and late:r_: returned the signed extension 
agreement, informing the said Wilbur C. Hall that she had 
been advised that said extension agreemeu t was in proper 
shape. ~ 
page 5 r Complainants aver that the said Marie N. Chris~ 
tianson reported to them on the day that said ex-
tension agreement was executed, to-wit: April 27th, 1943, that 
her said husband was outside of the confines of the United ,· 
States and that said deed could not be signed or delivered, 
but never did ~he contend during all these negotiations that 
she did not have the right and authority to act for her bus~ 
band or that her husband claimed that she did not have such 
authority. 
Complainants aver that about ten days prior to the 30th 
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day of May, 1943, the said Marie N. Christianson reported to 
them that she could not locate her husband for his· signature 
to the deed, and a further extension. agreement was drawn 
at this time, extending the time for closing the transaction to 
June 30th, 1943, which extension agreement was signed by 
your complainants and left at the office of Hall & Hall, At-
torneys, and the said Marie N. Christianson informed y~:mr 
complainants she would go to the office of Hall & Hall and 
execute the said agreement, but this she never did. 
Complainants further aver that their suspicions as to the 
good faith of the said Marie N. Christianson in said transac-
tion were aroused when she expressed ,some doubt about her, 
husband .changing his mind shortly prior to May 30th, 1943, 
and your complainants had Wilbur C. Hall write the said 
Marie N. Christianson advising her that they were ready, 
able and willing to close the ~transaction in accordance with 
the contract, and they went to the home of Marie N. Chris-
tianson, and also tried to reach her by telephone, but they 
were unable to do so. 
Complainants further aver that on or about the 29th day of 
May, 1943, T. W. Gaines, the father of complainant, 
page 6 ~ Eva W. Gaines, in company with Wilbur C. Hall, 
Attorney, went to the home of Marie N. Christian-
son and advised her that your complainants were ready to 
tehder the purchase price in full and to ask for a deed in ac-
cordance with the contract, but the said Marie N. Christian-
son then and there advised them that there was no use in mak-
ing a tender and that she did not have the deed executed and 
ready for delivery. Yonr·complainants had arranged to make 
a tender, if demanded, unless the same would be unavailing. 
Complainants further aver that at this time and on this oc-
casion. Marie N. Christianson did not state that she and her 
husband did not expect to go through with the transaction, 
but rather insisted that as soon as her husband came home 
he would sign the deed. 
Your complainants had Wilbur C. Hall, Attorney, write 
the said Marie N. Christianson ag·ain on June 2nd, 1943, and 
again on J nne 15th, 1943, expressing the willingness and 
ability of the said complainants to close the transaction, and 
in one of these letters, attention was called to the said Power 
of Attorney which had been produced and exhibited as afore-
said, and never at any time did the said Marie N. Christian-
son deny the existence of suc.h Power of Attorney. 
Complainants further aver that again on June 22nd, 1943, 
the said Wilbur C. Hall, Attorney, wrote the said Marie N. 
Ch:r:istianson insisting that the transaction be closed and 
. ... . .,;, ,., '~ .' - .. ' -
\ . ... ~ . 
-M:·N. Chi·isiia:nion~:ei .al.~,· V.' B. M. Bro"sius; ·et ~i. 43 
- .... _ ........... , .... , ' · .. . 
. finally ·on Ju1:1e-}i8th, · 1943,:.advising:· h:~r t}iat. they were filllg 
. suit~to_coiripel speGinc performahce··and td ha.ve damages· for 
the breacli or s·aid" contract as afore·said~ .... ' '. . . . . . . ., . 
·· · · C~nipfainants· further· aver that under asid Qon-
page 7 ~ tracf they were to be entitled to ¢tllti'vate ·said land 
· · · . in the spring of" 1943,' and that t~ey·should be per-
. mitted in addftion to have said contract ·sp·ecifically performed 
. to re~over damages pr an abatement in the purchase price for 
growing crops·. and' for r·ent fbr'.tthe 'period. the defendants 
.. h~v~ wr~mgfully occ_upied and deta,ined·possession.of said ;land 
and the, buildings the;reo:h.; · ; \ • . ~ • . .• • • ! • • • , ' • • ; : I •,; 
I : CompJ.a,inants·. turther < aver tha V they·. are r~ady; aple __ and 
; willing· at this time to cafry o·ut said'. contract~ ho:we·y~r·,. ![{>t 
. reJea'sing the defendants:or either of them for damages ·whlch 
' the complainants "iniy have sustained by }r~as~~ of ;tlie~~ .f.atl-
': rir~ .of ~the a.efendants to' carry but theh;. contr~c~ a~c9rp.~ng. to 
• the terms and' at the tirne specifie'd'. •' • < .'.· O .! • .l;~ ., ;i I 
,. ~~r~fo:e;·?.~ing\ wHho~~ r .. erriedy .~~yeJn~}LQp'1-rt ~f equity, 
, the complainants come and ask leave. ,to file ·.-this their bill of 
. complaint and pray that the said !!ari~ N .. ·Jjiii-istianson and 
···Fred R. Christianson be made. parties:ne.f~ndant thereto with 
apt: 'Yor4s. to ch~rg~ them; t~at. l?rOJ?~!: .:p!~ce.s~ ~o issue; that . 
defendan~s be requir.ed. to answ~r ~a1d.b1ll, an~wer under oath 
' beID:g waiyed. as by· statute m3ide. ·a~d p:i;ovided ;: that MariD 
: ·N. · Chr~stia,nsori ajid ,Fr~d ·. H. Cb.ri~ttanso:Q. ~r ej!~her. ~f the~ 
· · be c~mpeHec}, to prod~ce tµe. Pow.er of Attorney, g1vmg th 
said Marie· N. ·Christianson the· pqwer and authority to sell 
f?aid_ ~_ea.I ~st~te, ~hich sa.~~.paper. ~iti~g. i~ ~~w in the po~-
·. session or ~ontrol·of one or both of- the said. defendants; that · 
the Coutt ·Will ·de'cfee for. specific. perfqi:ma}!Ce. in said con;.: 
tract. ·of sale,". allowing· .the complain~nts such damages as 
t~eY.. ar~ .en.title~ for the: f ~ilure ol the ·.,de1~~dants to carry 
. out. said contract accordmg to .. the terms and the 
page 8} time. specified;; that the Qq.urJ.::'\\fil~ ·appoint a Com-
.· · . , missioner to .convey the .said land if the said d·e-
. fend.ants· ·s~all re£use so to do ; .and that the complainants may 
have·· such ·further, ge.neral and specific re~ef as to equi~ 
may seem mete or the nature of the.case may require ... 
. · -And they will ever .pray,. etc. 
.-r •. 
·' Filed Aug. 21st,- 1943. 
.. B6¥D·M:~BRosrg~.1ana · 
. EV A W. GAINES. · · · ., 
By ·CHAS. P.ICKETT. ·a11d · - : -
· HALL &· HALL; · · . ; 
,. ' , ,.. '. .CQµipls ~- S~ls. 
\... \S '..:J ! . i ' •• '.. : 
E. O ... RUSSEL~, ~· c, 
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COMPLAINANTS' EXHIBIT "A". 
THIS MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT made and en-
tered into this 1st day o.f April, 1943, by and between Marie 
N. Christianson in her own right and as agent for Fred H. 
Christianson, her husband,. parties of the first part. anq. Boyd 
M. Brosius and Eva. W. Gaines, parties of the second part. 
WITNESSETH.: That for and in consideration of the sum 
of Ten Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($10,700.00) of 
wl1ich amount the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) is 
cash in h;and paid, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, 
and the balance thereof, namely, the sum of Ten Thousand 
Two Hundred Dollars ($10~00.00) is to be paid as herein-
after set out, the parties of the first part have sold and the 
partLes of t.he second part have purchased all that ce:rtain 
tract or parcel of land sitliJ.ated in Leesburg Magisterial Dis-
trict in Loudo.un C.eunty, Virginia, about 23,4 mile.s· south of 
Leesburg,, Virginia, on what is known as Route 15, 
page 9 ~ containing- 82% acres, more o;r less, adjoining and 
bo.unded by the· lands of Gaines, N alle, Daniel, Moss 
and others. · 
The parties of the first part agree to convey said land to. 
the parties of the second part by an indefeasible fee simple 
title ma or before thirty days. from this date when the parties 
of the fust pad will pay the balance of the purchase price, 
to-wit, th~ su.m. of Ten Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($10,-
2.00.00) in cash. 
It is underst@.od and. agreed that the parties of the' first 
part m~y 1~etain po.s$ession of the h.ouse for a period not ex-
ceeding sixty days from. this. date with the right to keep the 
present stock now on the farm for that period. 
It is further understood and agreed that the parties of the 
s~cond pa.1:t have the- right to, cultivate said land upon the 
sig,ning of this agreement. 
It is further understood and agreed that taxes and insur-
ance are to. be prorated as of the date of settlement. 
The parties of the first part are to furnish dee.d and. place 
revenue stamps oil said deed .. 
Witness the following signatures and seals. 
MARIEN. CHRISTIANSON, (Seal) 
In her own right and as agent for Fred H. 
Christianson, her husband. 
BOYD M. BROSIUS 
EVA W. GAINES 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
M. N. Christianson, .et al., v. B. :M. Brosius, et al. 4S. 
-
It is understood that AAA allotments go to parties of the 
second part. 
M.A.RIE N. CHRISTIANSON. 
Filed .A.ug. 27, 1943~ 
' page 10 ~ COMPLAINANTS' EXHIBIT "B". 
It is agreed that the agreement between Marie N. Christian-
son in her own right and as agent for Fred H. Christianson, 
her husband, and Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines, dated 
April 1st, 1943,. is· hereby extended for a period of thirty (30) 
days from April 3oth, 1943, in order for deed to be delivered 
to the said Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines. The delay 
in delivery of the deed is due to the fact that Fred H. Chris-
tianson, the husband of Marie N. Christianso.n, is now outside 
of the confines of the United States in the U. S. Merchant 
Marines. 
The said Boyd, M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines are paying to 
Marie N .. Christianson a further sum of Fifteen Hund1red ·nol-
lars ($1,500.00) and will leave a check for said amount with 
Hall & _Hall, Atto,rn.eys, Leesburg,. ViTginiai,. which amount is 
bemg paid on account of the purchase ]!)rice,. a:nd whieh check: 
is to be held by Hall & Hall, i.n escrow. The said check· of 
$1,500.00.· tog'ether with the sum, of $500.00 he:retofo.1ra paid 
and likewise· held in escrow, will make a, total of Two Thou-
sand Dellars ($2,000.00) _paid. on account of: the· pnrehase 
price. . 
In all other respects, said contract is to-· cohtinue· iu full 
force and effect. 
This writing is to be treated as an addendum to said origi-
nal contract. . 
page 11} Witness the following signatures- and seals this 
27th d~y of April, 1943. . 
MARIE· N. CHRISTIANSON ('Seal) 
In her own right and as ag.ent fo1r Fned H. 
Chri§!tianson, her husband. 
BOYD M. BROSIDS 
EV A W. GAINES 
Filed Aug. 27, 1943. 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
E. 0. RUSSELL, c. c. 
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- . 
And now comes Fred H. Ch~·i~tiansqn, ,~ppeari:n:g ·spe'~iallf, 
by-.co.uns.el,:and pr-ays.that .Jie-1?~.dismissed as a. party to this 
suit for the reason that' there is nothing in the record to. s.ho;w 
·. that he has been properly and legally• .,served . :with ·: notice 
· thereof and therefore is. not a. p_r~per .. party thereto. 
. . ~ . . 
.FRED H. CHRISTIANSON. 
, • I -• 
~ F-iled ·Sept. 13, 1943 .. · 
·~ ~ E. .Q.: .RUSSELL, ·c. e • 
. . DEMURRER. 
The· demurrer of Marie N. Christianson· defendant to the 
bill of complaint m: the above styled -suit, wh~ ~ys ·that said 
b~,.is :not ,suf~~ient' ·~-.law· for· the following tea-sons: 
. ~. " 
~ 1., That. the complainants· in said bill have· 'no such intere·st 
m the suliject matter .of this suit as will· e11able them to main- · 
tain it, . . . - I 
~ · · 2. · That contra"ct stied uporr is · ainbi"gttons; · tmcerfain, and 
not.free from mistakes and imposition, its· performance would 
be-. oppressive upon this def end ant ·and' it is. ·not capable bf 
specific execution by this court. 
page 12 ~ 3. The <Iemand ·set forth in said bill against thi~ 
defendant is purely legal and not cognizabl~ in a 
cb1irt "bf eqm.ty. · · . .- . 
4. For these and other error~: upon the ·face ·of. said Hill 
which· to the court will appeiir. .· 
This said defendant therefore prays the jud.gment of the~ 
Court wheth~r ·she··shotiid'be·requifecffo make any other ae-
fense: to t1re· said .bill. · · 
. ,·M4-RIE N: CHRISTIANSON •. 
Filed Sept. 13, 1943 .. 
• • t' ' ' 
.. E. 'O.' RUB.SELL, e!:.. e. . 
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DEMURRER. 
The demurrer of Fred H. Christianson, defendant to the 
bill of complaint in the above styled suit, who says that said 
bill is not sufficient in law for the following reasons : 
· 1. That the complainants in said. bill have no such interest 
in the subject matter of this suit as will enable them to main-
tain it. 
2. The contract sued upon is ambiguous, uncertain, and not 
free from mistakes and imposition, its performance would b(t 
oppressive upon the defendants and it is not capable to spe-
cific execution by this Court. · . , 
3. The demand set forth in said bill against these def end-
ants is purely legal and not cognizable in a court of equity. 
4. For these and other errors upon the face of said bill 
which to the Court will appear. 
page 13 ~ These said defendants the ref ore pray the judg-
ment of the Court whether they should be required 
to make any other defense to the said bill. 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON. 
Filed Sept. 13, 1943. 
And afterwards, to-wit: At- a Circuit Court held for the 
County of Loudoun at the Courthouse thereof on the 22nd 
day of October, 1943. · 
This cause coming· on to be heard this 22nd day of October, 
1943, upon the bill of complaint, and the exhibits :filed there-
with, the motion of the defendant, Fred. H. Christianson to 
be dismissed as a party defendant, the demurrer of the de-
fendant, Marie N. Christianson, and was argued by counsel. 
And it appearing to the Court that the motion of the~ said 
Fred H. Christianson is without merit, upon consideration 
whereof the Court doth adjudge, order and decree that the 
said motion be and is hereby denied, and whereupon, by leave 
of Court the said Fred H. Christianson filed his demurrer in 
open Court and thereupon the Court having considered the 
separate demurrer of each of the defendants, and being of the 
opinion that the second ~·round of said demurrers should be 
sustained upon consideration whereof the Court doth adjudge, 
order and decree that the second ground of each demurrer 
be and· the same is hereby sustained and the several other 
48 Supreme Court of Appeals of Viriinia .. 
grounds are each overruled,. and thereupon by leave of .Court, 
the complainants amended their bill at the bar of the Court 
by inserting after the word "paid" and before the word 
"open'' on page 2 in the sixth line of the bill of complaint, 
the following: ''by the complainants although the 
page 14 t contract through a clerical error erroneously pro-
vided that the purchase price was to be paid by the 
de_fendants' ', and thereupon, the defendants renewed their de-
murrer to the. bill as amended, upon consideration whereof 
ihe Court doth adjudge, order and decree that the said de-
murrers be and they are severally overruled to which action 
of the Court the defendants by counsel excepted, and the Court 
doth further adjudge, order and decree that the defendants, 
F_red H. Christianson and Marie N. Christianson file their 
answer to the amended bill of complaint within forty-five days 
from this date. 
And this cause is left open for further proceedings to be 
had herein. 
Enter~ 
Seen. 
W. C.H. 
A. F. A. 
J. R.H. ALEXANDER, Judge. 
ANSWER. 
The separate answer of Marie N. _Christianson to a bill of 
complaint exhibited against her and Fred H. Christianson in 
the Circuit Court of Loudoun County, Virginia, in answer 
to said bill, answers and says: 
l. ·That on the 24th day of March, 1943, her husband, Fred 
H._ Christianson executed a paper and forwarded the same 
to her in Loudoun County, Virginia; that being unfamiliar 
with such matters she thought the paper vested her with au-
thority to sell the property owned by this respondent and her 
husband; that realizing that her husband was on the ·high 
seas and fearing that she would be unable to properly con-
. duct the farm operation alone, she arranged for a 
page 15 ~ sale of said property to said complainants . .At the 
time "the contract of sale was prepared, this re-
sponde·nt exhibited the said" instrument executed by said Fred 
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H. Christianson to said complainants and was advised by 
their attorney that said instrument was not sufficient for 
said purpose since said instrument did not vest her with the 
authority to sell or convey the said property and further ad-
vised this respondent that it would be necessary for her hus"'.' 
band to execute the deed of conveyance. 
Your respondent then made a further investigation of the 
said instrument executed by her husband and learned that 
it was in fact a last will and testament and that it did not vest 
.her with authority to sell the said property. 
Your respondent then endeavored to contact her husband, 
the said Fred N. Christianson, who w.as on the high seas, and 
upon his return to this country she immediately discussed 
with him the matter of effecting a sale of the property, but 
he refused to sell, advising this respondent that he desired to 
make this his home following the war, which information was 
conveyed to the said complainants. 
This respo~dent avers that the said instrument in writing 
remained in her possession until the return of her husband 
and that it will be produced at such time as this Honorable 
Court deem expedient. · 
This respondent avers that said complainants knew full 
well that the said instrument did not vest her with authority 
to sell the said property or to act as agent for the said Fred 
N. Christianson, because they were advised .of this fact at 
the time said contract was prepared; that having knowl-
edge of this fact they negotiated for the loan alleged in the 
bill at their peril since they were advised by com-
page 16 } petent counsel that a sale of the property could not 
be made without the consent of the said Fred N. 
Christianson. 
This respondent denys that complainants suffered any dam~ 
age foi: breach of contract since the complainants have known 
from the very beginning of negotiations that this respondent 
did not have the power to enter into any agreement for the 
sale of said property and that counsel for the complainants 
made this fact known to this respondent. 
This respondent further avers that the contract alleged to 
have been entered into by this respondent., was prepared by 
complainants; that it is ambiguous and uncertain in its terms 
and even if this respondent had the power to be a party to 
the same, which power she does not have said contract could 
not be enforced without bringing about undue hardship to 
this respondent. 
Respondent denies each and every allegation of the com-
50 . Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
plainants' bill not. herein specifically admitted to be true and 
calls for proof of each and every allegation.· 
Respondent further says that the allegations of the com-
plainant's bill of .complaint are such that a court of eqJiity 
would not specifically enforce, and that the relief prayed for 
should be denied. 
And now fully answered insofar as this respondent is ad-
vised it is necessary for her to make, prays to be hence dis-
missed. 
Filed Dec. 4, 1943. 
page 17 ~ 
MARIEN. CHRISTIANSON, 
By Counsel. 
E. O. RUSSELL, c. c. 
ANSWER . 
. The separate answer of Fred N. Christianson to a bill of 
complaint exhibited against him· and Marie N. Christianson 
in the Circuit Court of Loudoun County, Virginia, in answer 
to the same answers and says ~ 
1. That he knows nothing of the contract mentioned in said 
bill of complaint, and denys that he ever authorized the said 
Marie N. Christianson to sell said property and further denys 
that ·he ever, in writing or otherwise., authorized her to act as 
his agent. This respondent avers that sometime in Febru-
ary, 1943, William Gaines, the father of complainant Eva W. 
Gaines, discussed the matter of purchasing said farm, but 
this respondent refused to sell, because this respondent re-
garded the said farm as his home, a haven to which he could 
return from hazardous trips as engineer officer in the United 
States Maritime Service, engaged in the transaction of vital 
war.supplies to our armies abroad. 
This respondent denys that the said Marie N. Christianson 
was ever acting as agent for himself in the alleged negotia-
tions mentioned in said bill or that she was ever authorized 
so to act, and ful'ther denys that he had any lmowledge of 
said contract until" after the institution o:f this suit.. 
This r~spondent denys emphatically that the said Marie N .. 
Christianson ever had in her possession or· exhibited a power 
of attorney as stated in said bill; that this respondent never 
executed such an instrument or ever had any intention of so 
doing; nor did this respondent ever in · any manner indicate 
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that he would agree to a sale of the said property 
page 18 ~ or that he would sign a deed for the conveyance of 
the same; · 
That the only instrument ever executed by this respondent 
was a last will and testam~nt, which was prepared by an of-
ficer of the United States Naval Reserve, executed by this re-
spondent and attested on the 24th day of March, 1943., but 
this instrument was not a power of attorney and not intended 
to be anything but a last will and testament. That said in-
strument is in the possession of this respondent and will be 
produced at any time this Honorable Court deems expedient. 
That the said bill of complaint specifically stated that the 
said last will and testament was exhibited before the com-
plainants and therefore they· had an opportunity to examine 
the same and knew, or should have known, that said instru.:. 
ment did not vest the said Marie N. Christianson with the 
power to make the contract as alleg·ed in said bill. 
. This respondent knows nothing.of the allegations set forth 
in the said · bill dealing with the arrangements to borrow 
money, and avers that since he was never a party to these 
transactions he could not possibly be concerned therewith; 
nor does he know anything about the further allegations in 
said bill, since he was never a party to these transactions nor 
had he properly authorized anyone to act for him in that 
respect. 
Wherefore, since this respondent never executed a power 
of attorney as alleged in saidbill, nor did this instrument 
ever authorize anyone to act for him in any capacity in the 
transactions set forth in said bill, this respondent prays that 
· he be dismissed as a party to this suit, with his 
page 19 ~ reasonable costs expended. 
Filed Dec. 4th, 1943. 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON 
By Counsel. 
E. O. RUSSELL, c. c~ 
PLEA. 
Conies now Fred H. Christi~nson, one of the defendants in 
the above· described cause and files this his Plea and says 
that he never ~xecuted. a power of attorney as alleged in the 
bill of complaint filed in this ca~se and that he was never a 
party to .the agreeinejlt alleged in said bill. . 
Whetef ore this defendant prays the judgment of this 
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Court whether he shall be comp~lled · to make any further or 
other answer to said bill of complaint, and prays to be hence 
dismissed with his reasonable costs in this .behalf so wrong-
fully sustained. 
FRED H. CHRISTIAl:iSON 
State of Virginia., 
County of Lo~doun, to-wit : 
. This day in the county afor.esaid, in the State of Virginia, 
personally appeared before the undersigned Notary Public 
for the county and state aforesaid, Fred H. Christianson, · 
who, being first duly sworn, made oath that the facts and 
things stated in the foregoing plea are true to his very best 
knowledge and belief. · · 
Given under my hand thi~ 8th day of December, 1943. 
STUART J. SMITH 
Notary _Public 
My Com. Expires Feb. 28, 1945. 
Fi.led Dec. 8th, 1943. 
E. O. RUSSELL c. c¥ 
page 20 ~ And afterwards, to-wit: At a Circuit Court 
held for the County of Loudoun at the Court 
House thereof on the 18th day of D~cember,. 1943. 
This cause coming on to be heard this 16th day of Decem"." 
her, 1943., upon the papers formerly read, the plea of the de-
fendant, Fred H. Christianson, lodged in the Clerk's Office 
of this Court on December 8th, 1943, the motion of the com-
plainants to strike out said plea and was argued by counsel, 
and it appearing to the Court that said plea has been re-
ceived too late, upon consideration whereof the Court doth 
adjudge, order and decree that said plea be and it is hereby 
stricken out. And. this cause is continued. 
Seen 
W. C.H. 
A.F.A. 
Enter 
J. R.H. ALEXANDER 
- Judge 
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And afterwards to-wit: At a Circuit Court held for the 
County of Loudoun at the Court House thereof on the day 
and year first herein aforesaid. 
This cause coming on to be heard upon the bill of com-
plaint, the exhibits therewith filed, the demurrer of Marie N. 
Christianson, the motion of Fred H. Christianson to be dis-
missed as a party defendant, the separate answers of Fred 
H. Christianson and Marie H. Christianson, the depositions 
of witnesses duly taken and filed with the papers of this cause~ 
and was argued by counsel. 
And it appearing to the Court that the complainants hav~ 
proceeded regularly at rules to properly mature this suit for 
. hearing, and the same having been set for hearing 
page 21 ~ and it further appearing to the Court that the de-
fendant, Marie. N. Christianson, in her own right 
and as agent for her husband, Fred H. Christianson, executed 
a valid and enforceable contract for the sale and convevance 
of that ·certain tract or parcel of land situated in Leesburg 
Magisterial District in Loudoun County, Virginia, located 
about 2 3/4 miles south of Leesburg, Virginia, on what is 
known as Route 15, containing 82% acres, more or less, ad-
joining and bounded by the lands of Gaines, N alle., Daniel, 
Moss and others, and being the same land which was con-
veyed to Fred H. Christianson and Marie N. Christianson, 
his wife, by Lawrence M. Newberry, and Mamie E. Newberry, 
his wife, by deed dated July 31st, 1942, and recorded in Deed 
Book 11 P's Folio 267 among the land records of said County, 
to the said·Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines, for the sum 
of Ten Thousand and Seven Hundred Dollars ($10,700.00} 
·cash, and that the said complainants are ready,, willing and 
able to pay for said land in accordance with the terms of the 
said contract, and that the complainants are entitled to have 
said land conveyed to them upon compliance with the provi-
sions of said contract, upon consideration whereof the Court 
doth adjudge, order and decree that the defendants, Marie 
N. Christianson and Fred H. Christianson, be, and they are 
hereby directed to convey said land to the complainants by 
a good and sufficient general warranty deed free of encum-
brances within ten days from the date of entry of this decree, 
taxes and insurance to be prorated as of the date of delivery 
of the deed, and in the event the said defendant, Marie. N. 
Christianson and Fred H. Christianson, should fail to execute 
said deed, then Wilbur C. Hall, who is hereby appointed a 
Special Commissioner for the purpose., shall forth-
page 22 ~ with proceed to collect the purchase money from 
the complainants and to make, execute and deliver 
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to the complainants a deed conveying said land to them with 
special warranty of title. 
But before acting under this decree the said Wilbur C.; 
Hall shall execute a bond with approved security in the 
penalty of $12;000.00 conditioned to disburse said purchase 
money in accordance with the further order of the Court, and 
the premium on such bond and the usual commissions allowed 
to a Commissioner of Sale to be deducted from said purchase 
money, together with the cost of this proceeding, to which 
action of the Court in decreeing the specific performance of 
the contract in the bill and proceedings mentioned and de-
scribed, the defendants by counsel except and they having 
expressed their intention to apply to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia, for an appeal and S'U,persedeas, it is fur-
ther adjudged, ordered and decreed that the provisions of 
this decree shall be stayed for a period of four months upon 
the execution within ten days by the defendants of a bond in 
the penalty of $500.00 with approved security conditioned 
as the law directs. 
And .this cause determining the principles of the cause is 
left open for such further proceedings as may be neces~ary 
to be had herein. · 
page 23 ~ 
J ~ R. H. ALEXANDER, 
Judg~ 
BOND. 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That we 
Fred H. Christianson, as principal and United States Fi.:. 
delity and Guaranty Company as surety are held and firmly 
bound under the Commonwealth of Virginia, in the sum of 
Five Hundred Dollars to the payment whereof., well and 
truly to be made to the said Commonwealth of Virginia, we 
bind ourselves and each of us, our and each of our heirs, 
executors, administrators, and successors, jointly and sev.:.; 
erally, firmly by these presents. And we hereby waive the 
benefit of our exemptions as to this obligation. Sealed with 
our seals, and dated this 4th day of November" one thousand 
nine hurid:ted and fcirty-four. 
THE CONDITION OF THE ABOVE OBLIGATION is 
SUCH, That whereas at a Circu1t Court held for the County 
of Loudoun on the 27 d~y of October, 1944, in a certain suit 
in chancery then pending in the said Court between. Boyd M. 
Brosius & Eva W. Gaines, plaintiffs and Marie N. Christian-
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son & Fred H. Christianson, defendants., a decree was en-
tered directing the said Marie N. Christianson and Fred H. 
Christianson to execute and deliver to Boyd M. Brosius and 
Eva Gaines a generaJ,ly warranty deed for the land in the 
bill and proceedings mentioned a~d whereas, on the same day, 
during the same term at which the said decree was entered, 
the said Court, in order to aHow the said Marie N. Christian-
son & Fred H. Christianson to apply for an appeal from said 
decree, made an order . suspending the. execution of · the said 
decree for a period of 4 months from the date thereof upon 
the said Marie N. Christianson & Fred H. Christianson or 
someone for them giving bond before the Clerk of said Cou_rt 
in the penalty of Five Hundred Dollars, condi-
page 24 } tioned according to law. And whereas it is. the in~ 
tention of the said Marie N. Christianson & Fred 
H. Christianson to present a petition for an appeal from said 
decree; now, therefore, if the said Fred H. Christia".OS'on shall 
pay all such damages as may accrue to any person by reason 
of the said suspension, in case a sitpersedeas to the said de-
cree shall not be allowed and be effectual within the said 
period of Four Months specified in the afore said order of 
the said Court, then the above obligation to be void, or else 
to remain.in full force. 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON (Seal) 
UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND 
GUARANTY COMPANY. 
By N. B. HAMMERLY ({Seal).) 
Its Attorney in Fact. 
Signed, sealed,, acknowledged and delivered in the presence 
of 
N: B. HAMMERLY 
Filed Nov. 4th, 1944. 
E. 0. RUSSELL c. c. 
page 25 } Index of Exhibits. 
page 26 } In the Circuit Court ~orLoµdoun County, Virginia. 
Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines, Complainants, 
v. 
Marie N. Christianson and Fred H. Christianson, Defendants. 
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Marie N~ Christianson. 
The depositions of Boyd M. Brosius and others were taken 
before me, .Stuart J. Smith, a Notary Public for Loudoun 
County, Virginia, on Tuesday, March 1.4; 1944, between the 
hours of 9 :00 o'clock A. M. and 5 :00 o'clock P. M., at the of-
fice of Lucas D. Phillips on Market Street in the Town of 
Leesbl!lrg in Loudoun County, Virginia, to be read in evidence 
in a certain suit in equity pending in the Circuit Court for 
Loudoun. County, Virginia, wherein Boyd M. Brosius is com-
plainant and Ma1·ie N~ Christianson and others are def end-
ants. 
Said depositions being taken pursuant to agreement of 
counsel. 
Appearances: Charles Pickett, Esquire, Counsel .for the 
Complainants ; 
Albert F~ Anderson, Esquire, Counsel for the Defendants. 
page 27 ~ , PROCEEDINGS. 
Mr. Pickett: I would like to call Mrs. Christianson as an 
adverse witness and get her testimony. · 
Thereupon, 
l\fARIE N. CHRISTIANSON, 
.called as a witness by and on behalf of the complainants, and 
being :first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Please state your name, Mrs. Christianson. 
A. Marie N. Christianson. 
, Q. And you are one of the defendants in this case? You 
have been sued Y 
A. I guess I have. I don't know much about it. 
Q. By Mr. Brosius and Miss Gainest 
A. That is what I understand. 
Q. Where do you live Y . · 
A~ I don't know-there · is no street number. Our address 
is a farm outside of Leesburg, Virginia. 
Q. In Loudoun County, Virginia? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I show you a contract dated April 1, 1943, between you 
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in your own right and as agent for Fred N. Christianson, your 
husband, and Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines,. and. ask 
. you if that is your signature! 
page 28 ~ A. Yes, that is my signature. 
Mr. Pickett: I off er this in evidence and ask that it be 
marked as Complainants' Exhibit No. 1. 
(The said contract dated April 1, 1943, so offered and re-_ 
oeived in evidence, was marked Complainants' Exhibit No.1.) 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Mrs. Christianson, where were you when you signed 
this paperf · 
A. In Mr. Hall's office. 
Q. In Mr. Hall's office! 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did you happen-to be in Mr. Hall's office! 
A. I met Mr. Brosius and Eva Gaines and they asked me to 
come, so I w~nt with them into his office. 
Q. For what purpose? 
A. What purpose! , 
Q. What was the purpose of your going to his office! 
A. They wanted to buy the farm. 
Q. Had you agreed to sell it to them 1 
A. I had. 
Q. You had a paper with you, did you n~t~ under which 
your husband gave you the power to sell the £arm 7 
A. That is what I thought, but when Mr. Hall looked at it 
he said I could not sell the farm under it, that it was a man's 
will and I couldn't sell the farm. 
page 29 r Q. But he was satisfied with the paper, was he, 
when he prepared the contract.1 . 
A. He prepared the contract before he looked at the p~per. 
Q. In that contract it described you as agent for Mr. Chris-
tianson? 
.A. Yes. 
Q. Did Mr. Hall have the paper that your husband sent 
you! 
A. No, he didn't look at it until he made that out. 
Q.· You thought you had the po.war to sell the .. farmt 
.A. Yes. 
Q~ You signed your husband's name to this contract! . 
A. I don't know whether I did or not. I signed my own. 
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Q. But you signed as agent for him Y 
A. I. don't think I signed his name. 
Q. You sig'lled your name as agent for him f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had you discussed this matter with your husband f 
A. N (i, he wasn't there. I tried to get in touch with him. 
Mr. Hall told me to send telegrams to him. I wrote to him. 
He had gone out to sea, on a ship somewheres. The last I 
heard he was in New York, and I sent telegrams there. Mr. 
Hall said to send telegrams to all the coast all around where 
he might be, send it to Norfolk and Baltimore, but I sent it to 
New York, that was the only place I knew, but it came back .. 
It couldn't reach him. 
page 30 ~ Q. Who had placed a price on this farm Y 
A. I did. 
Q. Had you consulted with your husband about the price? 
A. He told Mr. and Mrs. Gaines,, the old couple,. at their 
home-the -daughter wasn't there-he told the old people he 
would sell it for twelve thousand dollars. 
Q. He said he would sell it for twelve thousand dollars t 
A. For twelve thousand dollars, if he sold it, he said. He 
didn't say he would sell it or not, but he said he ought to 
have twelve thousand dollars for it if he sold it. 
Q. Had you had a conversation with Mr. and Mrs. Gaines 
about selling the farm T 
A. Well, Mr. Gaines came over to our house after my hus-
band left, and wanted to know if he would sell the farm. He 
had asked us to go over there and talk to them about it, and a 
couple qf days. before my husband had to Jeave he asked him 
to go over there, so my husband asked me to go over there 
with him and see what they had to say. 
Q. You ,did go over- there i 
A. We did go over there. M.y .husband said he didn't care 
if he sold it or not. He didn't really want to sell it,- but he 
said if he did sell it, he should get about twelve thousand dol-
lars. 
Q. When did he leave this paper with you? 
A. He didn't' leave it with me;. he sent it to m:e .. 
page 31 ~ Q. Before or after you talked to ::M:r. and Mrs. 
Gaines! 
A. I don't remember that .. 
Q. You don't remember 7 
A. No, I can't recall that, whether he sent it before or 
after. 
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Q. And on the same day that you signed this contract, Mr. 
Hall prepared a deed, did he not., for the signature of you and 
~ITT~~~f ' 
A. I don't know that; it was a sales contract. 
Q. But the deed was mailed to him and came back because 
of insufficient postage Y 
A. I understood it was a sales contract I mailed to him. 
Q. If you don't remember, just say so. You don't remem-
ber about a deed t 
A. No. 
Q. Was the deed returned to you? 
A. Yes, it was returned to me, if it was a deed or sales 
contract. That was what I thought it was. I didn't have no 
lawyer, so I don't know, I couldn't say if it was a deed or a 
sales contra.ct. 
Q. The price and te,rms of the sale were satisfactory to ' 
you, were they not t · 
A. They were to me. I was there alone and qidn 't care 
, about staying there. 
Q. You wanted to sell the farrn t 
page 32 ~ A. Yes. It was satisfactory to me; it wasn't to. 
> my husband. 
Q. This contract provided that the deal should be closed 
on or before thirty days from the date of the contract, is that 
correctt 
A. Yes. 
Q. What happened before the expiration of thirty daysY 
Did you com~ to Mr. Hall's office and tell him that you were 
unable to get the deed 7 
A. I told him the papers had come back and coulq not get 
in touch with him. I decided to see a lawyer in Washington 
that I knew and ask him wh~t I should do, and I did. 
Q. Did you then agree to extend it another thirty days Y 
A. Yes. I thought I could get in touch with him. 
Q. Mr. Hall prepared an extension agreement t 
A. Yes, and I signed it. 
Q. You signed it after you consulted with your lawyer! 
A. No; before I consulted with the lawyer. 
Q. What did you consult with the lawyer about? 
A. The next time it came time again to sign it-I. was 
getting tired of signing. I didn't hear from my ·husband. He 
didn't get my letters and I wrote and wrote to him and he 
didn't get them. I asked them what to do and Mr. Hall told 
me to go to the lawyer. 
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A. Yes. 
Marie N. Christianson. 
Q. Did he advise you to sign f 
A. He said· not to. 
Q. Are you positive about that 7 
Q. Mrs. Christianson, I would like you to think it over 
carefully. Was it not on the occasion of the first renewal that 
you consulted this Washington lawyer and he advised you it 
was all right to sign it f 
A. No, it was the second time. The first time I didn't 
give it a thought. I went in and signed right away, as far 
as I remember~ and then it came time again and I thought I 
better look into this, can't keep signing and signing. I thought 
I had better go and talk to him, which I did. 
Q. Mr. Hall wrote you several letters about the matter, 
did he not? 
A. I think he did. 
Q. Did he come to see you, and Mr. and Mrs. Gaines? 
.A. Mr. Gaines-they all came. The time had run out and 
they wanted me to sign that. · 
Q. They tendered you the purch~se money 7 
.A. They couldn't give me no money until my husband 
signed. That is what they told me. I couldn't sell my farm 
until he came back and signed his own sales agreement. That 
was my agreement. .After I signed it I found out..I could not 
sell it without him. He had to make his own sales agreement, 
so I let it run out. I think the man had the right 
page 34 ~ to do, it was his farm, he had the right to mak~ his 
own sales agreement. 
Q. Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines purchased some seed corn 
after this contract was signed? 
A. Yes. It was after the contract was signed. 
Q. And they. employed a man to plow the field f 
A. I employed the man. 
Q. Didn't they employ him also Y 
.A. I told him-Mr. Brosius was askin~ me about this corn 
:field and I says, ''I have employed Mr. Middleton. He is sup-
posed to come and plow the field.. I don't know when. He has 
to finish his own first.'' I had already engaged Mr. Middle-· 
ton. . 
Q. .After you thought you had sold the farm, then vou 
didn't need him Y .. 
.A. I didn't know when he was coming. I told Mr. Brosius 
-he was a man and could find out more about it, so I sug-
gested he go over and talk to Mr. Middleton. . 
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Q. Did he plow the field 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. They didn't offer to pay him? 
A. I said I would pay him myself, as long as the sale didn't 
go through, to let me pay it. 
Q. Was the corn they purchased planted then Y 
A. Yes. They purchased the seed corn without my know-
ing it. Mr. Gl:lines came over and told me they had the seed 
corn. 
Q. Mr. Middleton planted that corn Y . 
page 35 ~ A. Yes. He went over there and got it. He 
' went over and got it and I offered to pay my part 
of the seed corn. 
Q. Who got the corn crop Y 
A. We did. . 
Q. Wh_en was it that you decided you were not going 
through with this sale! 
A. When they told me I couldn't sell it. 
Q. When did your husband find out abo:ut it f 
A. When he came home. I couldn't get in touch with him. 
Q. When did he come home1 · 
A. In July. . 
Q. Had you heard from him by mail Y 
A. Yes. I got these little notes from Africa. 
Q. Did he say anything in any of his letters to you_ about 
the sale of the farm Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he sayt 
A. Not to sell it. 
Q. He told you not to sell it Y 
A. Yes, but he had never got any of my letters. They all 
came back. 
Q. Did you tell Mr. Brosius, prior to last July, that you 
had a letter from your husband saying not to sell the farm-Y 
A. He said not to be in too big a hurry. Yes, that was the 
only letter I received before he left New York. 
page 36 ~ Q. About when did you get that letter Y · 
A. He said, ''If you are going to sell the farm, 
you should let Mrs. Gaines have it, but don't be in a hurry. 
Wait until you hear from me.'' 
Q. When did you receive that ·1etter, before or after you 
signed this contract Y 
A. I can't remember that. I guess it was before. I 
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couldn't have told Mr. Brosius I had it. I guess it was be-
fore. · 
Q. It could" have been during the time of the extension, 
couldn't itf . . 
A. It could have been. See, I had so much on my mind I 
can't remember that, just what date it was. 
- Q. Well, your husband had ·given you the right to. sell the 
farm, hadn't he I 
A. I don't know. I thought so, but he says no. Mr. Hall 
said I didn't ·have the right to sell it when I tried to. 
Q. Well, Mr. Hall went ahead and prepared this contract, 
didn't he~ under which yon did agree to· sell iU 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what he told you was this, that the power of at-
torney you had could not be recorded in the Clerk's Office 
· because it had -not been acl~nowledged before a Notary Pub-
lic¥ . 
A. He said it was a man's will and you Gan't get mixed up 
in this man's will. 
Q. He said there was a power of attorney in there? 
A. He said there was no power of attorney on 
page 37 ~ it, that it was a man's will, and you can't sell the 
property under it until the man is dead, he says. 
He said-I showed that to Mr. Brosius at home before he 
went up to the lawyer, and he said he thought there should 
have been a seal on there .. 
Q. You mean a Notary Public f 
.A. Yes, something· like that. 
Q. Howmany papers did your husband leave with you! 
.A. He didn't leave any. 
Q. Did he send any to you f 
.A. Just this one. 
Q. Didn't you have one that was two pages f 
.A. No, just that one. 
Q. You didn't have one with two pages! 
A. No. 
Q. Is this the only one yon had? 
.. A .. That is the only one I had,·yes. 
Mr.: Pickett: I want to put this in evidence, marked Com-
plainants' Exhibit No. 2. 
(.The said document, so offered and received in evidence~ 
was marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 2.) 
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By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. At the time this contract was signed, there was a, de-
posit made and left with Mr. Hall of five hundred dollars to 
bind the bargain 7 · 
page 38. ~ A. Yes. 
Q. And an additional fifteen hundred dollars 
was put in his hands Y 
A. I didn't see it. 
Q. Were you told that that occurred, by Mr. Hall! 
A. Yes. When we came in to sign the second time they left 
some more deposit. 
Q. When you renewed it¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Hall told you some more money was put up Y 
A.. Yes. He thought I needed the money/) and. when I went 
in there T told him I couldn't get in touch with my husband, 
and he said I could borrow the money if I needed money. I 
wasn't in need of money, I just wanted to get things settled. 
Q. You also knew that they had arranged to borrow six 
thousand dollars from Mr. Hall and had to pay interest on 
that? 
A. I heard them talking about something, something about 
making a loan. Mr. Hall came back and said he had made the 
arrangements. That didn't concern me, so I didn't listen. 
Q. You don't remember the ,amountt · · . 
A. No, I didn't even hear the amount, I don't think. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all, thank you. 
· OROS~ EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson : 
Q. You testified that your husband wrote you 
page 39 ~ and told you not to be in any hurry to sell. the 
. farm? · 
A. Yes. . 
Q. He intimated that if you did sell, you should sell it to 
Mrs. Gaines Y 
A.. He said if we sell the farm, he thought Mrs. Gaines 
should have it, it would be so nice to have all the. farm to-
gether. . 
Q. At that time, did he sug·gest a price? 
A. Yes. He had said twelve or-I have the lettet he wrote 
to me-he wrote and said, don't sell it for less than .$11,-
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750.00., t believe it was. That is what I am trying to reme~-
ber now. · · · 
Q. Was·that the only authorization you ever received from 
him to sell Y · 
A. Yes. The only thing he said, he said, don't be in a 
hurry. He knew I was there alone and didn't want to be 
there. 
· Q. He said not to sell for less than $11,750.00 Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Wlien you came down-
A. So then when I wrote that I was g_oing to sell, I told 
him they wanted to hav:e it for $10,600.00-$10,700.00, what-
ever it is, a?'.ld asked him, will it be all right to sell it for that. 
They had told !Ile I could sell the crops and things off there, 
hay and different things, yon know, we had in the barn, al-
ready in the barn. I wrote and told him abo.ut all those things 
and can't we come down on the price a little. Then, 
page 40 r I was anxious to get away from there. That was 
my idea. 
Q. You didn't know how long your husband was going to 
be atseaY . 
A. No, and he never received my letters. He had left al-
ready in a convoy or somewheres, and never got my letters. 
Q. Now, Mrs. Christianson, when this contract was pre-
pared by Mr. Hall, had he_ seen this paper that your husband 
mailed you prior to that time? 
A. I said I had something in my pocketbook. I think he 
started to make out the contract and then he asked me if I had 
authority and I said yes, I had. He asked if I had any au-
thority. I guess he knew what I was talking about, I don't 
know . .After I signed it, he asked to look at it, and said, "this 
is a man's will,''_ he said. 
Q. This contract. was prepared by Mr. Hall, wasn't it? 
A. Yes, I guess it was. 
Q. You read that before you signed it,, did you notY 
.A. Yes. 
Q. You noticed that in that contract there is no mention 
of any power of attorney? Yon noticed that when you read 
it, did you not Y · 
. A. "Y'es. , 
Q . .And now do you _further state that this is the only pa-
per that your husband ever sent you or gave you before he 
leftf 
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A. Yes. He sent it. He didn't give me any be-
page 41 } fore he left, because 1 asked him to and he didn't. 
Q. You knew about this seed corn, did you not, 
that the complainants had bought, this seed corn? 
A. No, not until they came over and told me it was over 
there, and for Middleton to come and get it when he gets ready 
to plant it. 
Q. Did you off er to reimburse them? 
A. I offered to pay them, and they said there was no hurry, 
to wait until we straighten things out. · · · : 
Mr. Anderson: That is all 
Witness excused 
MARIE N. CHRISTIANSON 
MARIE N. CHRIS~IANSON 
Mr. Anderson: Before Mr. Hall testifies, I waµt to object 
to any testimony by Mr. Hall in this case, in view· of the fact 
that at the outset he was acting as attorney representing both 
sides. . ·· · -
Thereupon, 
WILBUR C. HALL, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the complainants., and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testifieq. as follows: 
. ' 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Mr. Hall, in view of the statement just ~~de by Mr. 
Anderson, will you state by whom were you employed in this 
matter! ·· · 
page 42 } A. By Miss Gaines, Miss Eva W. Gaines and 
Mr. Boyd M. Brosius. I at no time r~presented 
Mrs. Christianson nor was I employed by her. · -
Q. Have you sent a bill to her for any services rendered 
or received any compensation from her! · 
A. I have received no compensation from, her, but have 
been paid by Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines. 
Q. Will you please state in chronological sequence the 
~vents leading up to the execution of this contract Y 
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. A. On the :fir.st day of April, 1943, in the morning of that 
day, as I recall, I won't be positive as to the time of the day,. 
Mr. Boyd M. Brosius and Miss Eva "\V. Gaines and Mrs .. 
Marie Christianson came to my office. The statement was 
made by either Mr. Brosius or Miss ,Gaines, in the presence of 
Mrs. Christianson,- that they had purchased the farm owned 
by Mr. and Mrs. Christianson about two and three-quarters 
miles south of Leesburg, being the farm upon which Mrs. 
Christianson was living and which was adjacent to the f~um 
of T. W. Gaines. 
They disclosed to me the substance of the contract. Mrs. 
Christianson, before the contract was drawn,. produced to me 
a paper, which I examined. I can recall it very distinctly. I 
pulled out the extension of my desk and laid it to my left. I 
read the paper before the contract was signed. My recollec-
tionis thatit constituted two pages. The paper that I saw 
ga.ve Mrs. Christianson the right to sell the property. The 
trouble with the paper was that it was not acknowl-
page 43 ~ edged, and I so advised Mrs .. Christianson in the 
presence of Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines. · 
Mrs. Christianson brought in to me her old deed and a 
deed of trust which had been paid off, and after preparing 
the contract on the very same day, I prepared a deed, a copy 
of which I have in my file. 
I offer this copy of the deed in evidence as Complainants" 
Exhibit No. 3. 
( The· said deed, so offered and received in evidence, was 
marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 3.) 
t think it perhaps best to put in evidence the old deed of 
Mrs. Christianson and the amortization deed .of trust to the 
Federal Land Bank or Land Bank Commissioner, which pa-
pers I have referred to . 
. Mr. Pickett: Mark those Complainants,. Exhibits Nos. 4 
and. 5, respectively. 
{The said deed and amortization deecl of trust, so offered 
and received in evidence, were marked. Complainants' Ex--
hibits Nos. 4 and' 5, respectively.) 
The Witness : The contract was reduced. to writing .an~\ 
signed by Mr .. Brosius, Miss Gaines~ and 1\frs .. Marie N. Chris-- / 
tianson in her own right and as agent for Fred H. Christian-
I 
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son. This contr&ct has been offered in evidence as Exhibit 
No. 1. 
The deed which I prepared was . delivered to Mr. Bro:sius 
and Miss Gaines, to be mailed by them in Washing-
page 44 ~ ton, from my office. Mrs. Christianson wrote a 
little note to her husband which was enclosed in 
the envelope with the deed, which she .gave to Mr. Brosius and 
Miss Gaines to mail. I, of course, did not see the coil.tents 
of that note. 
At the time of the signing of the contract, the sum of five 
hundred dollars was left in the hands of the firm of Hall and 
Hall by Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines. The contract pro-
vided that the matter should be closed within thirty days, 
when the remainder should be paid in cash. I think I should 
say that Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines had arranged with me 
for a loan of six thousand dollars on the property, which was, 
of course, to be a first deed of trust. They were in a position, 
according to their statement to me, to pay the balance in 
cash. 
Some time prior to the first day of May, I was advised by 
Mrs. Christianson that she had been unable to locate her hus-
band, and I prepared, on the twenty-seventh day of April, 
1943, an agreement extending the period for the closing of 
this transaction for a period of thirty days from April 30, 
1943. When this extension agreement was drawn, Mrs. Chris- · 
tianson felt that since she ought to be certain that the trans-
action would be closed, that Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines 
should put up more money. They left wit~ us an additional 
check for fifteen hundred dollars. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Do you have that extension agreementY 
A. Id~. 
page 45 ~ Mr. Pickett: I would like to offer that in evi-
dence as Complainants' Exhibit No. 6. 
(The said extension ag-reement, so offered and received in 
evidence, was marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 6.) 
· Mr. Pickett: Do you also have the check for :fifteen hun-
dred dollars ref erred to Y 
The Witness: I do. 
Mr. Pickett: I offer that in evidence, marked as Complain-
ants' Exhibit No. 7. 
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(The said check, so offered and received in evidence, was 
marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 7.) 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. I take it that the five hundred dollar check was cashed 
and remains in that account? 
A. That is true, in our attorney's account. 
Q. Was this renewal agreement signed by Mrs. Christian-
son at that time or did she consult an attorney with respect 
to iU . 
A. I was just coming to that in the order of sequence. 
When the extension agreement was prepared, Mrs. Christian-
son said that she felt that she ought to consult her attorney in 
Washington. She took the extension agreement from my of-
fice, telling me that she was going to consult her attorney in 
Washing-ton. I do not recall that she told me his name. 
When she brought the extension agreement back to my of-
fice, which she had signed, and which Mr. Brosius 
page 46 ~ and Miss Gaines had previously signed, she dis-
tinctly told me that her lawyer told her that it was 
all right and proper for her to sign. 
Adverting for a moment to the paper which gave her the· 
authority to sell, I do not think that the _paper which has been 
offered in evidence here is the pape.r which I saw. My recol-
lection is that it was two pages .. There is not the slightest 
doubt in my mind that it gave Mrs. Christianson the right to 
sell, the authority to sell, but the trouble with it was that it 
was not acknowledged before a Notary Public, which wpuld 
constitute a proper chain of title. 
Q. Would you say that it made, constituted, and appointed 
her as attorney in fact to sell and convey his real estate~ 
A. There is not the slightest doubt about that, in my mind. 
My recollection, too, is that it was somewhat of a combination 
of will and power of attorney, but the thing that is impressed 
upon my mind and has been all the time, that it gave her ·the \ 
right to sell and the right to convey, and the only trouble \ 
was that it was not acknowledged so that it could be recorded. , 
At the tinie I prepared the extens10n agreement, tiiat is, -J 
the first extension agreement extending the matter thirty 
days from April 3, I made this memorandum at the time on a 
copy of the extension agreement. It is this, ''Mrs. Christian.: 
son wanted to take this to her attorney in Washington to show 
to him. Reported that he said it was all right.'· 
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When the period of April 30 was about to ar-
page 47} rive, and let me sav that I saw l\'.frs. Christianson 
several times on the streets of Leesburg and she 
reported to me that she had not heard from her husband or 
anything about him-Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines came to 
my office, and some time-a few days, I would say, prior to 
the thirtieth of May, I prepared another extension agreement 
extending the matter to June 30. 
Q. Were these agreements executed by Mr. Brosius and 
Miss· Gaines Y 
A. Those agreements were executed by Mr. Brosius and 
Miss Gaines. 
Q. Were they submitted to Mrs. Christianson for her signa-
ture? 
A. It was reported to me by Miss Gaines or Mr. Brosius, 
one or the other, I cannot remember which, but I think Miss 
Gaines, that she had seen .Mrs~ Christianson and that Mrs. 
Christianson reported that. she would come to my offic~ and 
sign them the next day, as I recall, but they were never signed 
by Mrs. Christianson. · 
Q. Did she come to your office t 
A. I don't think that she came to my office. 
Q. Is this an executed copy on the part of Mr. Brosius and 
lfiss Gaines of the last extension agreement Y 
A. It is. 
Mr. Pickett: I offer that in evidence as Complainants' 
· Exhibit No. 8. 
( The said copy of extension agreement, so of~ 
page 48 r fered and receiy~d in evidence, was marke,_d Com-
plainants' Exh1b1t No. 8.) · 
The Witness: Let me say that about this time, I reached 
the definite conclusion that Mrs. Christianson and Mr. Chris-
tianson did not intend to g·o through with this agreem~nt. On 
the twenty-ninth day of May, I wrote Mrs. Christianson this. 
letter. · 
Mr. Pickett: I offer that in evidence as Complainants' 
Exhibit No. 9. 
(The said letter, dated May 29, 1943, so offered and. re-
. ceived in evidence, was ~arked Complainants' Exhibit No. 9.) 
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The Witness : On the thirtieth day of May, in company 
with Mr. T. W. Gaines., the father of Miss Eva W. Gaines, I 
went to the home of Mrs. Christianson -and talked to her 
about this matter, and told her that Mr. Brosius and Miss 
Gaines were in a position and were .ready to make a tender to 
her and ask for a deed, but Mrs. Christianson then and there 
'- advised me,'in the presence of Mr. Gaines, that there was no 
use in making a tender, that she did not have the deed 
executed and ready for delivery. 
Never, at that time, nor on any previous occasion, nor 
since, except by pleadings in this suit, has she ever claimed -
that she did not have the right and authority to sell this prop-
erty, or that she did not expect to close this transaction. 
When Mr. Gaines and myself were at her home on the 
thirtieth day of May, she assured us that this matter would 
be closed just as soon as her husband arrived and 
page 49 } _could sign the deed. Let me say that my suspicions 
had been aroused prior to this. 
On .the second day of June, 1943., I again wrote Mrs. Chris-
tianson. 
· Mr. Pickett: I off er said letter in evidence as Complain-
ants/ Exhibit No .. 10. 
(The said letter, so offered and received in evidence, was 
marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 10.) 
The. Witness : On the .fifteenth day of J nne, 1943, I again 
wrote Mrs. Christianson. .- · 
Mr. Pickett: I offer that in evidence as Complainants' Ex-
hibit No. 11. 
(The said letter, so offered and received .in evidence, was 
marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 11.) 
The Witness : On June 22,. 1943, I wrote Mrs .. Christianson 
another letter .. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q .. What is the memorandum on this copy Y Is that in your 
handwriting Y 
.A. My handwriting. 
Q. Just a notation 1 
A. It is a notation in connection with the preparation of 
a bill in the case .. 
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Mr. Pickett: I would like to offer this copy in evidence as 
Complainants' Exhibit No. 12. 
page 50 ~ (The said letter, so offered and received in evi-
dence, was marked Complainants' Exhibit N. o.12.) 
The Witness : On June 28, 1943, I again wrote Mrs. Chris-
tianson. 
Mr. Pickett: Is this a copy of that letteri 
The Witness : . It is. 
Mr. Pickett: I offer that in evidence as Complainants' Ex-
hibit No. 13. 
(The said letter, so offered and received in evidence, was 
marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 13.) 
By Mr. Pickett : 
Q. Were any of these letters. answered? 
A. Mr. Pickett, in addition to these letters, I would see 
Mrs. Christianson many times on the streets of Leesburg, 
and never as a result of these conversations, never as a re-
sult of any of these several letters, to which she never replied, 
did she ever contend that she· did not have the authority to 
. sell the property or that she did not expect to go through with 
this transaction. . 
Q. I understood you to say that it was not until the plead-
ings in this suit were filed that you were advised that she took 
that position Y . 
A. That is my understanding. 
· Q. Did Mr. Christianson come to see you in connection with 
the matter after he returned Y 
A. I think Mr. Christianson saw me on the -street 
page 51 ~ · or maybe in my office, and asked me something 
about the filing of the· bill. The bill in this case 
was filed within the thirty-day period, but on account of your 
vacation, it was delayed, and Mr. Ch1·istianson inquired of 
me about that. I think I told him that it would be :filed within 
due time. 
Let me say this. I cannot recall whether he saw me in my 
office or on the street . 
.. 0. Representing Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines in the prep;.. 
aration of this contract,- were, you entirely satisfied with the 
authoritv· of Mrs. Christianson to execute a valid contract 
in the name of herself and her husband Y· 
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A. I was entirely satisfied and I vouch .my reputation as a 
lawyer that the paper gave her the proper authority. 
Q. I think that is all, unless you have something to add Y 
A. I think I should say this.· There could have been no 
misunderstanding· on the part of Mrs. Christianson about the 
deed being prepared in my office. I told her distinctly that 
when this deed came hack signed, the matter could be closed 
immediately, that the money was available as I had arranged 
for the loan, and surely she could not have understood that 
that was a sales contract. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all, Mr. Anderson. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. Anderson: 
Q. At the time the first contract was prepared, 
page 52 } Mr. Hall, did Mrs. Christianson leave this paper 
with youY 
A. Mr . .Anderson, she never did leave the paper with me 
which gave her the authority. I saw the1 paper. I pulled out 
the flap of· my desk and looked at it. · I did not doubt the sin-
cerity of Mrs. Christianson and, very frankly, as I· stated, the 
paper was acknowledged, and it would fake a deed to consum-
mate the matter. 
Q. She left the deed and the trust wiih you, didn't she 7 
A. She left the old deed from Mr. Newberry to her and 
Mr. Christiansop., and the old ti;ust, and I assume that since 
she was selling the property to them, ·she probably thought 
she had no further use for these pape1~s. 
Q. She wouldn't have any further us•e for any papers that 
gave her authority to sell the property, would she Y 
A. I can't rooall the circumstances of her taking it out 
of my office, but I assume it was her desire, and I made no 
objection if it were ever discussed. · 
Mr. Anderson: I think that is all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Pickett : 
·Q. Do you recall whether or not this power of attorney also 
,rave her the right to withdraw funds: and cash checks and 
thing·s of that kind Y · 
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A. It was very broad and encompassed everything that 
an attorney might do. · 
Q. So that she would have further need for that 
page 53 ~ paper, ·then, in transacting his affairsY · . 
A. She would, that is correct. Let me say this. 
As I reflect upon the matter, when I got ready to draw the 
deed, it may be that she brought me in the amortization trust 
and maybe I may have gone to the Clerk's Office to .get .the 
old deed from Newberry. My. recollection on that is not too. 
distinct, because it was an. immaterial matter. 
Mr. PiQkett: All right, sir. 
Witness excused. 
Thereupon, 
·WILBUR C. HALL. 
WILBUR C. HALL. 
T. W. GAINES, 
called as a witness by and OJ). behalf of the complainant, and 
being· first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows.: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. State your name, please. 
A. T. W. Gaines. 
Q. Where do you live, Mr. Gaines! 
A. Two al].d one-half miles from here, on Aldie Pike. 
· Q. Do you have a farm there, sir Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And where 1.s that farm with reference to the Christian-
son farm! 
page 54 ~ A. It adjoins mine on the east side. 
Q. How long haye you lived in Loudoun C'dunty, 
all your life Y . 
A. No; I think about forty-five years, forty-four or five. 
Q. Did vou have a conversation with Mr. Christianson 
about the "'sale of his farm last yea:rT 
A. Yes. He came over to my house before he sailed last 
time, and he says, '' They- tell me you got a buyer for the 
farm'', and I says, "Yes, if you don't go too high on it''. He 
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says, "Well, I wanted to get twelve thousand dollars", and 
I said, '' Oh, oh, too high. Just because the other man got 
twelve thousand you needn't think you can get .twelve thou-
sand''. He ··sat there aw:l studied, and then he said, '' How 
about eleven thousand Y" I said, '' Cut that a. little and you 
might sell", so when he got up to go, he says, "I willlet you 
know in a few days.", so in a few days Mrs. Christianson 
came over there. I don't remember whether I was at the 
house or not. Well, I don't know about that, whether I was 
over there. I think she came over an4 talked to my wife. So 
that is all I know. 
Q. You say when Mr. Christianson came to see you he said 
he understood you had gotten a buyer. Had you talked to 
Mrs. Christianson about selling the place 1 
A. I think I had talked to him a week or two, along in there. 
I said,· '' Suppose you sell, s~ as to have both of them to-
gether''. 
Q. How did the subject come up 1 
page 55 ~ A. I don't know. We were running on some 
, foolishness that we were all too old to farm and we 
should sell both of them. Finally I says, ''Well, maybe we 
can get a buyer for both of them''. He said, "I don't know .. 
Maybe I will sell", so he came ove:r there that night. He 
said, ''I hear you got a buyer''. I said, ''I think so'' .. 
Q. Did he put any figures down? 
A. No. He just said he wanted twelve thousand.· I said,. 
"No, that is too high". Then he says, "I will go home". 
Q. Did h.e discuss the matter of the crops and equipment 
on the farmf 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he say about thaU 
A. He said he would throw in the wheat. He didn't say 
anything about any equipment. He told me, he said Mrs. 
Christianson won't want to bother with the wheat. 
Q. Did he tell you he was going away?· 
A. Yes. He said, '' I will be away tomorrow night''. He 
was· going away next day some time. 
Q. Did he say who was going to have charge of his· affairs 
"'hen he was goner 
A. No. 
Q. He didn't tell you thatr 
A. No. 
Q. He didn't say tltat Mrs·. Christianson would 
page· 56 ~ have charge. You talked to Mrs. Christianson 
after thatf 
I 
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A. I talked to her several times afterwards. She never 
said nothing much about the farm. · 
Q. Did you tell her who you had in mind would buy· it? 
A. Yes. I told her my daughter ~nd Mr. B.rosius. 
Q. Did you write your daughter a letter? 
A. No, I didn't; my wife did. · 
Q. Your wife did? 
A .. Yes. · . 
Q. Did you go with Mr. Hall to see Mrs. Christianson about 
this matter on one occasion Y 
A. Yes. We went down there the thirtieth of May. 
Q. And what happened that dayT 
A. He made a bargain with them to pay them the. money 
the thirty-first, I think, the last day, and he went down there 
and told them, ''I will be o.ut here to pay y9u tomorrow''. She 
says, "No, no use coming"~ · 
Q. Did she say anything about the deed being signed by 
her husband when he got back? 
· A. She thought be 'd sign the deed. So did I. She . said, 
'' When be comes back · I think you will get everything 
straight'', and so did I. I thought there would be nothing 
in the world to it, just walk right up and sign it. I know my 
wife, if I say, "Here, you seH the place", I knqw I would 
walk up and sign it. 
Mr. Pickett: All right, sir, that is all. 
Mr. Anderson: No questions. 
Witness excused. 
Thereupon, 
T. W. GAINES. 
T. W .. GAINES. 
MRS. T. W. GAINES, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the complainants, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT. EXAMINATION. 
:R~r .?\fr. Pickett : 
· O. Please state vour name. 
A. Mrs. T. W. Gaines; Mrs. Laura B. Gaines. 
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Q. You are the wife of Mr. Gaines who has just testified Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the mother of Miss Gaines who is a party to this 
suitf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What, if any, conversation did you have with Mr. and 
Mrs. Christianson or either of them about this sale Y 
A. Well, the evening· before he left on his last voyage, he 
came over to the house that night, he and his wife together, 
and they came on in, and we all spoke and laughed, neigh-
bors, and he hadn't been there a great while before he looked 
over at my husband and said, "They· tell me that you got a 
buyer for the place'', and I said, ''Well, that de-
page 58 ~·pends on what you ask for it", _and my husband 
spoke up and says, ''Mr. -Christianson, what are 
you asking· for your place'', and he said twelve thousand, and 
grinned-we all g·rinned. My husband says, ''Will you take 
twelve· thousand for the place 1'' He said, ''I paid ninety-
five hundred for the place, and I wouldn't like to sell it and 
lose money on it. I will go home and count up just what I 
have spent and I will let you know", and he looked over at 
his wife and says, "Now, don't you forget to reserve your 
stove that you paid a hundred and fifty dollars for it'', and 
she said, "We might go somewhere where I couldn't use it". 
She says, "What about the wheat crop", and he says, "Well, 
you might let. that go in on the place, because you wouldn't 
want to be bothered with that", and then they talked on for 
a little while and after awhile he said, "You think that is a 
whole lot, but I am throwing in the wheat crop and some paint 
that is in the barn, some cans of paint", and so that is about 
the amount of the conversation that I remember. 
He went on out and when he g·ot out on the porch Mr. 
Gaines says, '' Are you goi?g· to let me have -the load of hay 
that I bought from your wife'', and he says, "Yes", and sh~ 
says, "Mr. Gaines and I have made a bargain about this 
hay". 
They got out half-way down the_ walk and Mr. Christian-
son turned around and says, "Now, I will count up what I 
have spent and I will let you know", so Mrs. Christianson 
came over in two days' time. I didn't say anything to any-
body, and in two days' time she came over and she 
· page 59 }. says, "Have you heard anything from the buy-. 
ers?'' I said, "Why, no". Of course, I never noti-
fied them. She says, "What do you think would be the most 
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they would pay for it", and I said, ''Well, ten thous~11d dol-
lars". She said he'd take eleven thousand for it. "W~ll," 
I said~ ''You are only one thousand dollars apart,'' and I 
sai¢1., "if it was me, if I was the buyer for the place, I would 
offer to split the difference, but I can't guarantee that. I 
haven't got it from them''. She says, '' I am throW.U).g in 
the wheat and the paint and some corn in the corncrib an<;l.·the 
hay in the haymow''. I said, '' If it was me, I would sell the 
corn and the hay and you would be so close there wouldn't 
be any fun in it", so I said, "I will see what I can do", and 
I wrote to my daughter. That is all they ever said. 
Q. Did your daughter come out t 
A. I had to write her and she had to get the letter, and- she 
came, I think, the next day .. 
Q. With Mr .. Brosius? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did they go to see ¥rs. Christianson Y 
A. Yes. They came to the house first. I said, "Well,. go 
on down and talk to Mrs. · Christianson. Mr.. Brosius has 
never seen the place", so they went and when they came back 
they said that he liked the place very well, but he said; ''I 
told her to hold everything until the day after tomorrow, and 
we will go back'', and they did, and that is when they made 
the bargain. Of course, I was not there and know nothing 
about it. 
page 60 ~ Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
Mr. Anderson:. That is· all. 
Witness excused. 
Thereupon, 
LAURA B. GAINES. 
LAURA. B .. GAINES. 
EVA W. GAINES, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the complainants, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as :follows : 
. DIRECT EXA~fiNATION. 
Bv Mr. Pickett: 
· Q. Please state your name. 
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A. Eva W. Gaines. 
Q. Where do you live, Miss Gaines Y 
A. Well, I live on my father's farm two _and three-quarters 
miles from Leesburg, part of the time, and Arlington, Vil'· 
gi:nia, the other part . 
. Q. You are one of the complainants in this snit Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the first knowledge. you had of the· fact that 
the Christianson farm was for sale 7 
A .. Mother wrote to me, or I think we knew about it a long 
time before, and r·never gave it much thought. One day Mr. 
Brosius and I were talking about farms, and he wanted to 
buy a farm, and I s~id, "Why don'~ yon come ·up 
page 61 r and try to get one close to my place Y '' Then Mother 
wrote about this farm and we talked it over, and 
I told him about it and we came up here. 
Q. And whom did yon see on that occasion? 
A. We went' out to see Mother and Daddy first and talked 
about it, then went down to the Christianson place. 
Q. Was Mrs. Christianson there f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you make any agreement that day f 
.A. I was just trying to think about that. I don't believe 
we went to see her the first time we went up, and the next 
time we went back and came right straight in to draw up the 
deed. 
Q. On the second occasion? 
A. Yes. I am not positive whether we saw her. · We just 
looked at the place. . 
Q. "\Vhen did you arrive at the purchase price? 
A. We stopped there . and she told us about her husband 
. wanting eleven thousand dollars, so· we talked about splitting 
the difference, and we would give one hundred dollars extra 
for the wheat, and we said we would pay $10,700.00. We con-
sidered that close enough, and she could take the hay and 
corn and sell it and make up the rest. ' 
Q. That was before you went down to Mr. Hall's of:ficef 
A. Yes. · We worked that all out before we came in. 
Q. Did she show yon any paper in connection with acting 
for her husband? · 
page· 62 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. Of how many pages did that paper consistr 
A. I would say it consisted of two, because when sl1e showed 
it to me, I didn't see the front page. She said, "This is a 
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will ~d doesn't interest you at all". The other page dis-
tinctly was a pow~r of attorney. 
_Q_. Did you read it! 
A.- I read the power of attorney. I didn't read the _will. 
Q. You haven't seen this paper introduced in,_ evidence to ... 
day, have you Y · 
A. I didn't see it today. . 
Q. I hand you Exhibit No. 2 and ask you if that is the paper 
that you .sawY 
A. No, it is not. 
Q. Was the paper that you saw-where did you first see 
that paper 0l I -
A. Out in her living room. 
Q. And was that same paper exhibited to Mr. Hall wlien 
he prepared the contract Y 
A. Yes. We all glanced at it again, but I didn't look at the 
first part because, as I say, it was turned over. 
Q. ,And was the question submitted to Mr .. Hall as .to 
whether or not that was a sufficient paper to enable her to 
sign a contract iri the name of Mr. Christianson? 
A. I don't' remember about the question, but he 
page 63 ~ said it was perfectly all right and gave her the 
power to sell the place, but it clidn 't have the seal 
on it and was not sufficient to record a deed. · 
Q. Was some mention made of a Notary Public? 
A. Yes. 
Q . .A.re you now ready, able, and willing to complete this 
contract? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What do you know about the second extension agree-
ment? 
.A. Well, the second extension, we came in to sign it, Mr. 
Brosius and I signed it, and Mrs~ Christianson did not want 
to sign it until she had consulted her attorney in Washington. 
She took the copy down there. Mr. Brosius and I went back 
to Washington and called Mr. Hall to know if it had been 
signed, and he s.aid yes, it had been signed and returned to 
his office. 
Q. Was there a third one prepared also Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
1Q. Wa~ that signed by Mr. Brosius and youY 
A. Yes, we signed it two or three days ahead. 
Q. Who-took it to Mrs. ·Christjanson? · 
A. Mr. Hall .called:me and said she hadn't signed it, so ,I 
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went up there, left Washington at two-thirty, and took it out 
there. She wasn't home, so my father went down that night 
and left the letter on the doorstep. 
Q. Did you have any conversation with her Y . 
page 64 ~ A. No, ahe wasn't home. 
Q. At. any future time, I mean . 
.A. You mean after that f 
Q. Yes. 
h.· Well, that brings up another extension. 
Q. I mean, did she ever discuss this tliird agreement with 
youf 
A. Yes. I saw her in the drug store. Mr. Brosius and I 
saw her in the drug store and she led us to believe she was 
coming right up and sign it. .She led us to believe she was 
comir1g ri~ht up ·and sign it. We went back to Washington 
fully convmced she was coming in to sign. 
Q. In Mr. Hall's office f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Pickett: I think that is all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. Miss Gaines, what was the occasion for Mrs. Christian-
son exhibiting this paper to you when you visited her? · 
A. Well, I think the question was brought up-:-I don't know 
whether it was by Mr. Brosius or me-as to whether she had 
the right to go ahead, because it belonged partly to her hus-
band and partly to lier, and I wanted to know if she had the 
power to go ahead. 
· Q. What date was this? 
page 65 .~ .A. That was April 1. 
Q. Was that paper in an envelqpe when you saw 
it7 
A. I couldn't remember that. I just don't remember that, 
whet:ber it was in an envelope or not. 
Q. What did the paper have to say, the one she showed 
you! _ 
A. Well, as I said, I didn't read the first part. She said 
that was personal, was a will. 
Q. The first page? 
A. The first page. The othet said she had the right to sell 
or convey any property. I don't remember the exact wording, 
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but that is the gist of it. As a layman, I would say it gave 
her full power of attorney. · 
· Q. That is your opinion as a layman Y 
A. Yes. After all, I am not a lawyer. 
Q. I understand that. How much experience have you had 
with powers of attorney! . 
. A. I haven't had a great deal. I haven't had any. I have 
read some papers at different times giving·, I believe, powel"s 
of attorney. _ 
Q. You wouldn't feel qualified to express an expert opinion 
on that point as to whether o.r: not it was a power of attor-
ney? . 
A. I am thoroughly convinced it was. The wording was 
she had the right to sell or convey any property. 
Q. Did you read it from beginning to end Y 
A. As I say, the first sheet I didn't. 
· page 66 ~ Q. Did you read the second page f 
A. Yes, I did: It was signed by Mr. Christian-
son and two witnesses. 
Q. Do you recall the names of those witnesses Y 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Do you recall whether or. not one of theni had any title 
or rankt 
A. No, I wouldn·'t say. I wouldn't want to say that. 
Q. Well; then, after you saw that paper, then it was agreed 
that you all would meet in Mr. Hall's office. Whose sugges .. 
tion was that, 
. A. Mine. The fact is, I called him to ask him if he. would 
be in. 
Mr .. Anderson: I think that is all. 
Witness excused. 
EVA W. GAINES. 
EVA W. GAINES. 
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Thereupon, 
' I 
BOYD M. BROSIUS, , 
called as a witness by and on behalf -of the complainants, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testifi.ea .as follows: 
-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Please state your name. 
. A. Boyd M. Brosius. 
page 67 r _. · Q. Where do you live, sir? 
A. Washington, D. C. . 
Q. You· are one of the complainants in this case? 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. What is your occupation! 
A. I am in the restaurant business. 
Q. In Washington t 
A .. That is· right. 
Q. What are the names? Do you have more than one! 
A. Kennedy-Wa·rren Dining Room and Tilden Gardens 
Dining Room. 
Q. You are one of the par.ties to this contract that was 
made with Mrs. Christianson, are you 7 
A. Yes, sir.. . 
Q. What was the :first knowledge you had of the fact that 
the Christianson .farm was for sale? 
A. Well, Miss Gaines worked for me, and we were talking 
about farms-I had a little place down the road and was in-
terested in getting something else, so she intimated that this 
place up here could be purchased, perhaps, and then in fur-
ther conversations it came about a little bit later and we had 
word from J\fr. and M.rs. Gaines. that they thought maybe it 
could be bought. · · 
Q. Did yon come up and have an interview with Mrs. Chris-
tiansoif and look at' the farm f 
A. Yes. 
page 68 ~ Q. Was any agreement reached on that dayY 
A. The first time I don't recall whether or not I 
looked the place over before we came to an agreement or 
not. I don't recall whether I met Mrs. Christianson before 
-we came into J\fr. Hall's office that :first day. I don't remem-
ber. 
Q. Where were yon when you reached a price and what went 
with itf 
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A. At the Christianson farm, in her home. . 
. Q. Did any question arise as to whether she could act for 
her husband or not! 
A. Yes. I naturally brought that up; knowing or· irnder-
standing that they owne4 the property together, why, I knew 
that we would have to have some kind of authorization from 
him, and she produced it. 
Q. What did she produce¥ 
A. Well, she produced what I would say-it satisfied me 
that it gave hei;.power to sell the property. 
Q. How many pages did it consist of T 
A. To the best of my recollection, I would, say two pages. 
Q. And were there any witnesses Y Was it attested by- any 
witnesses? 
A. Yes, sir. There were two or three witnesses· .to the 
paper. 
Q. You have, in the course of your business experience, 
seen powers of attorney, have you not 7 
page 69 ~ A. I don't know that I have. 
Q. You don't know? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What was the substance of this paper? 
A. The substance, in so. far as I was concerned, gave lier 
· the proper power to sell or convey any property which, of 
course, I took immediately to be this farm and, of course, I 
read further, too, but I cannot recall the phraseology, but I 
could say that I was satisfied that this was sufficient for her 
to go upon. I noticed the thing was signed and witnessed, 
but I did notice also R;t the time that it was not notarized, but 
I didn't say anything about that, not knowing enough about 
those affairs as .to whether it was necessary or not. 
Q. What opinion did Mr. Ha11 express about it when he saw 
iU 
A. Well, Mr. Hall expressed the opinion that the property 
could be sold, all right, but he wanted his position to be pro-
tected and he wanted to be sure that we were getting the 
proper deed, so there wouldn't be a flare-back years hence, 
and said that he wo11ld have to have Mr. Christianson's sig-
nature to the deed. 
Q. · To the deed 7 
A. To the deed, yes. 
Q. Did Mr. Hall prepare a deed that day, as well as a. sales 
contract? · 
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page 70 ·~ A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And what was done with that deed 7 
A. Well, it was placed fu an envelope and I mailed it. i.µ 
Washington. · · · · 
Q. Was there any letter accompanying it 7 
A.. Yes. I recall· Mrs. Christianson writing some note that 
went along with it. · · 
Q. It was sent to him for his signature T 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Some time later, did Mrs. Christianson tell you any-
thing about receiving a letter from Mr. Christianson about 
the. sale of the place? · 
. .A .. She· did. . 
Q. What was that conversation? 
A. She told me simply that Mr. Christianson in his letter 
had stated that she was not to be in any hurry about selling 
th~ place. 
Q. Are you ·now ready, able and willing to complete this 
contract? · 
~- Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you been ready, able , and willing at all times to 
do so? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
p~ge 71 r By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. You have never talked to Mr. Christianson 
about this? ·· · 
A. N~, sir. I have never met Mr. Christianson. 
Mr. Anderson: That is all. 
Witness e;~use·d. 
. BOYD M. BROSIUS. 
BOYD M. BROSIUS. 
Hearing CQnclud~d. 
M. N. Christianson, et al., v. B. ]YI. Brosius, et al. 85, 
State of Virginia, 
County of Loudo:un, ss : 
I, Stuart J. Smith, Notary ~ublic in. 3.-~4 for: the County of 
Loudoun, State of Virginia, hereby certify that the foregoing 
depositions wer~ taken before me at the time and place in-
dicated in the caption ther.eof; that the witnesses were duly 
swo.rn by me according to law, and that the:foregQing·ia a tr'!).e 
transcript of the testimo;ny taken before me. . · : · 
Given under my hand and seal this 19th d~y ~f March, 
1944. . 
srruAR'.C J. amTH, 
Notary. PtJ.blic • 
. ,.· .. 
My Com. Expires February 28, 1945. 
page 72 }'In the Circuit Court for LoudoJlll CQ-g.Jl.ty, Yifghµ~. 
. : ... 
Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines, Complam,.1:pit~, 
'V. 
Marie N. Christianson and Fred H. Christianson, ;qef ~ndants. 
By agr?ement of . counsel, the taking of depositiqns in_ th:~ 
above-entitled ca~e was resumed on the part of th~ def end-
ants on Wednesday, April 26, 1944, at 11 :15 A.. M., in the 
office of Lucas D. Phillips, Attorney at Law, Le~sb-µr.g, Vir .. 
ginia, before Stuart J. Smith, Notary Public fo~ L9udo1m 
County, Virgini~. · 
Appearances: (Same as heretofore noted.) 
'· I' ! 
. ,-r 
PROCEEDINGS. 
Mr. Hall: It has been stipulated that the depositions b.e 
handed to M~. Smith, the Notary, after they have all ·been 
taken and th~fp.e m~y ~ign th~ l}amea of the witnesses to their 
~epositions.. _ · · 
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Thereupon, ~· . 
MARY P. STABLER, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the def end-
page 73 ~ ants, and being :first duly sworn, was examined ~n~ 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. Will you state your full name f 
.A. Mary P. Stabler. 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. Waterford, Virginia. . 
Q. Do yon hold any official position in Loudoun County f 
A. I am Executive Secretary of the American Red Cross. 
Q. Do you know Mr. and Mrs. Christhµ1son, the def end-
ants in this case T 
A. I do. 
Q. How long have you known them f 
.A. Approximately a year. . . . 
Q. Do you recall the time that Mr. Christianson was called 
info the Service f 
A. No, I don't recall the time h~ was called into the Serv-
ice . 
. Q. Well, you are aware of the faqt that he was c~lled int<;> 
the Service Y · ' 
A .. .Yes, but I don't know what time. I knew him after he 
was'. called into the Service . 
. Q, When did .you first meet M ~s. Christianson Y 
- -A .. Approximately a year ago. 
Q. Was that before or after her husband was called into 
, the Service Y 
pag·e 7 4 ~ A. While he was away in the Service. 
Q. Did you have _any conversation with Mrs. 
Christianson? · 1 
A. I did. 
· Q. Will you tell us what that consisted off 
Mr. Pickett: I object to that unless it was in the presence 
~f the complainants in this case. 
·. A. My :first talk with M;s. Christianson was in answer to 
a radio cablegram received through the American Red Cross 
from abroad, from her husband, at which time I had the con-
tact with Mrs. Christianson to get the reply to the telegram. 
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By Mr. _Anderson: 
· Q. Are you at liberty to reveal the nature of that 'com-
munication Y 
A. My Red Cross files are confidential, but I see no reason 
why this cablegram cannot be read. You men know that when 
men are in the Service and out of touch with their fam.ilies).I 
they can communicate with them through official channeltt 
that ai::e used by the Red Cross and the Army and Navy, and 
relayed through the home service at home, and this telegram 
was sent by Western Union through Washington Headquar-
ters to me, and reads: '' First Assistant Engineer Fred H. 
Christianson through Field Director his 'distant station re-
quests advise wife Box 124 Route 2, Leesburg, Virginia, do 
not sell farm. Wants welfare report and wife's decision. In 
reply please cite soldier's full name.'' 
Mr. Pickett: Please state the date of that. 
page 75 ~ The Witness: The telegram is undated; I am 
sorry to say. I have looked this over carefully. 
Some come dated and some do not. This was while he was 
away and, as I say, I went there approximate~y a: year ago, .or 
a little bit less than a year, I would say. 
By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. Is there anything about that telegram to indicate wher~ 
it was se:p.t 7 
A. No. That is confidential information with the Navy. It. 
says ·his distant station, which is a code. It is sent by a code. 
Q. By a distant station, would that mean he was out of this 
counttyt 
A. That is right. If he were in this country, he would b() 
at liberty then to use other channels of communication. 
Q. Following the receipt of that communication, what did 
·you do? 
A. I got in touch with Mrs. Christianson, located her in 
Leesburg, and told her I had received a telegram and would 
like to know what it was about. I didn't know anything about 
the situation. I talked to her at the time and also talked to 
you at ·the same time in regard to their-what the business 
affair was that was worrying the man in the Service. That is 
our concern, to relieve them of any worry, to do anything that 
can help them in carrying on their duties. 
Q. Did . Mrs. Christianson show you any papers 
page 76 ~ which had been received from her husband! , 
A. The first time I saw Mrs. Christianson she 
---
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did not, but I talked to you at that time, Mr. Anderson, a~d 
got a fairly good picture of what th~. situation .wa:s,. in .re,ply 
to the telegram, then later I was at Mrs. Christianson's home. 
and I believe saw -s~veral papers at that time. One ,.of. them 
was . .the wi).l her .husband had left,in her care when :he left.-
. Q. Did she show you any papers that could be considered 
as, a power of attorney? 
A. No. 
. ' 
Mr. Pickett: I object to that on. the ground it.calls for. a 
legal. conclusion and she may not .have shown all the papers 
ip.. her possession. . 
, · Mr. Anderson: I think that is all.- . Your witness,. Mr. 
Pickett. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
·By Mr. Pickett : , 
Q. You say you_replied to that telegramf ; 
A. I did.·· .. 
,Q. Under wh_at. date? 
A. As I say, I do not have the date of the different, tele-
grams. They don't always come dated. I replied the same 
day I received it, which was approximately a year ··ago .. 
l 
. Q. What'was,the nature of that reply? .; . 
l 
A. "Farm is st.ill. ours until you sign deed. Family all fine. 
· Love, Wife.'' ·. 
page 77 ~ Q. On that occasion you say Mr. ·Anderson was 
.. with herf 
A. No, Mr. Anderson wasn't with her, but I saw. him the 
same day, I believe, or· the ·next day. · 
Q. She haq consulted him as her attorney at that time? 
A. Before I got this telegram she had consulted him, I pre-
sume. 
· Q. This was after she had signed the agreement 7 
· A. I don't know what agreement you refer to. 
Q. The agre~ment relating to the sale of the farm to Mr. 
Brosius and. Miss Gaines. · 
A. I don't know when any agreement was signed, because 
that didn't enter into my investigation. I knew that she had 
not sold the farm because she had no _power of attorney that 
she showed me, and I· asked about that. I am used to seeing 
powers of attorney because 'I have to execute a good many, 
a1_1d I saw_n~ power of attorney. Tdid see-I remember Mr: 
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Anderson askil).g me, and I also talked.to;_l\[rs. Christianson 
later at her house and she showed me the copy of the will 
that her husband had left with her.· I w~s. thorougb).F,: .. con~. 
vincecl bet ore I replled to the. telegram tpat ther~ ·.w~a.··. no 
c~u~e f o;r. ]}{r. Chriatianson to be worried about the: .in~fier; 
before he .returned. home. · . . . . . : 
·g. Whaf worried him Y . , . 
A~ T4~ .,f~ct tbat th~re had evidently been some: c.o:Q.ve.rsa-
tion in regard to lier wanting to sell the fa~ ... Be di<ht.,'t wAD.t, 
the farm sold. · · 
page 78.}. Q. How could she sell the fal"II! .. ~if she .. · ·<lldn't 
have a power of attorney f 
A. She couldn't. . . .: . ) ..:. . . · 
Q. Why should he be worried, then Y · 
A .. Because she.had pressure put on her to sell the farm. 
Q .. She ·had no pow~r of attorney so she couldn't sell it. 
Then there would be no occasion for concern, would there! . 
A. He was just a serviceman wor;ried. about :his wife .when 
he was away f r:om home. . · · . 
Q. If she had a power of attorney and didn't want to sell 
the farm-Did she show you the paper that she exhibite.d to: 
Mr. HallY 
A. No. 
Q. Will you endeavor to find out the date of the telegram 
which you sent in reply to this telegram an:d put it in the rec:-
ord for us? . 
A. I don ;t know whether it is possible. I ·can try •. 
Q. Did you phone it? 
.A. It was sent from here. 
Q. You have an agency here T 
A. Yes. I don't think they keep all copies of dates of tele-
grams sent. I will be glad to find out. · 
Q. And you say your copy of your reply is also undate.dt 
A. That is true. 
Q. And there is nothing in your :file to. throw 
page 79 ~ any light upon the date Y 
A. There is not. 
Q. And after you are excused you will endeavor to find out 
from Western Union and let us knowf , 
A. I will be glad to. 
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RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: . 
Q. Mrs. Stabler, you were just asked the question, did Mrs. 
Christianson show you th'e paper she showed Mr. Hall.. As a 
matter of fact, you have no way of knowing what she show~d 
Mr.·HallY 
A.'. No, I don't know anything about any paper at all. That 
didn't enter into my part of it. 
Mr. Anderson: That is all. 
Witness excused. 
MARY P. STABLER. 
MARY P. STABLER. 
Mr. Pickett: Let the record show that we have been ad-
vised by Mrs. Stabler thq_t the telegraph office does not keep 
their records longer than three months and, the ref ore, do not 
have the dates of the telegrams in question. 
Thereupon, . 
EDITH ESTELLE ANDERSON, 
called as a witness by and on _behalf of the defendants, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 
page· 80 ~ DIRECT EXAMINATION., 
By Mr . .Anderson: 
Q. Will you state your full namef 
A. Edith Estelle Anderson. 
Q. Where do you live, Mrs. Anderson Y 
. .A.. Loudoun Street. I think it is 110. There are no num-
bers along there. 
Q. Do you know Mr. and Mrs .. Christianson, the defendant$ 
in~ this. case f 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. About· how long have you known them T 
A. Well, pretty close to a year and a half. 
Q. Did you know both of these parties before :Mr. Chris-
tianson went into the Service Y 
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A. Yes, I did. My daughters met them when they came up 
here and went to school in September, and then they didn't. 
sell the farm and have· all this trouble until the following 
April. 
Q. Did you and your husband have occasion to visit the 
farmY 
A. Yes, we did. We had a farm out there, and· when he 
went into the Merchant Marine she didn't understand about 
things and every paper she received she asked to advise her 
and asked us what it meant. She wanted to get legal advice 
and we gave it to her as far as we could give it. 
Q. Did Mrs. Christianson at any time bring you 
page 81 r a will executed by her husband 7 
A. No. We saw it out at her home. We were at 
her home when she showed it to us. 
Q. I show you a paper identified as Complainants' Exhibit 
No. 2. Will you tell us if that is the paper Mrs. Christian-
son showed you¥ 
A. I didn't read this through. My husband read it aloud 
to us and just before he g·ave it back to Mrs. Christianson I 
asked to see it, and I had it in my hands and glanced over 
it, but not having read it word for word, I don't know. The 
main facts brought out, he wanted his aged father to be taken 
care of, and after his death his property to be divided equally 
among his children. There was no reference to power of at-
torney or selling the farm o_r anything. 
Q. Did Mrs. Christianson at any time show you or your 
husband a paper which could be construed as a power of at-
torney? 
A. No. 
Q. And, as a matter of fact, as I understand your testi-
mony, Mrs. Christianson brought all of the papers to you and 
your husband? 
A. Everything she received we saw, even her personal let-
ters, and all papers and rationing coupons and all.- She just. 
didn't understand how to go about it. My husband took car~ 
of almost all of them. 
Q. · Are you familiar with the details leading up 
page 82 ~ to the alleged sale of this farm Y 
A. Well, I don't know just what you mean by 
that, what details Y · 
Q. Did Mrs. Christianson discuss with you and your hus-
band the fact that Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines were trying 
to buy the farm Y 
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A. Oh, yes, but we saw the paper. It wasn't an outward 
sale, from· what we understand. They only left the deposit. I 
believe it was left in Wilbur Hall's office. The understand-
ing was if she ·sold, they would get it, would have first prefer-
ence. 
Q. Was there anything said at th_at time about the neces-
sity of Fred Christianson signing itY · 
A. We told her we didn't think they could sell until they 
had his signature or power of attorney, because it was owned 
by the two, jointly. . 
Q. And do you know whether or not an effort was made to 
g-et his signature to the deed t 
A. Yes, I did. As soon as they left this deposit she w:ent 
up and sent a telegram. I think she sent at least one or two 
special deliveries and she couldn't contact him. 
Q. .A.re you familiar with the controversy which arose over 
the seed corn and planting the corn on the farm Y 
A. Well, we advis~·d her to put the corn in herself and have 
it planted. 
Q. Did she do that Y 
A. She did. The Gaines wanted to do it and 
page 83 ~ tboug·ht they would sell it to her at the same price 
it cost her to put in the seed. She didn't know 
whether she was going to sell the farm, whether or not her 
husband would want to sell. She hadn't heard from her hus-
band, and thought in case she didn't stay or sold it 'after her 
husband came back, she could sell i.t to the Gaines for what 
it· cost her. 
Mr. Anderson: Your witness, Mr. Pickett. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr .. Pickett: 
Q. Where did you say you first saw this paper you have 
identified Y 
A.. I was at the home of Mrs. Christianson. 
Q. What was the occasion of your being there Y 
A. Well, we had the farm there, plowed the ground. We 
visited them practically every day, were very close friends. 
Q. How did she happen to show you this paper? l 
A. Because- she asked us our advice about it. 9. What did she tell you? · 
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A. She asked us what it meant., and we read it over and it 
only applied as a will. · 
Q. Why did she want to know what you thouglit of it T 
A. Because she couldn't understand it. 
Q. What had she done? 
.A. I am not sure whether this was before or 
page 84 } after-this was between the fifteenth of Mar~h and 
the first of April that we saw that paper. · 
Q. Had she signed the contract with Mr. Hall at that time, 
in Mr. Hall's· office? 
A. She hadn't signed any contract, to my knowledge, for 
selling the farm. . . 
Q. Did sl,le ever sign any such contract, to your knowledge! 
A. Yes, I believe she met them at Wilbur Hall's office and 
they made the deposit. . 
Q. Was that before or after you saw this paper? . 
A. I can't say. 
Q . .As a matter of fact, isn't this true Y Didn't she tell you 
that she had signed the paper in Mr. Hall's office and that 
she had signed her husband's name to itf 
A. No. 
Q. She clidn 't tell you that Y 
A. No. 
Q. She didn't show you a copy of the paper she had signed? 
A. She showed the paper that sh_e had signed it, her name, 
but not her husband's name, and she- had a sixty-day clause 
in it~ . 
Q. She did show you that paperY 
A. She didn't show it for us to read thoroughly, just took 
it out of her .purse and said she was going to see about sell-
ing the farm, but she didn't say she had sold it. 
Q. At that time Y , 
page 85 ~ A. I believe that came after that. 
Q. You . saw this paper afterwards. When did 
you see.iU 
A. I can't commit myself. It was the latter part of March 
or April. 
Q. And you knew that she had signed a deed for her hus-
band, signed his signature f 
A. No, I didn't know that. 
Q. Did she tell you that Mr. Hall -had prepared a deed for 
her husband's signature f 
A. No. 
Q. Did she say that she tried to get in contact wi~h him 7 
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A. Yes., she did. 
Q. For what purposef 
A.- When she was supposed to sign the. form, it had to have 
her hµsband's signature and she tried to contact him. 
Q. Signature· t~ the deed, was it not i 
A. ·Yes. 
Q. And when she showed yon this paper which you have 
identified, it was after she had sent the telegram to her hus-
band and the special delivery letters, was it not? 
A. I don't know. I believe it came afterwards, but I am 
not saying one way or the other. I do:Q.'tknow. I am not posi-
tive. At the time I didn't think there would · be any trouble, 
that I would have to be a witness or swear to anything, so 
· therefore I didn't impress the date in my mind. 
page 86 ~ Q. She had told you that she had received a 
cablegram from her husband through the Red 
Cross, saying he didn't want to sell the farm 1 
A. No. She told me she had sent one, and I knew she could 
not contact her husband. 
Q. Did she tell you her husband did not want to sell the· 
farmY 
A. No, she didn't. 
Q. What seemed to be worrying her when she asked you 
what this paper meant? 
A. Well, I g11ess she wanted to know what it implied, 
wantedour version of it, that is all. 
Q. Did she ask y·ou whether or not she had clone wrong in 
signing her husband's name? 
A. She didn't tell me anything about signing her husband's 
-name .. All I know is she came in the day it was sold-sup-
posed to have been sold-it was April Fool and I thought she 
was joking. I didn't think she was going to sell it. 
Q. She came in on April first and told you what f 
A. That she had seen about selling the farm and said it 
wasn't legal until she had her husband's signature. 
Q. She came to your place on that occasion Y 
A. She came to my home. 
·Q. She came to your home on April 1., 1943, and said she 
had been to Mr. Hall's officer 
page 87 ~ A. Yes, that she had been down to see . about 
selling the farm, and from what I understand, tney 
made a five hundred dollar deposit and they had sixty days, 
rather she had, to decide whether to sell or keep it,. but it 
:wasn't legal without his -signature. 
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Q. At that time, did she want to. sell the farm 7. 
A. Well, I think she had moments when she would have 
liked to have sold, and other times she would like to have 
kept it. . 
Q. Did you advise her against selling iU 
A. I told her I thought it would be best to wait until her 
husband came back, that the farm was a partnership. 
Q. You said not to do anything until he came hack or she 
could contact him Y 
A. I dicfo 't tell her to do anything. There was nothing 
she could do under sixty days. I told her not to send the 
other. telegram. 
Q. Did she tell you on April 1 that she had sent thi_s tele-
gram to· her husband Y 
A. Yes, she did. 
Q. And then she sent two special deliveries to him? 
A. She did. I imag'ine it ·was within a few days, because 
when she didn't get in contact with him she sent two special 
deliveries. 
Q. And it was after that that she showed you this pap_erY 
A. That is what I have told you five or six times, I am not 
sure. I believe it was after that., but I am not say-
page 88 }- ing it was. I know it was somewhere around 
March or April that I saw that paper. 
Q. She didn't show you this paper before April 1, did she? 
A. I just said I didn't know. · 
Q. You didn't know anything about the sale of the farm 
until April 1 Y 
A. That is the first I knew about it. 
Q. Then she didn't show you this before April 1 Y -
A. Well, it doesn't sound plausible. It does sound as "if it 
might have been after April 1. 
Q. Did she consult you about signing an exterision agree-
ment extending the time for settlement 7 
A. She didn't exactly consult me. She told me the Gaines 
were after her worrying the life out of her, and kept telling 
her all she had to do was come down and sign her _name, noth-
ing to it, and why should they make so many trips from 
Washington- . · · 
Q. Did she tell you she had signed this second paper f 
A. She didn't sign it to my knowledge. 
Q. She didn't tell you anything about that 7 
A. No. 
Q. Did she tell you that she had been asked to sign this 
~6 SuiH:~i:ne Cdnrt · of A~peils <>£ Vlf ~hibt 
Edttit Estell~ l1mer~on: 
R~per a11d };>et<>i~e doilig Sb hacl COD.$Ulted Her m"\ryer hi W~sh-
incs-ton ~bout it? . . : ' A. I know df ter the sixty days wtls tlp she was kappbsed td 
sign an.~~11:rr ?ny ~9_r ;th~rty;.,dai~• I l, \T , : 
page 89 ~ Q. ~111.s agreem~nt. w~~. f.or}bJrty 4ays t 
, __ . A. /~'he. first . one was for .sixty days. 
Q. ¥ O~l .. ~? kiiow fhiit. Did yen see it? 
:!. I saw it. ·-
. Q,. ~. sh~~~ !liis, I whi~4, ~as, b~en )ntrodn&eu ~ \~ ~Vi~eii~e 
~ark~cl ~xh~P,~t; No. ·lbw~c~ Y.o~.sat you hav~ se.e!l;_.w:li~~h J.-~ 
sign.eel by Marie N. hr1stianson 1ti I1er own r~ght ~nil .. as 
agent for Fr~d H. Christianson,_ ~er husba.~d, U~d which pro-
vitl~s fbr settlement on br before thirty d~ys Ji;om date' Jiµt 
gives permission to retain possession of tile :H8hse f 01~ ~iity 
. days. . . · 
.A.. "Y'es. . I Q. Ybµ_ sit# _itiifu pape,r, ciidri ;t yoti t · _. . . _ . , · _ , 
:A~ I 'dicih 't H~ad it I did r~ad whei:e she hlitl i3i.xty days_~ 
We,. .. 'Y-?nde7ecl .~b~~t q1-u potatoes because we couldn't get 
tliem put b~f~r~ Jµ~y i5; . _ __ . . ... r • : . . 
.. Q. Did j,;dij r,e~cl this. p~r~ .~her~py. they agreed to convey 
the Mijtl on or befdfe tilltty clays from dafaY , 
.A: No. 
Q. ¥ou didh~t.p.ay ~:rif aµe#tioh to.tliatY , . _ , 
A; I clidn 't read thnt. We were interested because we had 
the f ai:Ill:. . . _ . . _ _ . Q. Dia slie sliow yoh this extension agre~meiit da~d _ t:b.~ 
twenty-seventh day of April, marked Exhibit No: 6 in tliis 
case? . 
.A.. I didn't se~ tJn$~ ... ' . - . . ! • 'I 
Q. Slie didn:t §liow yoJi, th.au_. I'' .·· . , l ,1 - ..• 
page 90 ~ .. A··· =;N Pt. J ~h_ mk ~he tq1d ,¥le, so~~ith~hg ~poJ.It slie 
. brict went tq .W a:s~i~gto~-~~o. se~ aiiothe:)rhyy~;r .... 
. Q. Did sh!3 tell you the lawyer sa1a 1t was all right for her 
to . sigi;i _iliis y 
A~ No. . 
Q~ ~He ciicin 't te1i You tliat, 
A. No. _ . 1 
Q. D,id you read this paper very carefully which you called 
awillY -
.A.. No, my h11:sbaI\d _did. .. .. . , _ . . . 
Q . .A.nd you uildertooR: to advise her what it meanU 
!,... ],: gav~ h~r:mY ,o~i~on .. , .1•• . • - • Q. You gat~ li~r tin d.pinfort witlioht reading iU 
·I 
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A~ My husband r~ad it aldiili. 
Q. You heard him? , ' 
.!. t henra iihri~ Ite r~aa H anti 1 nsteiiec1 to it.. .. 
Q. Do you recall that. this paper -ivhlch .is. Ei!iil>H Nb~. 2~ ih 
Paragraph 7 gives his. wife full find cibthpl~.t~ .. P~~er of s~le 
?f ~ll p1op:erty, i~cl:i:i~µig t4e. r~~.,. e~tat~ 'Y.~icp _is ,d~s~ribed 
m such ma~ner ~s s~~ ~.· he_r Judgment may deeni liest t 
A. That 1s upon 1i1s d~ath: . · 
~• J)o~~ th~t ~~(o#).tls.4~at;ld . I • • . .• \ : • . j. . 
. .-A: Well; whe~ foe:r~~d tp_i
1
s ;f~ lia~.~ear~.s~~et~ete tlia~ a 
Wlll acted B;S a. l)OW0:J; Q,f ~tt<~rpey, ~.~(\ S~~
1 
C~e .~o. to~ a few 
. ; ., d.a7.~ l~t~r a~a ~~~ lf}lp.tJ,t :Hall. dt ~oi#eptidy ~:µd 
page 9i ~ tliey said th~t was not enougli, 1t still had to have 
~is signatu~e. , ...... 11 • • .. , Q. That 1s because 1t was not acknowleagetl befote a No-
tary Public, wasn't it 1 
A. I don't know why. 
Q. You don't know why Y 
A; No. . . 
~. Did slie shoiv Yio,~ ii4y . iettei:s :which she had r~ceived· 
from Mr. Hall about tliis transaction t 
t:.f thoµ~ht, wh~ii J<>u w~_i-ii being 1ue~#d#~d ~;v ~r . .b-
derso~ Jpat. you said ~he sh.<?~~i1 ton alt the p~pers .. ~J;te h~~ 1 
· A.· She did. An~mg she didn't understaiicl, sli~ came to 
us and asked for our a8vice~ 
Q. And she didn't show you anjr ieUers ~:lie liad recei\7ed 
from lVIr. Hall Y 
: A· l ,have ~e,~~r ~een ~~e ,t4~~ r recall.· 1 krldw tlit~y were 
after h~i; to ~~gp. th.e pap~r ~gam~ . , . , . . . . . . , . Q. Ihd she sHow you any letters from her husband T 
A. Yes, slie showed tis a few. · 
Q. What did tliey say Y 
A. Just perso~al, con~ern:ing lier a~d ~he children, nQthiiig 
td clo with the farm'.; ordinary persohhl letters li~twee)i ri1itn 
and wife. " · 
Q. She didn't ask you for advice abdilt th~ lett~rs she re-
• 1 • ce1vea frbrii IimH . . 
page -92 ~ 4. Why ~;J;iould sJ:te.t. , 
A. Slie had~n!cf l tft~e8t~ti:~It!1aWs lt[t!c!i!! 1s1i~ wa$ 
, worried because she hadn't heard from him, naturall~ ~li'3 
was ticltled to cieath wlian sh~ clid g~t. "the letter, lttid ~he 
showed it to me. 
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Q. Were those letters received by her after she had tried 
to contact him and had failed Y 
A. That I can't say. I know whenever she got the first let-
ter I saw it. It was airmail. · · · 
Q. Was that before or after April 1 Y 
A. I don't know. · 1 
Q. Well,, did she show you any letters froiµ her husband 
at the time she showed you this so-called· will Y 
A. No. She took that from her purse, sitting at the table 
having coffee. My husband picked it up and read it aloud. 
Q. Did she tell you how she had received it.Y 
A. No. I wasn't interested in how she received it. 
Q. Then it was on another occasion that she showed you 
the letters she had received from him Y 
A. What lettersY 
Q. The letters you have just described. 
A. Airmail letters Y 
Q. On another occasion. 1 
, A. When she hadn't heard from him for a while .. 
page 93 ~- Q. At the time she showed you. this so-called 
will, she had not heard from him Y ! 
A. I imagine she had. I don't know. 
Q. Did she tell you she had been contacted Y 
A. A man can write his . wife whenever he wants tb. I 
didn't keep track of it. He ·aidn 't write any letters con~ei:n-
ing the farm, as far as the farm is concerned. 
Q. How do you know that! · . 
A. Well, he didn't write any that I saw. 
Q. That you saw Y 
Q. And she never at any time told you anything about; this 
cablegram which she received from the American Red C:foss f 
A. I don't know. I beli~ve she said something about the 
fact she couldn't get in touch with him through the : Red 
Cross. : 
Q .. Did she tell you she had heal'd from him th1~ough the 
Red Cross! · ' ! 
A. I believe she did. : 
Q. Did she tell you what the nature of the message wasY 
A. The nature of the message was she was upset and wor-
ried about his safety and she heard he was all right. 
Q. She didn't tell you he wired her about not selling the 
farm! 
A. No. I told you I was sick in bed at the time, so I ~an 't 
say. 
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page 94 ~ Q. You were sick in bed during what period¥ 
A. I was in bed from June through July, then 
my daughter was operated on. What happened between 
those two months, I didn't see much of her. She called on 
me. 
Q. You think it was during _that period that she received 
this cablegram through the American Red Cross Y 
A. I don't know. She might have got it in April. As far 
as the· d~ te, if they can't furnish the date, I am sure I can't. 
Q. Did she tell you that she consulted Mr. Anderson about 
this matter 1 
A. Not to my knowledge .. 
Q. But she did tell you she had a lawyer in W ashington,f 
A. I didn't know she had Anderson until recently. 
Q. Did she tell you she had a lawyer in Washington Y 
A. 'She said she had been· to see one to advise her what ·to 
do, but as far as if he took the case, I don't know. 
Q. Did she tell you what he advised her to doY 
A. No. . 
Q. Did you ask her what he advised her to do 7 
A. No. I didn't think it was any of my business. 
Mr. Pickett : That is ~11. 
Witness excused. 
EDITH ESTELLE ANDERSON 
page 95_ ~ Thereupon, 
GEORGE H. MOSS, 
called as a witness be and .on behalf of the defendants, and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as f ollow·s·: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. State your full name. 
A. Georg~ H., Moss. 
Q. And where do you live? 
A. About three miles out of Leesburg, south. of Leesburg. 
Q. Mr. Moss, do you know Mr. and Mrs. Christianson, the 
defendants in this case? 
A. Yes. They are neighbors. 
Q. About how long have you known· them T 
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A. Ever since they have been there I have known th¢m. 
Q. HEtve you had occasion to visit them from time to time? 
.A. I have. · 
Q. I suppose they have visited you from time to time? 
A. Yes. 
Q: You recall the time that Mr. Christianson was called 
into the Merchant Marine Service t : 
A. I do. 
Q. Following that time, and while he was out of the ~oun-
. try, did Mrs. Christianson consult you with respect to any 
business matters Y · 
page 96 } .A. Yes, on one occasion only. 
Q: Will you tell us what that was? 
.A. I recall her calling me in there one day after th~let 's 
see now, I want to get it exactly straight. She called me in 
on the second contract, the signing of the second contract, I 
recall that, and she wanted to know what to do about th~ con-
tract, and I asked her at that time if she wanted to sell the 
farm, and she said yes, and from what she told me of th~ deal 
and what had gone on before, I said, "Mrs. Christians.on, ·it is 
im~aterial if you sign the contract and you want to sell, if it 
takes Mr. Christianson to make the deal, why, I see no reason 
why you should sign; if you still want to sell, when he comes 
back it will be plenty of time.'' 
Q. Did she discuss with you the fact of any paper which 
had been furnished her by her husband giving her power to 
sell the farm t . '1 
A. I don't think she did. I wouldn't say positive, I lieard 
that. I don't think she mentioned it. · 
Q. Did she tell you why it was necessary for her husband 
to sign the deed Y 
A. She only told me that the lawyers required it. . She 
couldn't make the sale without his signing the deed. 
Q. Did she mention the lawyers who required that? 
A. Yes, Mr. Hall wouldn't accept the deed she could give. 
Q. Are you familiar with the circumstances in 
page 97 ~ connection with the employment of Mr. MiddJeton 
or the purchase of the seed corn? Do you know 
anything about that? · 
A. No, I wouldn't know. 
Mr. Anderson: Your witness! 
Mr. Pickett: No questions. 
. \ 
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Dorothy Mag Christianson. 
Mr. Anderson: That is all. 
Witness excused. 
Thereupon, · 
GEORGE H. MOSS 
DOROTHY MAY CHRISTIANSON,. 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendant~~- and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: · 
Q. Will you state your full name? 
A. Dorothy May Christianson. 
Q. How old are you, Dorothy f 
A. Sixteen. 
Q. And you are the daughter- of Mr. and Mrs. Christia~son, 
the defendants in this case? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You go to school? 
A. Yes. 
page 98} 
A. Yes. 
Q. What grade are you in Y 
.A. Sophomore year. 
Q. High school Y . 
Q. Dorothy, of course you know the difference from right 
and wrong? 
A. Why, certainly.-
Q. You wouldn't tell a story, would you Y 
A. No. 
Q. You can read and write, can't youY 
~. Certainly. 
Q. You recall the time that your Daddy went in the Mer-
chant Marine, don't· you Y 
A. Yes. 
. Q. I suppose you were right worried about it, too, weren't 
you? · 
A. Oh, yes. . . · 
Q. Well, your mother heard from your father from time to 
time while he was away? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. And did you ever have occasion to read those letters? 
A. Oh, yes. She showed them .to us whenever there: was 
anything in them concerning us or anything we ought to know 
about. She shared the letters with us. 
Q. Could you say, Dorothy, that you read all the letters 
your Daddy. wrote home Y 
page 99 ~ A. I wouldn't say it was all of them, the ; ma-
. jority of them. 1 
Q. Do you recall the time your father sent a will home to 
your mother 7 
· A. Yes. 
Q. Did you read thatY 
A. I can't say I read it very thoroughly. I got the gen-
eral idea of it. 
Q. Do yon think you would know that paper if you saw it? 
A. Oh, yes. 1
1 Q. I show you a paper marked Complainants,. Exhibit 
No. 2. Can you tell us whether or not that is the paper you 
MW! . 
A. Yes, it· seems to be the same one that I read. In fact, 
it is. I 
Q. Dorothy, do you ever recall your father sending to your 
mother any other paper? 
A. What kind of paper? ' 
Q. Well, a paper bearing his name and witnesses that could 
in any way be·construed to be a power of attorney. 
A. No, sir. That was the only paper. 
Q. The only paper other than a personal letter T 
A. Yes, . personal letters. 
Q. Do you feel confident that if any such paper had been 
received by your mother, you and your sister would have 1been 
given an opportunity to see iU 
A. No doubt, if it w~s any of our concern. '. 
page 98 r Q. Were you present at · :the tinie that Miss 
Gaines and Mr. Brosius called to see your mtither 
-with respect to selling the farm I 
A. No, sir0 I wasn't. 
Mr. Anderson: Your witness.-
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
I 
By Mr. Pickett: : · 
Q. Do you recall when your fath~r went into the Merchant 
MarineY , 
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A. I can't give you the exa~t date. Probably about the 
last part of February or the first part of March. I mean, 
around that time. 
Q. Of last year? 
A. Yes, of last year. 
Q. When did you see this paper first T 
A. Oh, I don't know any date or anything, probably soon 
· after it arrived. I mean, I really remember when Mr. and 
Mrs. Anderson were out one evening, and Mr. Anderson-was 
reading it out loud to us, telling us what it was about, ex-
plaining· it. · 
Q. Was that the first time you have seen it? · 
A. No, I don't guess it was the :first time. I rem.ember 
it more distinct than any other time. · 
Q. Did you know that your mother had come to Mr. Hall's 
office and sigb.ed a contract to sell the place Y 
A.. No. She had been to Mr. Hall's. I. don't 
page 99 ~ know what was transacted at the office. 
Q. She· didn't tell you about thaU 
A. She might have said something. I can't recall. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. You mentioned the night Mr. Anderson read this will to 
you. Who else was present? 
A. Mr. and Mrs. Anderson and my mother and it might 
have, been their daughter, Shirley, and probably my brother 
and sister and I. That was, all, .if those were there. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. At that time., they were talking about this contract that 
was signed Y . · 
.A. I don't remember anything ~bout that. I remember the 
will was read. . 
Q. They didn't say whether or not your mother had. the 
right to sign for your father? · 
A. Yes, I think so. I mean they told her she couldn't sign 
anything, couldn't sell the farm unless my father had signed 
his name to it. It wouldn't be legal. 
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Q. They were talking about ;what she had done in Mr. -Jall 's 
office, l 
A. I can't say they really talked about '.that. 
page 100 } The whole conversation was about the will.: . 
Q. It had nothing to do with the sale of the 
furm? . 
A. What do you mean 7 1 
Q. The conversation had nothing to do with the sale dr the 
farmY . , 
A. I don't know for sure .. I won't say yes or I won't say 
no. Maybe there was something about that, because it was 
that she could not sell the farm without his signature or he 
could not sell it without her signature, because it is joint 
ownership. ! 
Q. At that time did you know what your father wanted to 
do about itY · ! 
A. They don't usually discuss the business with us. i 
Q. Did you know your father decided he didn't want to 
sell it? . 1 
A. I didn't know if he wanted to or didn't. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
Mr. Anderson: That is all. 
Witness excused. 
I 
DOROTHY MAY CHRISTIANSQN 
Thereupon, 
· AUDREY CHRISTIANSON, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendants,: and 
being first duly .sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
i 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. l 
page 101 } By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. Will you state your full name Y 
A. Audrey Christianson. 
Q .. How old are yon t 
A. Fourteen. 
Q. And you go to school! 
A. Yes. 
Q. What gradeY 
A. Freshman year. 
I 
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Q. At High School! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Of course, you can read and write Y 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Do you know the di:ff erence between right and wrong,! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And ·you wouldn't tell a story either, would you Y 
A. No. 
Q. You are the daughter of Fred and Mrs. Christianson Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall the time your Daddy went into the Mer-
chant Marine Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Following the time that he went away, did y9u have an 
opportunity to read the letters he sent home 7 
A. Yes. We read them all that I know of .. I 
page 102 } am pretty sure we did. . -
Q. Do you recall the time your.mother received 
a will from your Daddy Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have an opportunity to see that, also Y 
A. Yes, we read it. 
Q. Do you believe you could identify that paper if you see 
it now? 
A. Yes, I think so~ 
Q. I show you a paper marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 2. 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is the paper! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Audrey, at the time she showed you this when she first 
received -it, was there another page attached to it that you. 
recall? 
A. No, I think that was the only one. 
Q. Do you recall at any time that your father was away 
that he sent your mother a paper, typewritten paper, and in-
dicated it was a legal paper Y 
A. No, there wasn't any that I know .of. I am sure there 
wasn't. 
Q. Were your father's letters typewritten or written in 
longhand? 
A. He wrote them him.self. 
page 103 r Q. To you knowledge, this was the only type-' 
. written paper 7 . 
A. Yes. 
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Q. Would you say if any such paper had been received you 
would have seen iU 
A. We probably would. We saw all the letters we; got 
from him. · 
Q. Were you present the evening that Mr. and Mrs. Artder-
son were visiting the home and Mr. Anderson read thiJ pa-
per? . ' 
A. No, I don't think I :was there at that time. 
Mr. Anderson: Your witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
. . 
· By Mr. Pick~tt: 
Q. Your mother did not discuss her business affairs with 
you, did she Y · 
A. Well, yes. We heard mostly everything that was going 
on and things like that. . . 
Q. Did she tell you she had made a con tract to sell · the: 
farmY · . . ! .. 
A. Well, she .sort of ,got disgusted sometimes and wanted 
to sell it. . 
Q. Did :she tell yoµ she had made a contract to sell the 
farmY 
A. There were some papers that she made a contract for a 
month, I think thirty days, or something like that. . 
Q. She did tell you thatY 
page 104 ~ A. Yes. , 
Q. Did she tell you that she had signed an~ther 
paper whereby. the time was extended for 1 another thirty 
dayst . i 
A. Yes, and then she didn't extend it any longer, wouldn't 
sign it again. · : 
Q .. Why was that t 
I 
i 
. A. That wouldn ~t .be any nse. · She; couldn't sell it, and she 
didn't think s];ie would sell -it. I .mean, Da'ddy said he dillii 't 
want to sell it. 
Q. Because your father said he didn't want to· sell it f , 
A. I don't know for- sure.·' · , 
Q. That is what you said. , 
A. Well, Daddy wrote back and said he didn't want tof. sell 
it. 
Q. When did that letter come, do you knowi 
A. No, I don't know. 
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Q. I:ri the summer Y , . . 
A. Well, the telegram we got through the Red Cross. · 
Q. When did that come, do you remember 7 · 
A. It was during the summer, I think, because I remember 
Mrs. Stabler sitting in the car with Mother explaining the 
telegram. · 
Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
Mr. Anderson: That is all. 
Witness excused. 
AUDREY CHRISTIANSON 
page 105 ~ Thereupon, 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON, 
called as a witness by and on behalf of the defendants., and 
being first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows : 
DIRECT E.XAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. Mr. Christianson, will you state your full namef 
A. Fred H. Christianson. 
Q. Where do you live 7 
A. Three miles south of Leesburg . 
. Q. How long have you lived there Y 
.A. It will be two yea'rs this coming summer. . 
Q. During that time did your neighbors ever discuss with 
you the sale of your farm Y 
A. Well, I always told them that there wasn't enough 
money in the State of Virginia to buy my place. 
Q. In other words, you had no idea of selling it Y 
A. No. 
Q. Now, you were called into the Maritime Service, were 
you not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. About what time of the year was thaU 
A. I think it was in February. 
Q. Of last year, 1943 Y .. 
A. The latter part of February. 
page 106 } Q. Were you given very much tir~.e to put your 
affairs in shape before you had to report? · 
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A. No. 
Q. .A.bout how much time did they give you Y 
A. Well, they wanted me to go as soon as I could. The 
telephone wires were hot. ·: 
Q. And did you have any convers~tion with your neighbors 
at that time about selling the farm Y 
A. Yes. Mr. Gaines was talking about it and he led us to 
believe that his daughter wanted to buy the place. 
Q. Wa~ price discussed then? 
A. Yes. I told them I would sell for $12,000.00. 
Q. Had you at any time considered accepting less tha~ that 
for your farm Y 1 
A. No. 
Q .. Now, after you left home, where did you go Y Whe1i'e did 
you report for duty? 
A. I was different places. We went out once and came 
back again in about a week's time or so. . · 
Q. At any time while you were in the Service did you make 
a willY 
A. Yes. 
Q. When was that made? 
A. Well, I can't remember exactly, but I was aboard ship 
when it was made. i 
page 107 } Q. Who prepared that paper for you? :r 
A. The gunnery officer., who practiced law for 
years and years. He was a naval officer. 
Q. Was that prepared aboard ship? 
A: Yes. . 
Q. I show you paper identified as Complainants' Exhibit 
No. 2., Will you tell us if that is the paper you executed:? 
A. Yes, that is the only paper I executed, my last will and 
testament, which states at the beginning and ending it is in-
tended for a will.. i 
Q. Mr. Christianson, did you at any time execute a paper 
which could be interpreted to be a power of attorney? : 
A. No. 
Q. Did you at any time contemplate giving your . wife 
power to sell your property Y 
A. No. 
Q. That is, prior to your death Y 
A. No, not until after my death. : 
Q. Did you at any time authorize your wife in .any w1.Hting 
to sell your farm? 1 
A. ~o, nor act as my agent, ~ither. I ~ever gave he~ the 
authority to act as my agent while Twas alive. : 
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Q. Now, you sent · a telegram through the Red Cross to 
your wife, I believe, did you not f 
A. Yes. 
page 108 } Q. Why did you do that? 
A. Well, it was-I thought I could get an an-
swer, and I didn't know for quite a while that it could be 
done. We didn't know whether letters were getting home or 
not. We didn't get any answers. 
Q. Had your wife written you and asked your permission to 
sell the farm Y 
. A. If she had, I never got it. I only received two letters 
while I was gone, those when I came back, came back in the 
United States, and one was the deed they had made out .for me 
and wanted me to sign it, and the other was from the Ameri-
can Legion. Those were the only two letters I got, and, I 
didn't get them until I got back in the United States, the 
night before I came home. 
Q. What did you do with the deed? 
A. It is laying around some. place yet. 
Q. You never signed it? 
A. No. When I got on the high seas and had a chance to 
think things over a little better than I did before I left home 
-I left in a hurry and didn't .see the true situation, the: state 
the world was in. 
Q. You might have considered selling your farm just be-
fore you left? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But at what price? 
A. Twelve thousand dollars. 
page 109 } Q. And the deed which you later received on 
your return to this country, what was the con-
sideration in that paper 7 . . 
A. Something over ten thousand. Before I left I didn't 
realize the vital importance of the home during these times, 
during war times. 
Q. Where were you when this suit was brought against you, 
Mr. Christianson 7 
A. I don't know exactly. I do know when I got home I 
found a warrant had been sworn out for· me, a yellow one. I 
didn't like the color of it. 
Q. Hardly true in your case. 
A. I didn't lmow a thing like that could be done. 
Q. Of course, you don?t know anything about the seed corn 
or the employment of Mr. Middleton? 
· I 
i 
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A. All I know is that my wife hired Mr. Middieton to put 
the crop in and Mr. Gaines was over there and tried to inter-
fere with the working of it and didn't . want to allow h~r to 
harvest the crops and all kinds of stuff like that. They had 
worried my wife, to death, had run her ragged. They: had 
some one sitting on the f~·ont porch so the woman couJdn 't 
come home,,.and when I come home the woman was a nervous 
wreck. She hac;l to go away for a week. 1 
Q. All this while you were on the high seas f 
A. Yes. It was too much for her, taking care of the farm 
and the family. There were two old people there and further-
more, she was threatened over the telephone, she 
page 110 ~- told me, by· Mr. Brosius from Washington. : My 
wife told me that he liked the farm and was going 
to have it and had the best lawyers hired. He threaten~d-he 
was going to have my home. 
Mr. Anderson: Your witness: 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Mr. Christianson, you said you reported for duty after 
you received several telephone communications? . : 
A. Yes. They needed enginee~s, and the telephone wires 
were hot. · · 
Q. Where did those calls come from, from Baltimore y 
A. Yes. I received telephone calls from Baltimore- and 
Norfolk, also. 
Q. Where did you report for duty 7 
A. At Norfolk. 
Q. Did you get a ship right away Y 
A. I was assigned to a new ship. 
Q. You were! 
A. Yes. . 
Q. And you said you came home for a bout a week f 
A. I went away once---
Q. On a trip. . 
A. -and was gone about a week and then came back. r 
Q. Back to Norfolk? i 
A. No, back home for a day or two and had to go again. . 
Q. You reported for duty at Norfolk and were 
page 111 } assigned a new ship f . 
A. The man hired me without seeing me. It 
never happened before in my life. · : 
Q. How long were you in Norfolk before yon sailed y ' 
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A. I didn't' sail from Norfolk,· and we are not allowed to 
tell where we sailed from. The East Coast of the ·United 
States. 
Q. Well, how long after you reported for duty was it be-
fore you sailed Y 
A." Just a few days. 
Q. How long did that voyage last? 
A. Six months, approximately, more or less. 
Q. You say you reported. for duty in February! 
A. I left here the first time in February,, the latter part 
of February. I can't remember the exact date. 
Q. You had a leave of absence while you were in port and 
came home, is that correctt 
A. Yes. I was home for a few days. 
Q. That was shortly after you reported for dutyf 
A. I came home. I was gone a few days arid I came home 
for a day and all the time I was ·home the telephone wires were 
hot for me to go again. 
Q. The farm hadn't been sold at that time? 
A~ No. · 
Q. You made one voyage while you were in the 
· page 112 ~ Merchant Marine? . 
A. Yes, one voyage. We had four cargoes, car-
ried. things over and discharged that and put on five thou-
sand tons of high explosives and five thousand tons-of Signal 
Corps equipment and we also turned it into a prison ship be-
fore we got back, brought back prisoners.· 
Q. You were gone from the United States for six months Y 
.After you left port you didn't return to _the United States for 
six months? I • 
A. No. 
Q. When did you start on this voyage Y 
A. Well, I can't remember the exact dates, and I_ won't say 
exactly six months. I can't remember. I was away from 
home about six months, anyway. · 
Q. Away from the United States? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Approximately when did you start on this voyage f 
A. ·1 think it was the first of April, anyway. 
Q. The first of April? 
A. When we left the Continental United States, it was 
about the first of April, maybe a little before. I can't say ·so 
exactly. . 
Q. I understood you to: say that you were at sea when this 
· will was prepared Y 
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A. I was aboard ship. 
page 113 ~ Q. Were you at sea Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Already on this voyage? 
A. Yes. Well, now, you understand you can be at sea 
cruising up and down the Coast, and still be at sea~ and still 
not leave the Continental United States, but we was aboard 
ship when the will was made out and the first opportunity I 
had I sent it.home. .. . . I 
Q. How did rou se11:d lt home? I 
A. Through the mail. 
Q. Was it transmitted by a mail boaU 
A. "\Vhen we·got into port-you see, we made several ports 
before we left the United States, and the first port we .come 
to I sent it home as soon as I could. We never knew when 
we was going to g·et blowed up. j 
Q. I understood you to say when you left port you :were 
absent six months from the United States. i 
A. After we left the final port we were, approximately six 
months, more or less. · 
Q. ,vhen did you leave the final port Y 
A. I think that was a little before the first of April. 
Q. When was this power of attorney prepared, or will, as 
you call it Y . 
· A. I was aboard ship. 
Q. Where was the ship? 
A. Well, it was at sea. 
page 114 r Q. At sea 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Di~ you put. into port after that Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. What were you doing at seat 
A .. Well, yon know, Mr. Pickett, when you build a ship you 
have to take a ship and get a cargo in her. : 
Q. You loaded your cargo at different ports, did you Y 
A. Yes. : 
Q. Where did you ~ail this p,ower 0£ attorney from Y ! · . 
A. I think it was in New York. I won't say for sure.1 
Q. New York? . 
A. I thin.Ir so. It. was the first port we struck, anyway, the 
first chance I had. · · 
Q. How long was it between the time this paper wa.s: pre-
p~red arid _the time you mailed, it? I 
A. I can't say exactly. I mailed it as so<>n as I c.ould~! 
I 
I 
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Q. Can you give any idea of how many days it was Y 
A. No, not truthfuflly . 
. Q. You don't know the position of your ship when the paper · 
was prepared f 
A. Yes, but I don't reveal it. It is not good policy. We 
are not allowed to reveal that, nor the route we sailed-.f 
Q. I am not trying to get any military . secrets 
page 115 ~ from you. Well, from the position where your 
·~ ship was at the time this will was prepared, how 
long did it take you to travel from that position to the Port 
of New YorkY · . . 
A. I don~ remember. 
Q. Now, you know enough about the sea. 
A. You see, we made several ports and a lot ot different 
movements. It is not like ordinary times. There are a lot 
of things aboard ship yo-u never thought of in times of peace. 
Q. That does not interf er~ with your stating the position 
of the ship or how near you were to New York? 
A. 'Well, we made so many moves and things that;! don't 
remember it, but I told you that after I made the: will out I 
mailed it home as soon as I could. You know. there is a lot 
doing aboard a ship like that. 
Q~ Where did you mail this letter in New York T 
A. I think it was from New York. I don't remember the 
exact date, but as· soon as I could I mailed it'home. 
Q. Well, did you mail it in a mail box or in a post office t 
A. It went with the ship's mail. 
Q. It went with the ship's mail Y 
A. Yes. . 
Q. You mailed it on board ship, then Y 
A. Yes. I believe the gunnery officer or·one of his men took 
all the mail ashore; at certain times we are not allowed the 
shore. 
page 1!16 ~ Q. And then the gunnery officer had to . wait 
until he got in port. to mail the ship's maiU 
A. Sure. 
Q. You didn't have any ships that came out to get your 
m~7 -
A. No. If there was, I didn't know it. -
Q. Coming back to-you say you know the ship's approxi-
mate position when this paper was prepared. How many miles 
were you from New Y orkT · 
A. I don't know, but I know the direction the ship was 
heading. · 
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Q. Was it heading towards or away from New York T ! 
A. Heading north. . . f 
Q. Was it south or north of New York Y 
A. Evidently south. 
. Q. Heading north Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many miles from the place the will was prepared 
to New York! 
A. I don't remember the exact position. of the ship. All I 
know is it was northbound, on a northbound voyage. . 
Q. Did you make port at any other places between the i time 
you left Norfolk and the time you put in at New YorkY : 
· A. I don't remember. .All I remember is that 
page 117 ~ w.e were out at sea heading north when I wrote 
the will out, and I mailed it as soon as I could. 
Q. What was the thing that prompted you to make the will 
at that particular timeY Were you in dangerf. 
A . .Sure. 
Q. That was the reason for it Y 
A. Sure. 
Q. Were you heading northeast or northwest f 
A. I don't know, in a northerly direction. 1 
Q. And you cannot give. us any idea as to the length of 1time 
that elapsed between the time the will was prepared and! wit-
nessed and you mailed it Y · 
A. I can't remember that. I can't remember how many 
days it was between the time I had it drawn up and the day I 
mailed it. I can't remember that. 
Q. Now, Mr. Christianson, where were you when you sent 
this cablegram to your wife Y 
A~ I was in Bone, Africa. 
Q. What month was that in? 
A. I don't remember exactly what month it was. 
Q .. Why did you send that cablegram? . 
A. It was the first. opportunity I had to contact her. We 
didn't know whether our letters were getting home or not. 
We never got any answers. 
Q. Why did' yon cable your wife not to sell your 
page 118 ~ f armY 
A. Because we had discussed it before I. left 
· home. 
Q. Did you think she could sell itY· 
A. I didn't want her to get in any difficulties. i 
Q. What kind of difficulties Y I . 
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A. Legal difficulties. 
Q .. You had told her to sell it before you lef tt 
A. No. We was talking about it. 
Q. Why did you tell her not to sell it Y 
· A. I knew she would maybe· like to. 
Q. You knew she had signed a contract when you sent that 
cablegram, didn't youY 
A. No, I didn't know that. 
Q. You knew that you had authorized her to sell it before 
you left7 
A. I hadn't authorized it. We just discussed it. 
Q. Th:en why did you ask for her decision in that cable-
gram? . 
A. Well, I don't recall I particularly asked for her decision. 
I wanted to know how the family was. I stated in there, 
''Don't sell the farm'', and I wanted to know how the family 
was. 
Q. You requested "wife's decision" in that cablegram! 
A. They might ·have. put that in there another way than I 
·sent it. You know they have to bunch those telegrams some-
times to shorten them up the best they can. 
Q. You wanted to know what she decided to do,·didn't you? 
A. I wanted to know how the family was, and 
page 119 ~ told her not to sell the ·farm. 
Q. And you wanted to know what her decision 
was, is that right¥ · 
4. That is all I put in the telegram. 
Q. Did you want to know what she decided to do, or not7 
A. ~hey put that in all telegrams, '' reply requested''. 
Q. Did you want to know what she decided to do, or not7 
·A. I didn't ·ask her what she decided to do. I just told her 
not to sell the farm, and I wanted to know how the family 
was. 
Q~· I have asked you that question. Did you want to know 
what her deci~ion was, or not? 
A. I have not asked her for a decision. 
Q. Did yo1;1 want to know her decision or not Y 
A. I told her not to sell the farm. 
Q. ·Did you want to know what her decision was, or ~ot Y 
A. I didn't want to sell the farm, and regardless of what 
her decision was, it ~as my home and I. realized the fact it · . 
was hard to get another one. I can't hardly get enough gas 
to urotect it the way it is. 
Q. You got to worrying about it t 
. 
. Sure. 
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. . 
Q. You were afraid she might sell it Y 
A. Yes. · 
•, . ! 
Q. Why was it impossible for your wife to commu¢.cate 
with you on April 1 of last year? You were in 
page 120 } the United States at that time, weren't you? 
A. I for get exactly where , we were, bu~ you 
can't correspond the way you want to, now. : 
Q. The ship got mail, didn't it? ! 
A. No. 
Q. When it put into port, it didn't get any mail Y 
A. No. I didn't get a letter .from the time I joined the ship 
until we got back to the Unifed States, and then I didnrt get 
it until the night before I come home. : 
· Q. You mean to say when the ship put into New Yorrk the 
ship didn't get any mail Y I 
A. We didn't put into New York. It didn't make any dif-
ference where we put in. · 
Q. The gunnery officer went ashore to take the ship's mail Y. 
A. He took care of the mail and mailed it when we had 
any to mail. 
Q. Didn't he bring any back with him Y 
A. No. I didn't see any come back. We didn't know whether 
our letters were getting home or not. I didn't get any 'mail. 
Neither did anyone else. i 
Q. You mean to say before this time, before you started 
on your six months' journey going up and down the East 
Coast, :you mean to say that nobody on shipboard received 
any mailf 
A. Not that I know of. All the mail is censored, you.know. 
a~d takes a long time for them to get through and 
.page 121 } everything. i · 
Q. What you were disturbed about was th1 fact 
that the farm had been sold for less than you wanted to sell 
it for? · 
A. No. 
Q. You wanted $12,000.00? 
A. We were talking about it before I left. After I left I 
had a chance to think it over. 1 
Q. You changed your mind Y !I · 
· A. Yes. . I 
. Q . .And you didn't like the price of $10,700.00 that your
1 
wif P. 
ontracted to sell it for, did you? : 
- .A. No. I never would have sold it for that. 
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Q. You think it is worth more than that, don't you! 
A. Well, that is my home and it is hard to get another 
one. · 
Q. You think it is worth ;n10~e than $10,700.00Y 
A. It is to me. · · · 
Q. And you and Mr. and Mrs. Gaines discussed the price, 
didn't youY 
A. Twelve thousand dollars 'is the only price I ever con-
sidered. 
Q. Did they submit any counter-proposition to you Y 
A. I don't remember about that. · 
Q. Did you talk about the value of the crops ancl equip;. 
mentf 
A. Not much. The whole thing was in a turmoil and I went 
away in a hurry, you know. 
Q. When you got these orders y~u thought the 
page 122 r best thing to do was to sell it, didn~t'you! · 
A. We discussed it a little bit before I left. It 
was all in a hurry and turmoil, and they needed· men and ·I 
had to go. ·· 
Q. You left it to your wife to handle your buaines$ a:ff~s 
while you were gone! · ·· · · ·· · · · · · · 
A. I couldn't take the farm with me. 
Q. So she had to look after it 7 
A. The best she could. 
Q. Mr. Christianson, these statemen.ts that you m~de with 
respect to your wife being worried to death, yQu have n,o 
personal knowledge of that, have you, except what she told 
you? 
A. I know when my wife came-
Q. You don't know about people sitting on her: f~Qnt porch 
and telephone calls except what she told you Y 
A. Yes. 
· Q. You weren't here when that happened T 
A. No. . 
Q. When you had this discussion with Mr. and Mrs~ Gaines 
. about.selling· the farm it was the last time you were in Lou-
doun County, wasn't it? · 
A. I believe it was. 
Q. You didn't come back any more Y 
A. All I know is I went away once and come back for a day 
or two. and went away again. 
· Q .. Did you talk to Mr. and Mrs. Gaines after 
page 123 ~ you had reported and come back Y 
I 
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A. All I remember was that he was over there and .dis-
cussed 1t. 
Q. Were you in the Merchant Marine then when yo-q. ·had 
that discussion Y 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. You 'had already reported and were back on a few days' 
~aff? . ! 
. A. I for get exactly now whether I was there before I :went 
or the second time. I forget exactly how that was. :All I 
know is I was over there once and we talked about it. 
Q. What was the date that you· started on this six months' 
-voyage! · _ 
A. I don't remember exactly. I left home the latter part of 
February .. · · . i 
Q. The first or second time you .left ·homef ! 
.A. It wasn't more than a week or ten days between the 
whole time, the two of them, and that: goes by right quick. 
Q. Can you tell me w~at dates you started on your six 
months' voyage? · · 
A. I can't remember exactly. 
Q. Can you ~pproximate iU 
A. All I know is I come back in July. I think I come
1 
back 
some time in July. · 1 
Q. July of 1943¥ 1 
page 124 ~ A. Yes. · 
Q. Came back where? 
A. To the .United States. 
Q. Did you communicate with your wife then? 
A. I come right home as soon as I could. 
Q. You separated yourself from the Service f 
A. Yes... 1 
Q. And you have been here ever since then? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you don't know what date yon sailed on this six 
months' voyage7 · 
A. I don.'t remember that. 
Q. What was the last day yon spent in Loudoun County 
bef or you went away Y 1 
A. I don't remember that. Things were moving fast. 
Q. You don't remember what month it wasY t 
A. The latter part of Febru~ry. We left in Febtuary. 
That is all I remember when I went away. 1 • 
Q. You left in February the first tinie, didn't yonY 
A. Sure. · 
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Q. Did you come back in February? 
A. I don't remember exactly. It was the latter part of 
February when .I was only gone a week or ten days, at the 
most, ·between the time I went first. and come back to say 
good-bye or something. 
page 125 ~ Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\fr. Anderson: 
Q. Mr. Christianson, I show you this will again to refresh 
your memory on that. Will you tell us the date of that- in-
strument? · 
A. Well, it says here, "Inwitness whereof I have hereunto 
set my hand this, the twenty-fourth day of March, 1943, * • *. '' 
Q. Will you hold that paper up to the light and see i£ you 
can identify the watermarks in the paper? 
A. Yes, I see the emblem ,of the JJnited States on here. 
Q. That is the paper you signed aboard s·hip, is that right? 
A. Yes, it looks like it. 
Q. Tell me this, Mr. Christianson. Did you at any time 
after you say that. you and your wife and Mr. and Mrs. Gaines 
discussed selling the farm, did you at any time before you 
started on this, six months' cruise, write your wife any letters 
with respect to selling the farm Y 
A. I don't remember anything about selli~g the farm in 
my letters. I wrote to her about the children and all I could 
about the farm, you know, but I didn't get any answers and 
didn't know whether they got the mail or not. 
Mr. Anderson: That is all. 
Mr. Pickett: No questions. 
Witness excused. 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON. 
_( 
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page 126 ~ Thereupon, 
WOODROW WILSON MIDDLETON, 1 
called as a witness and being first duly sworn, was examin~d 
and testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderso~: "· 
Q. State your full name. 
A. Woodrow Wilson Middleton. 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. I live about three miles south of Leesburg. 
Q. Do you know Mr. and Mrs. Christianson? 
A. Yes, sir. · i 
Q. Do you recall the time Mrs. Christianson employec;l you 
to do some work on the farm while Fred Christianson: was 
away?. 
A. Well, it was-yes, some time in April. 
Q. Will you tell us just what happened 7 . 
A. She come over one evening and wanted me to do some 
plowing, to plow up the field and harrow it and plant it and 
cultivate it for her, so I told her I would, and then the·next 
day, I believe it was, Miss Gaines and that gentleman ~ame 
ove1· there and was asking me about was I gojng to dQ this 
plowing, and about what it would cost, _and I didn't know ex-
actly what it would cost, not until it was done, so I went ahead 
and .plowed it up and she paid me. ' 
Q. Who pid you, Mrs. Christianson T 
page, 127 r A. Yes, Mrs. Christianson. 
. Q. Mrs. Christianson paid you Y. 
A. Yes. I never seen the other people from that time, from 
that day until this. ! 
Mr. Anderson: All right. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Did Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius ask you to dd the 
I 
work, tooY 
A. I don't understand. 
Q. Did they ask you if you would do it for them f 
A. No. sir. 
Q~ Did they tell you about the corn f \ 
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· A. No, sir. They tol~ I!le they didn't know :whether they 
would get the place or not, and said if they got the place they 
would pay her. 
Q. Was that iri March or April Y 
A. April, some time. 
Q. You are sure I 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did they tell you what corn to plant T 
.A.. No, sir. They never told me anything about buying any 
corn. I .did go to Mr. Gaines and get it. 
Q. At whose -request. 
A. Mrs. Christianson. She said there was some 
page 128 } seed corn at Mr. Gaines'_so I went over and got 
it and planted it. I don't know . whose corn. it 
was. 
Q. YOU did plant it f 
A. Yes, sir. · · 
Q. Did you harvest the crop Y 
A. I didn't harvest the corn, no, sir. 
'Q. You didn 'U 
A. I cultivated it. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
Mr. Anderson: That is all. 
Witness excused. 
WOODROW WILSON MIDDLETON. 
I 
Thereupon, 
·E. 0. RUSSELL, 
called as a witness by and Ol! behalf of the defendants, and 
being ·:first duly sworn, was examined and testified as f oll~ws: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. State your full name. 
A. E. 0. Russell. 
Q. Mr. Russell, you are Clerk of the Court? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Mr. Russell, in Liber 11, Page 267, what instrument is 
recorded there? 
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1 
page 129 ~ A. A deed, bought and sold, dated the thirty-
. first day of July, 1942, recorded in UP, Page 267, 
m which .Lawrence M. Newberry and Mamie E. Newb,erry, 
his wife, are the grantors and Fred H. Christianson and Ma-
rie N. Christianson, his wife, are the grantees. · 
Q. Will you turn to Page 268 and bringing your attention 
to a notation i:q. ink in the upper left-hand margin off that 
page, will you tell us what that is! I 
A. There _is a notation here a .deed was verified and de-
livered to W. C. Hall on the first day of April, 1943. 
Q . .According to the notation, a deed was delivered to Mr. 
Hall. What representation must be made by any lawyer be-· 
f qre ~omebody's deed is delivered to him from your office Y 
A. Well, all attorneys are accepted as being authorized and 
when they come in and ask for a deed, without asking them 
any questions we presume they have g·ot some .business con-
nection with the particular transaction and nev.et hesitate to 
give the deed to them when th_ey have some connection with 
it. I can say for the · Bar here we have never been double-
crossed. If they come in and ask for a deed then we figure 
they hav·e some connecti~n with the business. ' 
Mr . .Anderson : That is all. 
Witness excused. 
E. O. RUSSELL. 
page 130 r Thereupon, this hearing was adjourned i until 
Thursdax, May 11, 1944, at 3 :00 o'clock P. M. 
State of Virginia, 
County of Loudoun, ss: 
I, Stuart J~ Smith, Notary Public in and for the County of 
Loudoun, State of Virginia, hereby certify that the foregoing 
depositions were taken before me at the _time and place 1indi-
cated in the caption thereof; that the witnesses were , duly 
sworn by me according to law; that the fore going is a true 
transcript of the testimony taken before me, and that I have 
signed the names of the witnesses thereto with their consent. 
Given under. my hand and seal this 26th day of April, 11944. 
STUART J. SMITH, (Seal) 
Notary Public:: 
I 
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My Com. expires February 28, 1945. 
page 131 ~ In the Circuit Court for Loudoun County, Virginia. 
' 
Boyd.M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines, Complainants, 
v. 
Marie N. Christianson and Fred H. Christianson, Defendants. 
IN CHANCERY. 
Pursuant to agreement between counsel, the taking of depo-
sitions in the above-entitled cause was resumed on behalf 'Of 
the defendants on Monday, May 15, 1944, at 3 :00 o'clock P. M., 
in the Courthouse, Leesburg, Virginia, before Stuart J. Smith, 
Notary Public for Loudoun Comity, Virginia. 
Appearances: Charles Picke.tt, Esquire, Counsel for Com-
plainants; Albert F. Anderson, Esquire, Counsel for Def end:. 
ants. 
PROCEEDINGS. 
Mr. Hall: It is agreed that the Notary may sign the name 
of the witness to the deposition 
Mr. Anderson: That is agreeable to me. 
Thereupon, 
JAMES B. ANDERSON, 
page 132 } · called as a witness for and on behalf · of the de-
def endants, having been first duly sworn,, was ex-
amined and testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Anderson: 
Q. Mr. Anderson, will you state your full name and ad-
'dr·ess! · 
A. .James B. Anderson, Leesburg. Virginia. 
Q. D"o you know Mr. and Mr..s. Christianson, the defendants 
in tbiR case 7 · 
A. I do. , 
0. ·About how Ion~ have you known them Y 
A. About a year; oh, I guess about a year in February. I 
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don.'t know exactly the month. It is over a year, way over 
a year . 
. Q. How well are you acquainted with Mr. and Mrs. Chris-
tianson? ' 
A. W ellt I met Mr. Christianson up in the Lodge.:; My 
children would go to school with his, and through his kids 
~:mming· to the house, I went to see him. He invited me <;mt to 
the house. He has two girls about the age of my children, 
and they invited me out, and .also I knew Mr. Christianson at 
the Lodge. 
Q. Do you recall the time Mr. Christianson went into the 
Maritime Service Y ' 
A. I do. 
Q. Following that time, did Mrs. Christianson ever call 
upon you or your wife for advice 7 . · ! 
A. vV ell, now, one time she had her car here, and they: came 
herefrom Washing-ton, and there was something 
page 133 ~ about gasoline. She asked me-Mr. Christianson 
was away-and she asked me what to do about it. 
I told her to go up to the Ration Board. She wasn't acquainted 
up here. They told her she would have to have the license 
changed from D. C. tags to Virginia·tags, and she didn't know 
how she would get that done. I went in and got this State 
Trooper, and he :fixed her up in that way and she got gas to 
go back and forth to the place. 
Q. Did Mrs. Christianson ever consult you about any let-
ters or papers she received from her husband? , 
A. She showed me one paper she got from her husband. 
Q. What type of paper was that, ' 
.A~ It was a paper he written--! don't know where he.was-
in case anything· ~hould happen to him, it was his desire'. that 
his part for his children to receive and his father. The1: way 
, I think I understood it, that was his will for it to be done like 
that. 
Q. Did you read that paper? 
A. I read the paper. 
Q. Would you know it if you saw it again Y 
1 
A. I think I would. It had three men's names, one a Junior 
Lieutenant, and I -don't know the other grades. : 
Q. I show· you a paper marked Complainants' Exhibit No. 
2 and ask you if you can identify that. :1 
A .. · It wasn't like this. It didn't look like it. I mean this 
bottom part down here, what it says about this here witness. 
I 
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Let me read it all, will you Y Yes, that is the. one. 
page 134 } Q. The same one Y 
A. I wouldn't swear that was the same paper. 
That is the same thing he sent in, what was in it. _ 
Q. In other words, the paper Mrs. Christianson showed 
you, what ·was the nature of the paper Y 
1 
. 
A. Just a~ I say, if anything hapepned to him, more like a 
will. 
Q. Did the paper Mrs. Christianson showed you give her 
the power to sell any property, 
A. No; I am not up on it, but not what I read. The way I' 
look at it, it was a will. 
Q. Did Mrs. Christianson at any time consult you about 
selling the farm Y 
.- A. I believe she said something about selling the farm. I 
told her she ought to hold on to it until Captain Fred came 
home. 
Q. Did Mrs. Christianson ever show you any other letters · 
or papers? 
.A. No, sir; absolutely not. 
Mr. Anderson: Your witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pickett: 
Q. Mr. Anderson, did you rent any part of Mr. Christian-
son's farmY 
A. I did not. 
Q. Did you put any crops in? 
page 135 } A. Yes, sir, I put the garden in. 
Q. In the spring of 1943? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that before or after he went away! 
A. I met him one day down here, and he was going away 
at the time. I think he told me he was going to get a ship out 
of Wilmington. I asked him how about putting some pota-
toes out there in the garden and he said go· ahead. 
Q. That was before he went away? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When -did he go away? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. When did you plant the potatoes? 
A. Some time in April. 
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Q .. Had he gone when you planted the potatoes Y 
A. When the actual planting was done, he was away. 
Q. Where were you when Mrs. Christianson showed you 
this paper? ; . · 
A.,At her house,one Sunday-evening; my wife and chiJdren 
were out there. ' 
Q. What month. was that in Y 
A. I couldn't tell you. 
Q. Was it _in the summer Y 
A. I couldn't tell you. . 
Q. Was it after you planted the potatoes Y 
page 136} A. I think I had. I just don't remember when 
it was. , 
Q. How did she happen to show you the paper? 
A. She said, "I received this from .Fred". She was show-
ing my wife . and I this paper she got from Fred. 
Q. Why did she show it to you Y 
A. I don'.t know. 
Q. What did. she say about it Y '. 
A. She said, "Look here, I got it from Fred in a letter". 
Q. Did she ask you any questions about it Y 
.A. I just told her I thought it was a will. 
Q. Why did she want to know what you thought it was f 
A. I don't know. 
Q. She didn't tell you Y 
A. No. 
Q. Did she tell you at that time that she had sold the farm T 
A. She did not. i 
Q. Did she ever tell you she thought she would sell the 
farm? · · 
A. I don't think so. , 
Q. Did she ever say she wanted to sell the farm? 
A. Sometimes she would get disheartened when everything-
went against her and no men folks to look out for her, by ;God, 
it was enough to make her feel that way. , 
Q. I ask you when· she· told you that. 
page 137 ~ . A. I don't know. 1 
Q. Why did you tell her not · to sell the farm 
until l\fr. Christianson came home Y : 
A. He came up here to buy the farm and went into · the 
Service. · · 
Q. Why did you tell her to wait until he got back? 
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·_ A. It. w~s i;ny, judgm~~t. ,If she wanted to take it, she 
could. It wasn't any .of _my )m~iness. . . . 
Q. Did she ever ask you if she should sell it Y 
A. No. 
Q. You just voluntarily told her thatY 
A. No, I said I wouldn't. . , . 
. Q. She hadn't· said .anything and out of a clear sky you 
told her not to sell it? . . 
A. I said I wouldn't sell it. 
Q. What did she sayY _ . . . 
A. She would get irritable and say she thought she would 
sell it. 
Q. bid she teil you that more than qnceY . 
A. Once or twice. I didn't .pay any att~ntion . 
. Q. Did she ever tell you she had gone to Mr. Hall's ofnce 
and signed a .contract to sell the farmY · 
A. fHgned a contract? 
Q. Yes. · 
A. She said she had -them draw up a contract to sell it. 
Q. Did she tell you she had signed it? 
page 138 ~ A. I don't know. No, she hadn't-told rrie .. she 
had signed it. It was her personal matter; I 
didn't bother with it. The only thing, I had the potatoes in, 
and I wanted to get them off. That-is the raason -she told 
me she didn't know whether she would be there or not. She 
said she didn't know if she would be there. 
Q. You were worried about the potatoes Y 
A. I wanted to get- them, yes. 
Q. That.is why you didn't want h~r to sell iU 
A.. No. If I had a place, I wouldn't want anybody to sell it. 
Q. She did tell you she had ninety days, didn't she! 
A. I don't remember. She specified from the first of July 
or something. 
Q. What did she say about the first of JulyY 
A. I said I would take a chance on it. 
· Q. Did she say she 'Y-<mld have possession until the first of . 
July? · · · .-.·~ · · 
A. She didn't know until she heard from Mr. Fred. 
Q. What did she say _about the first of July? 
· A. She told me she si@:Iled ,this paper, something about the 
firRt of July.· I don't know when the paper was written. · 
Q. She hacl nntil- the first of July to do that? 
A. She said it was some kind of an agreement they had. I 
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don't know how it was :fixed. If I wanted to take a chance if 
she would be there, that is all she said. 
Q. Did she show you a copy of the contract she 
page 139 ~ signed Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did she show your· wife T 
A. I do not know what she showed my wife~ . i · 
Q. Did she show your wife in your presence a copy ~f the 
contract she signed 7 1 
A. Not in my presence. 
Q. Did she show you a copy of the renewal she signed Y 
A. She did not. The only thing I saw was the paper he 
sent telling what to do. She visited my wife some in town; I 
don't know anything· about that. , 
Q. Did ,she show you any letters from her husband Y [ 
A. No, sir,· I didn't want to see her personal letters. · 
Q. Did she show your wife any letters in your presenceY 
A. Not in my presence, no. · 
Q. Of course, you were not present, when she had these 
dealings with Mr. HalU 
A. I was not present. 
Q. And you don't know what papers she sent him! 
A. I do not know, no. 
Q. Did you harvest your. potatoes? 
A. I did. 
Q. Did she ever tell you she had decided not to sell the 
farm? 
A. No, she never come out and told me. Mr. Christianson 
came home. He wa home when I harvested the 
pag·e 140 F potatoes. : 
Q. He was home when you harvested the pota-
toesY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that in .A.ug·ust or SeptemberY 
A. Either August or September. 
Q. He came home in July, didn't ~e Y 
A. I didn't take them out in July. 
Q. Did he come home in July? 
A. I don't know; I don't remember. 1 
·Q. Did she tell you she had received a cablegram thr<;>ugh 
the American Red·Cross from her husband, telling her not to 
sell the farm Y . . 
A. Yes, · she did. She was telling my wife about it. , 
.Q. When was that, Mr. Anderson, approximatelyf 
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A. I don't know; on dates,_I don't know. . 
Q. Could you tell us how long it was before Mr. Christian-
son returned? 
A. I couldn't tell you that, no. 
Q. A month! 
A. I wouldn't want to say. 
Q. Two months! 
A. 1 wouldn't want to say. 
Q. Did she tell you she had consulted a lawyer in Washing-
ton regarding signi~g this renewal agreement Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did she tell you she had a lawyer in Wash-
page 141 ~ ington T 
A. I never heard her say anything about that. 
Q. Did she tell you she had consulted with Mr. Anderson, 
her pre~ent counsel T 
A. I think Mr. Christianson told me that .. 
Q. Did she tell you¥ 
A. I don't remember her telling me. 
Q. Did she tell you she had received several letters from 
~1: r. Hall regarding the transaction Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. On this paper that was shown to you, I understood you 
to say there were how many signatures on iU 
A.. Two names; one was a Lieutenant, Junior Grade Lieu-
tenant, and another name. 
Q. On direct examination I understood you to say there 
were three 1,1.ames signed to it other than Mr. Christianson'sY 
A. No, three names signed to the bottom and one was a · 
Lieutenant, Junior Grade. · 
Q. You also said this didn't look like the paper when this 
was first handed to you. 
A.. It has been over a year·. I look at hundreds and hun-
dreds of papers, and I was just looking offhand. 
Q. Why did you it didn't look like it before you looked at 
the paper? . 
A. I got ft over here to read it. 
Q. Why did you answer the question before you 
page 142 ~ read iU 
A. What? 
Q. Why did you say it was not the paper T 
A. I wouldn't say it was the same paper. 
Q. Did you ever see a power of attorneyY 
A. No, sir. 
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Q_. Would you know one If you saw iU 
A .. No,. sir. . . . . . . .. . 
Q. You don't know whether this paper had more than one 
~~~~y ' 
A. Only one. 
Q. You are sure of that Y . . . . 
A. If there was any more, I didn't see it. . . . 
Q. You can ',t tell us what month it was you first saw this 
paper! . . . 
A. I couldn't tell you; no, sir. . . . . 
Q. Did yoµ know Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines were in- · , 
terested in buying the farm Y . i 
A. I did not. She said Miss Gaines over at the next place-· 
':Q. Wanted iU . . . · 
A. Asked them to sell it to them. Q. Did she complain that she was being bothered by them! 
A. She didn't complain to me, no. She didn't complain to 
me. . 
· Q. You say you first m~t Mr~ Christianson in the Lodge Y 
A. Yes, sir. · ! 
page 143 ~ Q. What is that, a Masonic Lodge! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you live near him Y . . 
A. No, sir, I.live right here in town, si;r. _ . 
. Q. And you. can't tell us when Mr. Christianson left this 
1
country on his last trip? 
A. I can't tell you the dates. 
Q. Nor when he returned Y 
· A. No,. sir. 1 
Q. Nor when the cabegram was received r 
A. No, sir, I couldn't tell you. 
Q. Nor when you first saw this paper? , 
. A. I couldn't tell you the dates. I told you I can't remem-
ber the dates. There is· no use trying to tell you a lie. Ii told 
you I 'do:o.'t-remember the dates. · · . I · 
Q. Do you know whether you ·saw this paper before or after 
Mrs. Christianson told you she had received this cablegramf 
A. l don't remember. All l know it was ·on a Sunday eve-
ning we were· out there. When it was, I don't know. , 
Q. Where ·did you sit Y. · 
A. Out in the kitchen. · 
Q. What was the condition of the weathert 
A. Fair weather. 
Q. Was it warmY 
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page 144 ~ year. I couldn't tell you exactly. 
Q. Do you know whether you had to have a fire 
to keep y,ou warm or not 7 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. She was right much upset over this aff.air, wasn't shei 
A. About what 1 
Q. About selling the farni. 
A. She didn't seem upset to me. If she was upset, she kept 
it to herself. · 
Q. Well, she talked about it when she showed you this pa-
per, didn't she 7 1 
A. Not when she showed me that paper, no. 
Q. Didn't she ask you when she showed you that paper 
whether or not that paper authorize'd her to sell the farm Y 
A. No. 
Q. ·Did she ask you what it wast , 
A. She asked what it was. I told her it was a will. 
Q. Did she ask you if it gave her a right to sell the farm Y 
A. I don't remember. We were just talking in general. 
Mr. Pickett: That is all. 
Witness excused. 
JAMES B. ANDERSON. 
Mr. Anderson: That is our case. 
Mr. Pickett : We have no further testimony. 
page 145 } Thereupon, this hearing was concluded at 5 :10 
P .. M. · 
State of Virginia, 
County of Loudoun: ss. 
I, Stuart J. Smith, Notary Public in and for the County of 
Lou.doun, State of Virginia., hereby certify that the foregoing 
deposition was taken before me at the time and place indi~ 
cated in the caption thereof; that the witness was duly sworn 
by me according to law; that I have signed the· name of the. 
witness thereto with his consent; and that the f oreg~ing is 
a true and correct transcript of the testimony taken before 
me. 
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Given 1:U1der·my hand a,nd seal this 15th day of May,l 1944. 
STUART J. SMITH 
· Notary Public 
My Com. Expires February 28, 1945. 
page 146 ~ EXHIBITS FILED WiTH COMPLAINANTS' 
DEPOSITIONS. : 
Complainants' Exhibit No. 1. 
Same as exhibit '' A'' filed with Complainants' Bill.I 
Co11iplainant~' Exhibit No. 2. 
County of Loudoun: 
State of Virginia: 
Know all men by these presents that I, Fred Henry Chris-
tianson, being of sound mind and f acuities, and above the age 
of twenty one years, of the State and ,County aforesa~d, do 
hereby make this my last will and testament, hereby revok-
ing any and all wills at any time heretofore made: 
·First; I direct that all my just debts and funeral expenses 
be P.aid. . 
Second; Inasmuch as my beloved wife, Marie N. Christian-
son now owns with me certain real property located approxi-
mately two and one half miles south of Leesburg, Virginia, 
which said property is. more fully described by deed td my-
self and wife., and is of record in the deed records of Lon;doun 
County, Virginia to which reference is here made; Now, there-
fore without any attempt to dispose of her present interest in 
said properties, I give, devise and bequest to my beloved 
children, Dorothy May Christianson, Andrey Agnes Chris-
tianson, Edwin Norman Christianson, all of my intere!st in 
said real property and all other real properties that Ii may 
hereafter acquire, subject t.o the herein-after mentioned terms 
and conditions. 
Third; All the remaining personal, mixed properties, farm 
tack and equipment including of course all moneys ori de-
posit in any bank or banks, I give, devise and bequeath to mv 
beloved wife Marie N. Christianson. · · I· • 
Fo~rth; I direct that my wife Marie N. C~ri~tianson, ¢ake 
c.ertam that my aged father Anton Fred Christianson be[pro-
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vided for, if necessary, out of the proceeds of my estate, not 
intending by this provision to convey to him any title or in-
terest in and to the real estate heretofore mentioned. 
Fifth; I nominate, constitute and appoint my beloved wife 
Marie N. Christianson as independent executrix of this iny 
will, and direct that no bond be required of her as such, and 
that no further action be had in the county court, save the 
probate of this my will and the return of an inventory and 
list of claims of said estate. 
Sixth; I nominate, appoint and constitute my wrf e Marie 
N. Christianson, guardian of the person and estate of my 
children, the aforesaid Dorothy May., Audrey Agnes and Ed-
win Norman Christianson during· their minority and direct 
that no bond be required of her as such guardian. 
page 147 ~ Seventh; I give and grant unto my wife full 
and complete power of sale of all my property in~ 
eluding the aforesaid real estate in such a manner as she in 
her judgment may deem bei:;t. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand this the 
24th day of March A. D. 1943, in the presence of Lt. (j. g.) 
Roger C. Butler USNR and Samuel D. Waters who, attest 
the same at my request. 
The above instrument was this day published and sub~ 
scribed by the said Fred Henry Christianson as his last will 
.and testament in the presence of the undersigned who attest 
the same at his request and in his presence and in the pres,. 
ence of each other. 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON 
ROGER C. BUTLER 
SAMUEL D. WATERS 
Complainants Exhibit No. 3. 
THIS DEED made this 1st day of April, 1943, between 
Fred H. Christianson in his own right and_ as the husband of 
Marie N. Christianson, and Mari~ N. Christianson in her 
own right and as the wife of Fred H. Christianson, parties of 
the :first part, and Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines, as 
joint tenants, parti~s of the second part. 
WITNESSETH: That for and in consideration of the sum 
of Ten Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($10,700.00) cash 
in hand paid, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, the 
aforesaid Fred H. Christianson in his own right and as the 
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husband of Marie N.·Christianson .and Marie N. Christianson 
in her own right and as the wife of Fred H. Christianson., par-
ties of the first part, do hereby grant and convey with general 
warranty of title unto the said Boyd M. Brosius and Ev:a W. 
Gaines, as joint tenants, parties. of the second part, all; that 
certain tract or parcel of land containing 82% acres mo:ee or 
less, .together with all the improvements thereon and rights 
and appurtenances thereunto appertaining,: sit-
page 148 r uate, lying and being in Leesburg Magisterial 
District, in Loudoun County, Virginia, about 
three miles south of the Town of Leesburg; on U. S. Route 
15, adjoining the properties of Gaines., Daniel, Moss, N alle, 
and said highway, and described by metes and bounds as fol-
lows: 
Beginning at (1) a point in the center of the Leesburg and 
Aldie Pike and running south 17% 0 E. 159.52 poles along 
William Gaines' line to (2) a corn,er to Nalle's estate; tl;ience 
along their line N 77% 0 E 65.51 poles to ( 3) a corner iµ the 
middle of the road; thence in the middle of the said road N 
10° E 13.24 poles to ( 4) a point in said road; thence N 41h·0 
W 139.36 poles along the estate of Sallie Cambell, Martha 
Beach estate and Lemuel Daniel and to ( 5) ; th~nce along 
,said Leesburg and Aldie Pike S 83° "\V. 103.9 poles to the be-
ginning, containing 82% acres, more or less, being the same 
land which was conveyed to Fred H: Christianson and Marie 
N. Christianson by Lawrence M~ Newberry and Mamie E. 
Newberry, his wife, by deed dated July 31st., 1942, and of 
record in Deed Book 11 P's, :B,olio 267, in the Clerk's Office 
of the Circuit Court for Loudoun County., Virg·inia, to which 
deed and the deeds therein referred to reference is made for 
a more particular description ,of the land hereby conveyed. 
i 
And the grantors hereby covenant that they will warrant 
generally the land hereby conveyed; that they have a good · 
right to convey the same; that grantees shall have quiet and 
peaceful possession; that said land is free from all encum-
brances; :and that they shall execute such further assurances 
of the same as may be requisite. 
Witness the following signatures and seals: 
i 
' I 
· · · · · · · ............... (Seal) 
....................... (Seal) 
page 149 ~ State of ............ . 
County of ........... , to-wit: 
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I, ....................... , a Notary Public, in and for. the 
County of ............ , in the State of ... · ....... ,do hereby 
. certify that Fred H. Christianson whose name is signed to 
the foregoing writing bearing date on the 1st. day of. April, 
1943, has aclmowledged the same before me in my County 
and State aforesaid. 
Giyen under my hand a~d notarial seal this day of 
April, 19.43. 
( ( (L. S.))) 
Notary Public 
My commission expires : 
State of Virginia 
County of Loudoun, to-wit: 
I, ............ , a Notary Public in and for the County · 
of Loudoun, in the State of Virginia, do hereby certify that 
Marie N. Christianson, whose name is signed to the foregoing 
writing bearing date on the 1st. day of April, 1943, has ac~ 
knowledged the same before me in my County alid State afore-
said. 
Given under my hand this .... day of April, 1943. 
Notary Public 
My' commission as Notary Public expires on the .... day 
of : ......... . 
Co1nplainants' Exhibit No. 4. 
THIS DEED, made this the 31st day of July, 1942, by 
LAWRENCE M. NEWBERRY AND MAMIE E. NEW-
BERRY., his wife; parties of the first part; and FRED H.-
CHRISTIANSON and MARIE , N. CHRISTIANSON, his 
wife, parties of the second part: 
WITNESSETH: That · for and in consideration of Ten 
Dollars ( $10.00) cash in hand paid, and other good and valu-
able consideration., receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, 
and the further consideration of the hereinafter assumption 
agreement by the parties of the second part, the said Law-
rence M. Newberry and Mamie E. Newberry, par-
page 150 ~ ties of the first part, do hereby grant and convey, 
in fee simple, with ge!leral warranty, unto the 
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said Fred H. Christianson and Ma:vie, N. Christianson, ~hare 
and share alike as joint tenants, with the xight of survivor~ 
ship as at common law, that certain tract or parcel of' land 
containing 821h acres, more or less, together with all the im-
provements thereon and rights and appurtenances thereunto 
appertaining, situate., lying and being in Leesburg Magis-
terial District, Loudoun County, Virginia, about three miles 
south of the Town of Leesburg on U. S. Route 15, adjo~ning 
the properties of Gaines, Daniel, Moss, N alle, and said high-
way, anc1 desodbed by metes and bounds as follows: . 
BEGINNING at (I) a point in the center of the Leesburg 
and Aldie Pike and running south 17%'0 E 159.52 poles along 
William Gaines' line to (2) a corner to Nalle's estate; thence 
along their line N 771h 0 E 65.51 poles to (3) a corner in the 
middle of the road; thence in the middle of tµe said road N 
10° E 13.24 poles to ( 4) a point in said road; thence N :41h 0 
W, 139.36 pol~s along the estate of Sallie Cambell, Martha 
Beach estate ~nd ~erqµel Daniel a:p.d to ( 5) t:f1ence .along said 
Leesburg and .Alqie Pike R 83° W. 103.9 poles to the begin-
ni~g, cont&ining 82% acres., and 
being the same land conveyed to the said· Lawrence M. New-
berry by Gussie Virginia Trittipoe and ot.hers by deed datea. 
March 27, 1939, of record in the Clerk's Office of Loudoun 
County, Virg·inia, in Liber 11 D, Folio 195, to which said deed 
and the deeds therein referred to reference is hereby made 
for a morn particular descrip_tion of the said land 
0
he.reby 
conveyed. 
As a part of the consideration for the conveyance of said 
land, the parties of the second part hereby agree to, and do 
hereby assume the payment of $4,031.11 owed by the parties 
of the first part to The Federal Land Bank of Baltimore, 
Maryland, secured by trusts o'n said property, 
page 151 ~ subject to which trusts this conveyance is m~qe. 
The parties of the first part do hereby covenant 
that they will warra,nt genera,lly the land hereby conveyed; 
that they are seized in fee simple thereof and have a. good 
right to convey the same; that the parties of the ·second part 
shall enjoy quiet possession thereof, free from all encum-
brances; and that they will execute such further assurances 
of t~e same as may be requisite. · 
Witness the following signatures and seals. 
LA "\\7RENCE M. NE"\VB:mRRY (Seal) 
MAl\~IE ~- NEWBERRY (Seal) 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON (Beal) 
MARiE N. CHRISTIANSON (Seal) 
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State pf Virginia 
County of Loudoun, to-wit: 
I, Lucas D. Phillips, a Commissioner in Chancery for the 
Circuit Court of Loudoun County, Virginill, do her.eby certify 
that Lawrence M. Newberry and Mamie E. Newberry, and 
Fred H. Christianson and Mar~e N. Christianson, whose 
names are signed to the foregoing writing bearing· date ot 
July 31, 1942, have acknowledged the same before rile in my 
County aforesaid. 
Given under my hand this the 31s~ day of July, 1942. 
LUCAS D. PHILLIP&~ 
a Commissioner in Chancery for the Circuit 
Court of Loudoun Qounty, Virginj.a. 
Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Loudoun County, to-
wit: 
July 31, 1942 
The foregoing deed was this day received in said office 
stamped six dollars and :fifteen cents stamps cancelled, 11~g 
admitted to record at 12 :30 o'clock, P. M. 
Teste: 
E. 0. RUSS~LL c. c. 
page 152 ~ Complaina'Yll$' Exhibit No. 5. 
TIDS DEED OF TRUST., made this TWENTY NINTH 
day of MAY in the year nineteen hundr-ed and FORTY by: 
and between LAWRENCE McDONALD Nl~J"WBERRY, also 
known as LAWRENCE M. NEWBERRY, and MA~El 
ELIZABETH NEWBERRY, also known as Mamie E~ New-
berry, his wife, of the County of Loudoun, State of Virgiiµ.a, 
hereinafter called '' Gra~tor" ( and the pronoune ''he'', 
Hhis~', "him" hereinafter ised in reference to said term 
''Grantor", shall be considered as referr-ing to both sexes 
and to all parties, whether one or more, embraced in said 
term), party of the first part; El PAUL CRlDER and AL-
BERT F. ANDERSON, either of both of them may .act 
Trustees of the Counties of PITTSYLVANIA and LOU-
DOUN, State of Virginia, hereinafter called '"~rustee", 
. party of the second part, and the Land Bank Commissioner, 
, 
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whose address is the City of Baltimore, State of Maryland,. 
acting pursuant to Part 3 of the Aet of Congress of; the 
United State of America, known as the "Emergency Farm 
Mortgage Act ot 1933' ', hereinafter called ''Commissioner'', 
party of the. third part. 
WHEREAS, the Grantor is justly indebted to said Com-
mission in the principal sum of $1,500.00 this day lent: said 
Grantor by said Commissioner; · 
AND WHEREAS, said Grantor has executed to said Com-
missioner his promissory note., dated May 29, 1940 for
1 
said 
principal sum of $1,500.00 with interest on said principal sum 
or unpaid balance thereof, at the rate of five per centum per 
annum, payable semi-annually on the SIXTEENTH day of 
· FEBRUARY and AUGUST in each year; said principal 
sum being payable on an amortization plan in THIRTY 
NINE equal successive semi-annual instalments of $37 .50 
each, the first such instalment being payable on the SIX-
TEENTH day of FEBRUARY 1941, and the remaining in-
stalments being payable on each succeeding in-
page 153 } terest payment date and a final instalment of 
$37 .50, payable on the SIXTEENTH day of! AU-
GUST, 1960, unless the debt be sooner paid or matured; 
NOW, THEREFORE, for the ·purpose of better sec~ring 
the payment of said debt evidenced by said note, as the same 
may become due and payable, and in consideration of $1.00 
cash in hand paid, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, 
THIS DEED WITNESSETH: That the Grantor doth 
grant, bargain, sell and convey with general warranty of: title 
unto the said Trustee the following real property, to wii: 
ALL that certain tract or parcel of land situate in Leesburg 
Magisterial District, Loudoun County, State of Virginia, con-
taining 82% acres, more or less, and more particularly de-
scribed in a deed of trust from E. Paul Crider and Albert F. 
· Anderson, Trustees, to secure The Federal Land Bank of 
Baltimore, which deed of trust is dated May 29, 1940~: and 
recorded immediately prior here.to among the records of• said 
county and which description ·therein mentioned is hereby 
referred to and made a part l1ereof as though textually in-
corporated herein. · 
I 
BEING the same land that was conveyed to said Law1~ence 
! 
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McDonald Newberry in the name of Lawrence M. Newberry, 
by de-ed from Gussie V. Trittipoe, widow, and others, dated 
March 27, 1939, and recorded in the clerk's office of said 
county in Deed Book 11-D, page 195. - · 
Together wit~ the buildings and improvements·thereon and 
all the rights, privileges and appurtenances thereto belonging 
or in any way appertaining. 
This deed of trust is subject to all conveyances and reser-
vations of sub-surface rights and of easements of record af-
fecting the above conveyed property. 
BUT upon this Trust: To secure to the said Commissioner, 
his successors, and/or assigns, the payment of the aforesaid 
debt., evidenced by the aforesaid note as the same shall be-
come due and payable; and it is hereby provided that the 
Grantor may at any time have the privilege. of paying one 
or more instalments of principal of the aforesaid 
page 154 ~ debt, or the entire unpaid bala)J.ce of said prin-
cipal sum, but any such payments on principal in 
addition to those contracted to be made under the terms of 
the note hereby ·secured shall operate to discharge the debt 
evidenced thereby at an earlier date, and shall not reduce the 
amount or defer the due date of any instalment of principal 
provided -for by the terms of said note. · 
This Deed of Trust is made, to said Trustee under the pro·-
visions of Part 3 of an Act of Congress of the United States 
of America, entitled the ''Emergency Farm Mortgage Act of 
1933" and is to be in all respects subject to and go_verned 
by the terms and provisions of said Part 3 of said Act and 
any amendments thereto. 
This Deed of Trust is subject to a prior deed of trust dated 
the 29th day of.May 1940, in favor of The Federal Land Bank 
of Baltimore and on this date owned by The Federal Land 
Bank of Baltimore, and recorded in the Office of the Clerk of 
Loudoun County, Virginia, in Deed Book No. 11 H's Page 62, 
which said deed of trust is a lien on the real estate hereby con-
veved. · 
The Grantor hereby covenant that he will warrant generally 
the property hereby conveyed; that he is seised thereof 1in 
fee simple and has a right to convey the same; that he has 
done no act to encumber the same except as hereinbefore set 
out; that he will execute such further assurances thereof as 
may be requisite; that he will pay or cause to be paid said 
principal sum of the debt hereby secured and all accrued in-
terest thereon at the time/or times and in the manner pro-
vided for by this Deed of Trust and the note secured hereby;-
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that so long as the debt hereby secur.ed or any portion thereof 
remains unpaid, he will pay when due all taxes, levies, ~ssess-
ments or charges now or hereafter levied or as-
page 155 ~ sessed upon the property hereby conveyed, and he 
will pay when due all judgments and amounts, 
both as to principal and interest., constituting or secured by 
lien or mortgage upon said premises prior to this Deed of 
Trust, and will exhibit to the said Commissioner receipts or 
certified copies of such receipts evidencing payment of such 
taxes, levies, assessments or charges and payment on account 
of such judgments or amounts secured by lien or mortgage 
upon said premises prior to tbis Deed of Trust; that he will 
keep all buildings and improvements now, or hereafter lo-
cated on the premises hereby conveyed in good repair; that 
he will not permit said buildings to become vacant or \moc-
cupied; that he will maintain and work the premises h,ereby 
granted in good and husbandlike manner; that he will not 
remove or demolish, or permit to be removed or demolished, 
any of said buildings or improvements; that he will not cut 
or remove, or permit to be cut or removed any wood or timber 
from said premises except for dome.stic use without first ob-
taining the written consent of said Commissioner theretli; 
that he will not do ()r permit to done any act in respect to 
said property which will reduce or impair the value of the 
same as security for this loan, nor will he by neglect permit 
any unreasonable depreciation in value of said property or 
the buildings thereon; that he will, during the life of this 
. Deed of Trust keep insured any or all buildings now or here-
a.f ter located on said premises against loss or damage by fire, 
lig·htning·, or windstorm in such amount or amoimrs as! shall 
from time to time be acquired by said Commissioner, and 
wliich such insurer as shall be saisf actory to said Commis-
sioner, and will cause to be attached to or endorsed on: such 
policy~ or policies, of insurance a New York standard :mort-
gage clause providing that loss, if any, be payable to: said 
Commissioner as his interest under this De~cl of 
page 156 ~ Trust may appear at time of loss and that h~ will 
deliver, or cause to be delivered to said Commis-
sioner such policy, or policies, and will pay promptly when 
due all premiums or assessments under such policy or policies, 
and that any sum or sums paid to said Commissioner under 
the provisions of such policy or policies may be applied, at 
the option of said Commissioner to the discharge of anyi por-
tion of the indebtedness secured hereby, whether or not the 
~ame be due and payable or to the reconstruction of the build-
ing, or buildings, so destroyed or damaged, under such terms 
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and conditions as said Commissioner may prescribe for that· 
purpose; that upon the failure or refusal of said Gran tor to 
pay when due any taxes, levies, assessments.., or charges, or 
to pay when due judgments or liens both as to principal and 
'interest, constituting a lien upon said premises prior to this 
Deed of Trust or to effect or maintain such insurance as is 
required by said Commissioner, said Commissioner may pay 
such taxes, levies, assessments, judgments or other amounts 
and/or may effect and/or maintain such insurance and pay 
the premiums or assessments the ref or; and the amounts so· 
paid ·by the said Commissioner shall be and become a part of 
the debt secured hereby, payable immediately by the said 
Grantor and shall bear interest at the rate of five per centum 
oer annum until paid; but the said Commissioner shall be 
under no obligation or duty to pay such taxes, levies, assess-
ments, judgments or other amounts or to effect and/or main-
tain such insurance; that the representations made to said 
Commissioner by said Granto1· in his application for this 
loan, as to the purpose or purposes for which the money lent 
on the security of this Deed of Trust was borrowed, are true., 
and that he will apply the money so secured to 
page 157 ~ such purpose or purposes; that all checks or 
drafts delivered to the said Commissioner for the 
purpose of paying any stun or sums hereby secured will be 
paid upon presentment, and that all agencies used in making 
collections thereof, including those agencies transmitting the 
proceeds of such items to the said Commissioner, sball be con-
sidered agents of the Grantor; that if he is now or shall here-
after at any time become entitled to the rents, profits, royal-
ties, or revenues from any option, lease, right or privilege for 
any coal, oil, gas or other mineral or other sub-surf ace or 
surf ace rights or for any right or. privilege other than for 
agricultural purposes in any way affecting or appertaining 
to the property hereby conveyed, whether such option, lease, 
right or privilege be at present or later granted, operated, · 
or exercised, he will pay to, or cause to be paid to, and he 
hereby assigns to said Commissioner all such rents, profits, 
royalties and revenues, and such sum or sums when received 
by said Commissioner in an amount sufficient to cover any 
full instalment payment shall be applied by said Commis-
sioner to the retirement og such instalment payment in the 
same manner and with the same effect as if the payment ·had. 
been made by the Grantor in the case of anticipated payments 
above provided for, and that he will not grant any option, 
lease, right or privilege for any coal, oil, gas, or other mineral 
or other sub-surf ace or surface rights, or for any right or 
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privilege other than for agricultural purposes in any ; way 
affecting or appertaining to the property hereby conveyed 
without having first obtained in writing the consent thereto 
of said Commissioner; that he will not alien by deed, mort-. 
gage or otherwise the property hereby conveyed without first 
having notified said Commissioner in writing and received 
his written co;nsent thereto; that if in the opinion 
page 158 ~ of said Commissioner this Deed of Trust has not 
been so executed and recorded as to constitl1te a 
valid lien on the property hereby conveyed, said Grantor will 
immediately, at his own expense, have the same re-executed 
and re-recorded to the satisfaction of said Commissioner, and 
upon his failure so to do, said Commissioner may have the 
same done and any· expense so incurred shall become a part 
of the debt hereby secured and be due immediately upon pay-
ment by said Commissioner, with interest from the date of 
payment. 
· It is further covenanted and agreed that so long as there 
is no default on the part of said Grantor in any of the terms, 
conditions or covenants of this Deed of Trust and the note 
secured hereby, said Grantor shall have the right to the pos-
session and enjoyment of the property hereby conveyed, but 
that should default be made in the payment of the whole debt 
hereby secured or any part thereof as the same shall become 
due and payable, or in the event of the breach of any of the 
terms and ~onditions of the note evidencing said debt or the 
covenants hereby entered into or imposed upon said Grantor:-
or in the event of default in th~ performance of any of the 
terms, provisions, covenants or agreements contained in any 
prior mortgage, deed of trust or o.ther lien that may be su-
perior lien on the property hereby conveyed, the entire debt 
secured by thi~ Deed of Trust shall, at the option of .said Com-
missioner, his successors, or assigns become forthwithi due 
and payable and the Trustee shaM, upon the request of• s~id 
Commissioner, his successors, or assig·ns, sell the property 
hereby conveyed at public auction at the premises, or at such 
other place as the Trustee may select, for cash., or upon such 
other terms as the said Trustee may deem beneficial in the 
execution of this trust, after first advertising the time, place 
and terµis of sale in such manner as will, in the 
page 159 ~ opinion of the Trustee, be best calculated to at-
tract bidders, and the Trustee may postpone the 
. sale at his discretion., giving· such notice o.f postpo.nement as 
he may deem reasonable and proper; or, without notice and 
without regard for the adequacy of any security for such 
debt, the Trustee may, upon the request of the Commissioner, 
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his successors, or assigns, enter forthwith upon and take pos-
session of the property and operate and manage and/or let., 
or leasr the same and collect and receive all the rents, issues 
and profits thereof and thereform, due or to become due and, 
after deducting all necessary charges and· expenses incident 
to the operation, maintenance and management of said" prop-
erty or premises, during the time that said Trustee shall have 
possession of the same, pay the balance over to said Com-
missioner, his successors, or assigns to be applies as a credit 
· on account of the debt hereby secured; and it is covenanted 
and agreed between the parties hereto that the said Com-
missioner, his successors, or assigns, may make any reason-
able and proper advances for the operation, maintenance and 
management of the premises and property hereby conveyed 
and any sum, or sums~ so advanced shall become part of the· 
debt hereby securedito be paid and due immediately, and the 
aforesaid rents, issues and profits are· hereby assigned to 
said Commissioner, his successors, or assigns as further se-
curity for the payment of any indebtedness secured to •be paid 
under this Deed of Trust; or the said Commissioner, his suc-
cessors, or assigns, may apply to a court of competent juris-
diction .for the appointment of a r~ceiver for the property 
hereby conveyed to take charge of, manage and/or rent said 
property under order of the court. · 
page 160 r The Trustee shall, out of the purchase money 
arising from the sale of the property hereby co~-
veyed, first, pay the costs 9f executing this trust, including a 
commision to the Trustee ofn ( see below) second, any sum, 
or sums, paid by the said Commissioner for taxes, levies, as-
sessments, insurance, or other charges upon said property;· 
third, the amount due on the debt hereby secured, evicJenced 
by the note aforesaid, and the remainder, if any, said Trus-
tee shall pay over to the Grantor, his heirs, personal repre-
sentatives, successors,, or assigns, and the said Trustee shall 
settle his accounts in accord'ance with the statutes in such 
cases made and provided. . 
Should the debt hereby secured be fully paid and the cove-
nants and conditions of this ·deed be fully , performed, then 
this deed shall be released at the cost of the Grantor; pro-
vided, however, that no such release, or authority to release, 
shall be valid or shall in any way affect the title hereby con-
0:five per centum on the first three hundred dollars of the 
gross amount of the proceeds of sale and two per centum on 
the balance thereof; 
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veyed, unless such release, or authority to release, shall, have 
attached thereto the signature of the said Commissioner, or 
his duly authorized agent. . : 
Witness' the following signatures and seals the year and 
day .first above written. : '. 
LAWRENCE McDONALD NEWBERRY (~eal) 
LAWRENCE M. NEWBERRY (Seal) 
MAMIE ELIZABETH NEWBERRY (Seal) 
MAMIE E. NEWBERRY (Seal) 
State of Virginia 
County of Loudoun, to-wit: 
I, M. Hansbarger, a Notary Public for: said 
page 161 ~ County of LOUDOUN., in the State of Virginia, 
do certify that LAWRENCE McDONALD ~EW-
BERRY, also known as LA WREN CE M. NEWBERRY~ and 
MAMIE ELIZABETH NEWBERRY; also known as 
MAMIE E. NEWBERRY, his wife, whose names are signed 
to the fore going ·Deed of Trust, bearing date of the 29th day 
of MAY, 1940, have acknowledged the same before me .iµ my 
County afore said. 
My commission as Notary expir~s May 28, 1941. 
Given under my hand this 5th day of June, 1940. 
I 
1i 
M. HANSBARGER~ 
Notary Public 
· Clerks Office of the Circuit Court of Loudoun County to 
'wit: I . • [ 
June 6, 1949. 
I 
The foregoing deed was this day received in said office! and 
admitted to record at 10:55 o'clock A. l\L I · 
Teste: 
E. 0. RUSSELL c. c. 
M. N. Christianson, et al., v. B. M. · Brosius, et al. 145 
page 162 ~ Complainants' Exhibit No. 6. 
Same as Exhibit "B'' filed with Complainant's Bill. 
Pay to the 
Complaina-nts' Exhibit No. 7. 
Leesburg, Va. April 28, 1943 No ..... . 
THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK 
OF LEESBUR-G, Va. 
Qrder of Marie N. Christianson $1,500.00 
Fifteen Hundred . . .............................. Dollars 
For Christianson Farm. 
EVA W. GAINES. 
Complainants' Exhibit No. 8. 
It is agreed between Marie N. Christianson, in her own 
right and as agent for Fred H. Christianson, her husband, 
and Boyd M. Brosius and Eva W. Gaines, dated AJ?ril 1st, 
1943 and extended to May 3oth, 1943, that said agreement is 
further extended to June 30th, 1943, upon the same terms and 
conditions as set forth in the original contract and the said 
extension to May 30, 194Q., said extension being necessary 
because of the· absence of Fred H. Christianson from the 
United States. 
Witness the following signatures and seals . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Seal) 
In her own right and as agent for Fred 
H. Christianson, her husband. 
BOYD M. BROSIUS" 
EVA W. GAINES 
(Se. al) (Seal) 
146 Supreme _ Court of Appeals of Virginia 
page 163 r ComplaiM!nts' Exhibit No. 9. 
Mrs. Marie N. Christianson, 
Lees burg, Va. 
Leesburg, Va .. 
May 29, 1943. 
My dear .Mrs. Christianson:- i 
Miss. Eva Gaines acting for herself and Mr. Brosius has 
been to my office today and she is ready to clos~ the transac-
tion for the sale of the farm to her by you acting for yourself 
and your husband. She will present or have presented ~o 
yon an extension agreement for an additional thirty da-y~ if 
you are not ready to close on account of your husband bemg 
away. She· has -arranged to close today and has been ready 
in accordance with the contract. I am assuming however 
that you are not r~ady and the purpose of this letter is· to 
advise of her readiness. She has been to your home but you 
were away and she has also tried to 1·each you by telep~one .. 
Very truly yours, 
WILBUR O. HAL~ .. 
Complainants' Exhibit No. 10.. · 
June 2nd., 1943. 
:Mrs. Marie N. Christianson 
Leesburg, Virginia 
R. F; D. 
Dear Mrs. Christianson: · 
Both Miss Gaines and Mr. Brosius have been in touch with 
me -an4 :they. a.re ready to ciose "just· as -s·o-ori as your husband 
arrives. I p.ope that you will get in touch with me iqme-
di~tely so that we can wind up_ th~ matter of the sale. by 1you 
and, the purchase by them of the proper_:t:y. 
Very truly yours 
I 
I 
I 
WILBUR C'. HAL:µ 
WCH:MD 
M. N. Christianson, et al., v, · B. M. Brosius, et al. 147 
pag~ 164 ~ Complainants' Exhibit No. 11. 
June 15th., 1943 
Mrs. Marie N. Christianson 
Leesburg, Virginia 
R. F. D. 
Dear Mrs. Christianson: 
I am wondering if you have heard anything more from 
your husband. As I previously advised you, both Miss Gaines 
and Mr. Brosius have been·and still are ready to close for the 
farm. You has the authority to sell since you had a Power 
of Attorney,, although it was not sufficient to record and make 
doo~ · 
I do hope that you will give me some idea as to when you 
are expecting your husband home so that he can sign the 
deed. 
Hoping to hear from you, I am, 
Very truly yours 
WILBUR C. HALL 
WCH:MD 
Complain01Jits' Exhibit No. 12. 
June 22nd., 1943 
bought seed corn and paid for it 
and also hired man and she paid 
him and would not take money 
when offered it to her 
Mrs. Marie N. Christianson 
Leesburg, Virginia 
Dear Mrs. Christianson: 
I have seen Mr. Brosius and Miss Gaines and they are 
both anxious to close the transaction. They are ready any 
time that you produce a proper deed. They have been ready 
148 Supreme . Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
to close. all the time. There is no. doubt that_ you 
page 165 ~ had the· authority to sell, however, the paJie~·1you 
had was not sufficient upon which to make a'. deed. 
. Very truly yours 
WILBUR C. HALL . 
WCH:MD 
Complainants' Exhibit No. UJ • 
. i: June 28th~, 1943. 
: _. 
. i 
Mrs. Marie N. Christianson 
Leesburg, Virginia 
R. F. D. 
Dear Mrs. Christianson: 
Mr. Brosius and Miss Q;aines feel. that the matter of thei 
sale of the farm should have been consummated before this 
time and th~y have ·.employed Mr. Charles Pickett of Fairfax 
and ··me to file a suit' which has been done. The matter can 
be closed by the execution of a proper deed and carrying out 
of the original contract. I felt that I should write you 'since 
a notice will be handed you by the Sheriff. 
Very truly yours 
,, 
' .. 
WCH:MD ·,, .. 
p~ge 166 ~ Virginia: 
I 
WILBUR C. HALL 
I . 
In the Circuit Court of Loudoun County. 
Brosius and Gaines 
v~ 
Christianson,. et als 
I ~ 
I 
:M. N. &.ristians~~,' et. al.1 v. RM. Brosius, et al. ~•9 
.NOTICE OF A~PLIQATION FOR.RECORD. 
To: Wilbur C. Hall, Esq., &nd Charles Pickett, Esq. 
Attorneys for Compla~~nts. 
• r, 
.: ._Your are h~reby· notified th~t we will, on the 30th day of 
December, 1944, at 10 o'clock A. M. at the office of the Clerk 
of the . Circuit Court of Loudoun County, Virginia, apply to 
the saia <ille:1:k for the record in this case. 
. .. .... 
ALBERTF. ANDERSON 
Attorney ·for Defendants. 
Legal and timely service of the above notice is hereby ac-
knowledged. 
CHARLES PICKETT. 
Attorney for Complainant. 
page 167 ~ To E. 0. Russell, Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Loudoun County, Virginia. 
Pursuant to notice heretofore given to. Wilbur C. Hall and 
Charles Pickett, attorneys for Eva W. Gaines and Boyd M. 
Brosius complainants, the undersigned Marie N. Christian-
son and Fred H. Christianson, hereby apply to you as Clerk. 
of the Circuit Court of Loudoun County, Virginia, for a tran-
script of the record in the Chancery cause of Boyd M. Brosius 
and Eva W. Gaines, v. Marie N. Christianson and Fred H. 
Christianson, in which a decree was entered adjudicating the 
principals of this cause on the 27th day of October~ 1944,.and 
a suspending decree was entered on October 27, 1944, for 
the purpose of applying to the Supreme Court of Appe~ls 
of Virginia for an appeal and supersedeas from the said de-
cree. 
Respectfully submitted, this 30th day of December, 1944. 
FRED H. CHRISTIANSON 
MARIE N. CHRISTIANSON 
By A. F: ANDERSON 
Counsel for Complainants 
\ 
A. F. ANDERSON 
Counsel for Complainants. 
1li~ Supreme Court of Appeals of V'agim' I· 
A true trans~ript of the record this 30th day of Deceihber; 
1944. 
Teste: 
A Copy-Teste: 
E. O. RUSSELL, C.i C. 
. t 
M. B. WATTS, C. ~-
1 
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